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**Abstract**

More than a quarter of total greenhouse gas emissions come from the food system. Meanwhile, climate change has a negative impact on agricultural productivity, threatening food security. Food security is already under threat due to sub-optimal allocation of food, whereby a third of the world’s food goes to waste every year. To achieve a more sustainable food system, it is necessary to change our dietary choices towards foods with a lower environmental impact, and to reduce food waste. This thesis uses behavioural economics and behaviour change theories and methods to investigate ways to encourage individuals to make these changes. Three empirical studies are presented, each addressing a different stage of food consumption. The first study examines how well individuals can rate food products in terms of their environmental impact, and how labels can affect their sustainability judgments. The second study investigates how labels can encourage individuals to choose vegetarian and plant-based dishes. The third study tests a behaviour change intervention aimed at helping individuals reduce their food waste at home. Results suggest that labels can have an impact both on consumers’ perceptions of food products sustainability, and on their consumption choices. When many food alternatives are available, a green label signalling low environmental impact will be relied on whether the product is sustainable or not. Vegetarian and plant-based labels on menus can actually discourage some consumers from selecting those dishes, which become more popular when those labels are removed. A low-emission label added to a menu as a transparent nudge can also encourage diners to eat more sustainably. A letter and a leaflet can encourage the creation of pro-environmental habitual behaviour at home, leading to a reduction in household food waste. These results show how low-cost behavioural interventions can deliver an impact and help us transition towards more sustainable food consumption.
Impact Statement

Theories and methodologies from behavioural science have been applied to food consumption before. However, most studies so far were aimed at promoting healthy eating. Although some recommendations on how to eat more healthily, such as reducing red meat consumption, can also apply to eating more sustainably, it is becoming increasingly important to recognise the impact of current food consumption trends on the environment, and consider sustainable eating practices alongside healthy eating practices. This thesis illustrates how behavioural interventions can promote sustainable food consumption choices.

This work shows how labels can have a big impact on consumers’ judgments and choices, and forms the basis for future research to investigate how different marketing strategies can be used to encourage sustainable eating. Additionally, this thesis considers the debate surrounding the paternalistic aspect of nudging interventions, and argues that transparent nudges can provide a solution which is both ethical and effective. This thesis also investigates how habit creation can be exploited to help achieve long-lasting effects through interventions.

The first study shows the importance of labels in shaping consumers’ judgments of food product sustainability. As of 2016, EU pre-packed food products are required to bear a nutrition declaration. These front-of-pack nutrition labels were developed to encourage healthy eating. As the first study illustrates how, in the face of many alternatives, consumers tend to rely on green labels, whether they are truthful or untruthful, an argument for a front-of-pack label bearing information on the environmental impact of products can be made. This highlights the importance of government action in promoting and regulating sustainability labelling schemes.
The second study is the first real world trial that shows how removing vegetarian and plant-based labels can make those dishes more appealing. As these labels are widespread, this result suggests that businesses could apply small changes to the way they market their products and play a big role in shifting consumption choices towards more sustainable ones. A conflict of interest may arise where businesses which rely on selling meat and fish-based products may not be willing to change their offer and marketing strategy. Although demand for meat-alternative products has been increasing, this might not be enough to act as an incentive. Because the introduction of taxes and subsidies on the production side from a single country may backfire, international agreements should be sought to reduce production of those foods with highest environmental impact.

The third study shows how a simple behaviour change intervention can be instrumental in helping households cut down on food waste. Although methods for food waste recycling, such as anaerobic digestion, can provide effective ways of transforming food waste into clean energy, the benefits of food waste reduction outweigh those of recycling. This is why many initiatives and legislations, such as the EU Waste Framework Directive, are in place to encourage prevention over recycling. This study was conducted in partnership with Westminster City Council, and it shows how local government authorities can employ similar strategies to tackle the issue of excessive food waste in their communities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Sustainability

Sustainability can be defined in various ways. For example, the United Nations (UN) give a definition of sustainability focused on development, whereas the World Health Organization (WHO) gives a definition focused on health. According to the UN, sustainable development can be thought of as having three dimensions: economic, environmental, and social (United Nations, n.d.a). The WHO’s definition, known as the One Health approach, on the other hand, focuses on the health of people, animals and ecosystems, with the aim of balancing and optimising them (World Health Organization, n.d.).

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, as defined by the UN, outlines 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to be achieved through collaborative actions taken by all member countries. These include: no poverty; zero hunger; good health and well-being; quality education; gender equality; clean water and sanitation; affordable and clean energy; decent work and economic growth; industry, innovation and infrastructure; reduced inequalities; sustainable cities and communities; responsible consumption and production; climate action; life below water; life on land; peace, justice and strong institutions; and partnerships for the goals (United Nations, n.d.b).

Promoting SDGs means seeking a balance between driving economic growth, providing good health and education, supporting equality, fighting climate change, and preserving the planet (United Nations, n.d.b). Synergies and trade-offs between SDGs need to be evaluated, considering that working towards a goal in one location might create spillover effects that will hinder the achievement of sustainable development in another (Zhao et al., 2021). Trade-offs in sustainability implementation can be found, not only among economic, social, and environmental goals, but also spatially, temporally, and contextually.
Transboundary SDG interactions can take place in many forms (e.g. trade and nature-caused flows), and high-income countries (14.18% of the global population) contribute to more than half of the total SDG interactions worldwide (60.60%) (Xiao et al., 2024). Therefore, SDGs can only be achieved through a united effort and communication between countries (Xiao et al., 2024).

Sustainability can also be approached in two different ways: with a weak sustainability perspective and a strong perspective. The weak perspective gives equal importance to each pillar as defined by the UN (economic, social and environmental), whereas the strong perspective gives priority to the environmental pillar (Nasrollahi et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2024). This research focuses on the goal of responsible consumption and production, targeting food consumption and production with a strong sustainability perspective.

1.2 Sustainable food production and consumption

Oosterveer and Spaargaren (2007) give a sustainability definition centred on food, which is based on four criteria: naturalness, food safety, animal welfare, and environment preservation. Naturalness implies that food should have not been altered, and that the production process should have made use of natural processes only. Examples of natural food include organic food and whole foods. Food safety refers to products which may not negatively affect human health through diseases such as the Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (known as “mad cow disease”) or pesticide contamination. Animal welfare refers to the fight against to the bio-industrialized production of animal or animal products, such as chicken and eggs, which started after World War II. Environmentally friendly or eco-friendly food refers to food with low greenhouse gasses emissions (GHG), and the production of which is based on raw materials which can be produced without undue environmental harm (Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2007; Tiwari et al., 2014).

Sustainable food production and consumption entail many challenges. Food security is already under threat and the global population is
expected to rise, hence agricultural productivity will need to increase, and allocation of food will need to be optimised (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2011; Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018a; Lipper et al., 2014). However, agricultural productivity has been falling because of climate change (Lipper et al., 2014), which is partly caused by food production and consumption themselves (Poore & Nemecek, 2018).

The Food and Agriculture Organization (2006) defines food security as being based on 4 pillars: Availability, access, utilization, and stability. Availability refers to the supply of food; access refers to having the means to acquire food; utilization refers to people’s ability to absorb the nutrition the body needs; and stability refers to having sufficient food over time. Current food allocation is already sub-optimal: A third of the world’s food goes to waste or is lost every year (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2011), while 811.7 million people are undernourished and more than 672 million are obese (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018a). Global population is also predicted to grow by 2.4 billion people by 2050, with most of this growth happening in developing countries (Lipper et al., 2014). Meanwhile, food availability and stability are already being affected by increasing temperatures, changing precipitations patterns, and more frequent extreme natural events (Mbow et al. 2019). For example, it is estimated that climate change has already reduced global yields of maize by 3.8%, and of wheat by 5.5% (Lipper et al., 2014).

Around 13.7 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2eq), more than a quarter of total greenhouse gas emissions, are produced by the food supply chain (Poore & Nemecek, 2018). Additionally, 70% of freshwater is used for agriculture and 78% of freshwater and ocean eutrophication1 is estimated to be produced by agriculture (Ritchie et

---

1 Eutrophication: “the gradual increase in the concentration of phosphorus, nitrogen, and other plant nutrients in an aging aquatic ecosystem such as a lake. [...] Cultural eutrophication occurs when human water pollution speeds up the aging process by introducing sewage, detergents, fertilizers, and other nutrient sources into the ecosystem. Cultural eutrophication has had dramatic consequences on freshwater resources, fisheries, and recreational bodies of water and is one of the leading causes of aquatic ecosystem degradation” (Britannica, 2023).
Half of our habitable land, which means excluding glaciers and barren land, is used for agriculture (Ritchie et al., 2022). Agricultural practices should be changed as part of an effective adaptation strategy: Farmers should be encouraged to adopt mixed crop-livestock production systems and water-efficient irrigation practices (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2018). The productivity of our agricultural systems should be improved to reduce emissions from agriculture and pressure on land (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2018).

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2018), we should also reduce emissions and increase climate change adaptation options by changing our dietary choices towards foods with lower emissions and requirements for land, and by reducing food loss and waste. This thesis focuses on what could be done on the consumer side, and tries to answer the question “How can we encourage more sustainable food consumption choices?” by addressing the following challenges:

1. Can consumers rate products in terms of sustainability? And what cognitive biases can affect consumers’ judgments?

2. Can different labels help to increase the sales of sustainable dishes?

3. Can behavioural interventions be delivered to help people reduce their food waste and create pro-environmental habitual behaviours?

1.3 The environmental impact of food consumption

A great measure of the food carbon footprint can be associated with livestock and fisheries, used to produce meat, dairy, eggs, and seafood, which cause 31% of food emissions (Ritchie, 2019). On the other hand, crop production accounts for 27% of food emissions, land use for 24%, and supply chains for 18% (Ritchie, 2019). The

---

2 This figure only accounts for fuel use in fisheries, pasture management, manure management, and methane from cattle. It does not account for land use and for the production of crops for animal feed.
environmental impact of food items can be evaluated across different metrics (carbon footprint, water use or scarcity-weighted water use, eutrophication, and land use) and with reference to either 1 kg, 100 g of protein, or 1000 kcal (Ritchie et al., 2022).

As an example, I will be using 1000 kcal as reference, and I will make comparisons between some of the foods with greater impact, and some of those with smaller impact. In terms of greenhouse gas emissions, beef (beef herd) has the highest impact, followed by prawns. Farmed prawns require the most amount of freshwater, followed by cheese. Prawns also have the greatest impact on water eutrophication, followed by beef (dairy herd). Beef (beef herd) requires the greatest amount of land, followed by lamb and mutton. Eggs, on the other hand, have the least impact when assessed against these criteria and compared to beef (beef and dairy herds), lamb and mutton, farmed prawns and cheese (see Table 1) (Ritchie et al., 2022).

Eating less meat, fish and cheese can help reduce one’s diet’s environmental footprint. These foods may be replaced with vegetables-based meals, together with legumes and whole grains (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020), as growing vegetables produces much lower greenhouse gas emissions, requires less water and land, and has a much smaller impact on water eutrophication (see Table 1) (Ritchie et al., 2022). Fruits can also be consumed more: For example, apples, bananas, berries and grapes account for much lower greenhouse gas emissions per 1000kcal than meat and fish (see Table 1) (Ritchie et al., 2022). There can be big differences, however, even within the categories of fruits and vegetables. For example, berries and grapes require more freshwater than apples and bananas, and even more than beef and lamb, although their production has a lower impact on water eutrophication compared to beef and lamb, and requires much less land compared to beef and lamb (see Table 1) (Ritchie et al., 2022).

Reducing consumption of red and processed meat, together with sugar-sweetened beverages, refined grains and oils high in saturated fat, and eating more fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts and seeds,
whole grains and oils high in unsaturated fats, is also important from a health perspective. Unbalanced diets have been associated with more than 12 million avoidable deaths in 2018 (26% of deaths among adults), leading to medical issues such as coronary heart disease, strokes, type-2 diabetes, and cancers (Springmann et al., 2021).

### Table 1. Environmental impact of different foods assessed against greenhouse gas emissions, water usage, water eutrophication, and land usage. The highest figures relative to each environmental criteria are bolded. CO₂eq: carbon dioxide equivalent. PO₄eq: phosphate equivalent. Data from Poore & Nemecek (2018) and Ritchie et al. (2022).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food (per 1000 kcal)</th>
<th>GHG emissions (kgCO₂eq)</th>
<th>Freshwater usage (L)</th>
<th>Water eutrophication (gPO₄eq)</th>
<th>Land usage (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beef (beef herd)</td>
<td>36.44</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>119.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef (dairy herd)</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>133.8</td>
<td>15.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb &amp; mutton</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>116.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawns (farmed)</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>3,413</td>
<td>220.6</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>1,448</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>22.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root vegetables</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bananas</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berries &amp; grapes</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chai et al. (2019) conducted a systematic review of vegan, vegetarian and omnivorous diets, analysing their impact on the environment in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, land use, and water footprint. They came to the general result that the more plant-based a diet is, the lower these three impacts are. Takacs et al. (2022) assessed the environmental impact (global warming, freshwater eutrophication, terrestrial acidification, and water depletion potential) of 13 meals belonging to different cuisines. They found that the plant-based version of these meals was more environmentally friendly in terms of all the criteria compared to the vegetarian and meat-based versions of the dishes. In particular, the meat-based meal had 14 times higher environmental impact than the plant-based meal, whereas the vegetarian version had 3 times higher environmental impact. Similarly, the Planetary Health Diet by the EAT-Lancet Commission
recommends a “plant-forward diet” that is healthy for both people and the planet, and where meat and dairy make up a smaller proportion of what we should eat than whole grains, fruits, vegetables, nuts and legumes (EAT, n.d.). Plant-based animal product alternatives (PB-APAs) are also a good way for meat eaters to switch to a more sustainable diet. PA-APAs are products that try to recreate the appearance, smell, test and functionality of animal products: for example, Beyond Meat burgers are a substitute for beef burgers (Heller & Keoleian, 2018). A review of 43 studies found PB-APAs to be more sustainable and present several health benefits compared to animal products (Bryant, 2022). A comparison between Beyond Meat burgers and beef burgers found the former to be more environmentally friendly in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, energy use, land use, and water use (Heller & Keoleian, 2018).

“Eat vegan” is therefore a truthful general rule of thumb for eating sustainably. On the other hand, “eat local” is not. First, only 6% of food system emissions come from transportation (Ritchie, 2019). Second, differences in emissions between foods are large (Ritchie et al., 2022). Therefore, what we eat is more important than where it comes from. For example, the shipment of 1kg of avocados from Mexico to the UK generates only 0.21kgCO₂eq, only 8% of avocados’ total footprint (2.625kgCO₂eq) (Ritchie et al., 2022). There are also cases where producing something locally would create more emissions than importing it: For example, importing lettuce from Spain during winter creates 3-8 times lower emissions than producing it in the UK (Hospido et al., 2009).

“Eat organic because it is better for the environment” is also a misconception. Organic and conventional agriculture affect or cause land use, energy use, acidification and eutrophication, greenhouse gas emissions, and biodiversity in different ways (Clark & Tilman, 2017; Ritchie, 2017). Conventional agriculture performs better in terms of land use because in the same space it can achieve a higher yield than organic farming thanks to fertilizers and pesticides. On the other hand, because the production of fertilizers and pesticides is energy-
intensive, organic agriculture generally requires less energy. Results on acidification and eutrophication are mixed: The impact of organic agriculture is higher on average, but this is context dependent. Nitrogen is supplied by synthetic fertilizers, crop residues and manure in conventional agriculture, and through crop residues and manure application only in organic farming. Fertilizers release nitrogen based on the crop’s demand, whereas manure releases nitrogen depending on external conditions (weather, soil moisture and temperature). Therefore, nitrogen release in organic farming does not always match what the crop needs, and an excessive release can find its way to rivers and lakes. As for greenhouse gas emissions, results are also mixed: Pulses and fruits create less emissions when produced organically, whereas cereals, vegetables and animal products create less emissions when produced conventionally. Overall, both methods create greenhouse gas emissions, although in different ways: conventional agriculture through production and application of synthetic fertilizer, and organic agriculture through manure application which creates nitrous oxide. Biodiversity is affected by pesticide application, soil erosion, land tillage methods, and habitat destruction. For example, pesticides are thought to be at least partially responsible for a great decline in insect populations (Hallmann et al., 2017). Organic farming may affect biodiversity less per unit of cultivated area but requires more land than conventional agriculture to produce the same amount of food. This creates a debate as to whether a smaller area should be farmed intensively even though this means greatly affecting its biodiversity, or whether a larger area should be farmed organically therefore affecting its biodiversity less but over a greater surface (Ritchie, 2017). An additional consideration that needs to be made is whether organic farming can benefit soil health. Soil health can be defined as the “capacity of a soil to function within ecosystem boundaries to sustain biological productivity, maintain environmental quality, and promote plant and animal health” (Doran & Parkin, 1994). Despite what was discussed regarding the possible benefits of organic farming for biodiversity, inconsistent results have been found regarding the impact of organic farming systems on soil health.
(Hathaway-Jenkins et al., 2011; Tuomisto et al., 2012). This might be due to the diversity of farming practices both within conventional and organic agriculture (Reeve et al., 2016). In conclusion, no farming method can be said to be overall better for the environment than the other.

Many consumers believe that organic food is more nutritious than its conventionally grown alternative, however, no significant differences in carbohydrate or vitamin and mineral content has been found between the two (Williams, 2002). Moreover, because those who regularly consume organic food also tend to eat more fruit and vegetables, and less meat, and tend to exercise more and are less likely to smoke, it has been hard to isolate the impact of organic food consumption on health from other confounding factors (Mie et al., 2017). Chronic exposure to pesticides among farmers has been associated with health problems including respiratory problems, neurologic deficits like Parkinson disease, and cancer (Forman & Silverstein, 2012). Similarly, exposure to organophosphate insecticides during pregnancy likely has a negative impact on children’s neurodevelopment (Gonzalez-Alzaga et al., 2014). However, it is not clear if similar side effects may arise from exposure to pesticide residues in food (Mie et al., 2017). There are concerns regarding possible gaps in the risk assessments which are carried out on chemical pesticides before market release, and their impact on health through food consumption, but more research is needed (Mie et al., 2017). Therefore, it is not possible yet to conclude that consuming organic produce should be favoured over regular produce.

1.4 Current consumption trends

Current global consumption trends are neither sustainable nor healthy. In the world in 2018, the intake of fruits and vegetables was 59% lower than what it should be, that of legumes was 74% lower, and that of whole grains was 55% lower (Springmann et al., 2021). Consumption of dairy was also below recommendations (by 20%), whereas that of red meat was higher by 257% (Springmann et al., 2021). In Europe in 2018, the intake of fruits and vegetables was 41% lower than what it
should be, that of legumes was 86% lower, and that of whole grains was 58% lower (Springmann et al., 2021). On the other hand, consumption of dairy was 141% higher than what it should be, and that of red meat was 486% higher (Springmann et al., 2021).

Animal-based protein (ABP) consumption has risen from 1961 to 2011 by 19 g per person per day (from 61 g to 80 g) (Sans & Combris, 2015). Over that period, the proportion of plant protein in the total calorie intake fell from 6.9% to 6.3% and was replaced by ABP intake from 3.8% to 4.9% (Sans & Combris, 2015). Great differences can be seen between income groups: 21.9% of protein intake in the poorest countries are made up by ABPs, compared to 59.5% in the richest countries (Sans & Combris, 2015). Both calorie and protein intake on average follow GDP and urbanisation rate. A big rise in meat consumption has taken place in emerging countries like Brazil (from 18 to 49 g / person / day) and China (from 4.2 to 37.2 g / person / day). Nevertheless, some OECD countries have equally seen an increase in ABP consumption: Spain (from 28.1 to 65.8 g / person / day), Italy, and the Netherlands (Sans & Combris, 2015). At a global level, in 2020, 224 million tons of global meat were sold, of which 48 million were of beef and veal, and 66 million tons were of pork (Euromonitor, 2021, as cited in Bryant, 2022). Therefore, meat consumption has been rising and is at a very high level, despite the numerous reports which advocate for its reduction (Dasgupta, 2021; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2018; Willet et al., 2019).

According to the EAT-Lancet Commission, consumption of red meat should decrease globally by more than 50% for a sustainable and healthy food system to be achieved (Willett et al., 2019). The EAT-Lancet Commission diet estimates a CO$_2$eq production of 740kg/person/year; as a comparison, the current Italian diet is responsible for a CO$_2$eq production of 1465kg/person/year (Willett et al., 2019). The consumption of beef and pork meat, animal fat and sugar should be reduced by 60-90%, and of dairy products and eggs by 50% (Vitale et al., 2021). However, in Italy in 2020, sales of beef increased by 8.2%, and sales of cheese and milk increased by 9.7%
and 3.9% respectively (ISMEA, 2021). On the other hand, between 2008/9 and 2018/9, the UK average daily meat consumption fell by 17.4g/day per capita, with a 30% reduction in beef consumption. This is significant, but still far from the necessary reduction of 89% (Stewart et al., 2021).

Consumers have different reasons for choosing to buy different products. Italians mostly choose what food products to purchase based on whether they originate from Italy (26%) and whether high quality ingredients make up the product (20%); 6% choose products based on whether they are organic, and 2% on whether they are preserved in eco-friendly packaging (Agrifood Monitor, n.d.). In the UK, prices are often reported to be the main reason for purchase, with 90% of the shoppers listing it as one of the top five reasons, and 36% reporting is as the main reason (Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2017). Other reasons are considered as follows (Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2017). Quality and performance, and special offers and promotions, are listed respectively by 62% and 60% of the people within their main five reasons for purchase. Use by or sell by dates are reported to be quite important in purchasing choice as well, with 51% of the people taking them into account. Finally, ethical and eco-friendly product characteristics are taken into account only by 18% of the shoppers, making them the least important reason behind purchase (Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2017). Nevertheless, sales of “ethical” food and drink, including organic food and vegetarian meat alternatives, has risen since 2007, reaching £8.5 billion in 2014, which is equivalent to 9.2% of all household food sale (Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2017).

Socio-demographic characteristics such as age, income, education level, marital status and household size also have an impact on individuals’ diets. The data collected from the Agrifood Monitor Consumer Survey (n.d.) suggest that there are four types of consumers in Italy. 38% of Italians may be considered “traditionalists”, as they gravitate towards traditional Italian food and trusted products.
Traditionalists mainly live in the Centre and South of Italy, are older than 55, earn between 1800 and 2400 Euros a month, have medium level of education and are mostly families without children. 35% of Italians may be considered “aware”, as they have tried to shift their consumption towards natural, organic, vegetarian or vegan products. Aware consumers are around 30-44 years old, mostly live in the North of Italy, earn between 2400-3500 Euros, have medium or high level of education, and are mostly families with children. 12% of Italians may be considered “luxury” consumers, as they prefer high quality products and/or foreign products, are between 18 and 44 years old, they mainly live in the North-East, earn between 1800-3500 Euros, have medium or high level of education, and are either single or living with parents. Finally, 15% of consumers have a “less is more” attitude towards food consumption, as they aim to save what they can in food shopping. They are mostly between 30-44 years old, live in the North, earn 1200-1800 Euros, have medium level of education, and are mostly single (Agrifood Monitor, n.d.).

In the UK, according to data collected by the Office for National Statistics (2020), the richest ten per cent of the population spend per week £3.50 on beef, £5.40 on fish, £3.50 on cheese, £6.70 on fruits and £7.80 on vegetables, calculated as average weekly household expenditure. On the other hand, the poorest 10% of the population spend weekly £0.90 on beef, £1.50 on fish, £1 on cheese, £2.20 on fruits and £2.30 on vegetables. This means that the richest ten per cent spend 288% more on beef, 260% more on fish, 250% more on cheese, 204% more on fruits and 239% more on vegetables than the poorest ten per cent (Office for National Statistics, 2020).

1.5 Food waste

It is not only what we eat that we should care about to live a more sustainable lifestyle, but it is also what we buy and do not eat. Food waste generation is a widespread issue. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization estimates (2013), the total amount of food thrown away at a global level in 2007 was around 1.6 gigatons, with 1.3 gigatons representing the edible component. In 2012, 53% of all
food waste produced in the EU28, which is equal to 88 million tonnes, was wasted by households during the final consumption stage (Stenmarck et al., 2016). In China, 56.6 million tons of food went to waste in 2015, and 72% was landfilled (Li et al., 2018; MEE, 2017, as cited in Liang et al., 2021). In the US, 133 billion pounds of food, that is 30% of available food, are wasted every year, and 20% of this wastage occurs at consumer level (United States Department of Agriculture, 2014). In the UK, in 2018, 9.5 million tonnes of food waste were produced, of which 6.4 million tonnes was avoidable (96kg/person) (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2021). It is estimated that 85% of this food waste was produced by households and food manufacture (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2021). Because 43 million tonnes of food are purchased in the UK, the wasted amount represents around 22% of this amount (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2021).

Food waste has various negative effects (Ananno et al., 2021). It affects energy consumption, water and land usage, our health, the economy, and the environment. It was estimated that 344 million tons of consumer avoidable food waste is responsible for 4 EJ of waste energy, which is equal to the energy consumption of Germany and France together (Coudard et al., 2021). 550 billion cubic meters of water is wasted every year globally because of food waste (Ananno et al., 2021), while 663 million people do not have access to fresh drinking water (United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund & World Health Organization, 2015). 1.53 billion hectares, 12% of Earth’s ice-free land mass, is used for cultivating crops (Foley et al., 2011), while synthetic fertilizers, often used in food production, rely on finite natural resources like phosphorous, and adversely affect water quality and biodiversity (Dawson & Hilton, 2011; Kummu et al., 2012). Food waste also means lost nutrients: 1520 kcal per person per day are wasted in North America and Oceania because of food waste; 748 calories per person per day are wasted in Europe (Lipinski et al., 2016). Moreover, fruits and vegetables are often a big proportion of food thrown away by households (Vanham et al., 2015), therefore food
waste also means losing the opportunity to eat more healthily (Wharton et al., 2021). In low- and middle-income countries, waste prevention could result in a nationally sufficient supply of fruit and vegetables (Mason-D'Croz et al., 2019; Rolker et al., 2022). Food waste costs 310 billion USD in the developing countries and 680 billion USD in developed countries (United Nations, 2019, as cited in Ananno et al., 2021). Only in the US do food losses equal to around 161 billion USD (United States Department of Agriculture, 2014) and in Europe to 143 billion USD (Stenmarck et al., 2016). If food waste ends up in landfill, carbon dioxide, methane and other greenhouse gases are produced (Chen et al., 2017; Han & Shin, 2004). In the US, landfills are the third largest source of anthropogenic methane emissions (United States Department of Agriculture, 2014), and eliminating avoidable food waste would prevent 113 million metric tons of CO$_2$eq from being produced every year (Venkat, 2012).

The United Nations set the goal 12.3, the aim of which is to: “By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply chains, including post-harvest losses” (United Nations, n.d.b). Many countries have started adopting policies and initiatives to tackle this issue (Ananno et al., 2021). In the EU, the Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EC, Article 4) encourages waste prevention over reuse, followed by recycling, energy recovery and disposal (European Commission, 2008, as cited in De Sadeleer et al., 2020). Moreover, the Circular Economy package advocates for all material to be recovered, reused and redesigned, or used for energy recovery, rather than being landfilled (European Commission, 2015). In 2014, the European Commission proposed the year 2030 as a deadline for the municipal waste recycling rate to reach 70% (Secondi et al., 2015). In Norway, the government reached an agreement with the food industry with the aim of reducing food waste by 50% by 2030 (The Norwegian Government, 2017, as cited in Ananno et al., 2021). This requires the industry to provide reports, implement reductive measures, and donate surplus food (De Sadeleer et al., 2020). In South Korea, stricter measures
have been implemented (Ananno et al., 2021). The country first made it illegal for food to be landfilled and mandatory for it to be recycled in 2005 (Nguyen et al., 2017). Subsequently, a pay-as-you-throw mandate was introduced, by which households are charged based on how much food waste they produce. As a result, 95% of food waste is now recycled (Broom, 2019; Sheldon, 2020; as cited in Ananno et al., 2021). In France, supermarkets with a large carbon footprint must donate surplus food to charities. Moreover, a campaign was launched in 2017 in Paris, where a recycle bin and a recycling guide was provided to residents, so that waste could be then recycled to produce fertilizers or heat and electricity (The Connexion, 2017, as cited in Ananno et al., 2021; De Sadeleer et al., 2020). In the US, the Food Recovery Act establishes requirements and provides funding to reduce food waste (De Sadeleer et al., 2020). The UK has adopted the Champions 12.3 Guidance and recommended the following actions: measure and report food waste amounts; report progress compared to the SDG12.3; and apply the “50% target reduction from ‘farm to fork’” (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2021). These are only some of the countries which have been adopting measures to fight the issue of food waste.

Research in this field has also focused on understanding which method of disposal for organic waste is most beneficial. Options such as composting, aerobic digestion, anaerobic digestion, incineration, and landfill are considered. Through composting, both businesses and households can use certain leftovers to create an organic material which can be used as a conditioner and fertilizers in gardens and farms (Lai, 2022). Aerobic digestion is a process which allows food waste to be broken down into water by creating an oxygenated environment with microorganisms, and then be discharged via an existing drainage system. Anaerobic digestion is a different procedure through which food waste is broken down by microorganisms in the absence of oxygen, with the goal of producing renewable energy from the captured biogas, and fertilizer from the nutrient rich digestate (Stones, 2019). Incineration means destroying waste by burning it into ash;
landfill means burying waste between layers of earth (Owen, 2018). When comparing between these methods of disposal, the consensus is that anaerobic digestion is more environmentally friendly than composting, incineration and landfilling, assuming that the generated biogas will be used, for example, as a substitute for fossil car fuel (Bernstad, 2011; De Sadeleer et al., 2020; Martinez-Sanchez et al., 2016). Incineration and landfilling are regarded as particularly detrimental for the environment, as they produce greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO₂) and methane (CH₄). They also remove the opportunity to convert food waste into renewable energy or nutrients for soil. Home composting can be an efficient way for households to recycle their waste, but not everyone has a garden or the opportunity to do so (Allison et al., 2022). Even though anaerobic digestion seems to be a promising solution to the issue, even small reductions in food waste can result in large amounts of avoided emissions and can outweigh the benefits of recycling (Bernstad & Andersson, 2015; De Sadeleer et al., 2020).

1.6 The contribution of this thesis

Changes in food consumption patterns can be attributed not only to population growth, but also to economic growth and globalization. Between 2003 and 2013, animal protein consumption grew by 69%, while population grew only by 29% (Sharma et al., 2018). Consuming a meat-based diet is seen by many as a status symbol, and in some developing countries, such as Vietnam and Thailand, a big part of people’s now higher income is being spent on purchasing meat (Sharma et al., 2018). Moreover, in some countries, such as Argentina, Uruguay and Chile, it is also part of the local culture (Navarro, 2016, as cited in Giacoman et al., 2021). As previously illustrated (1.4), developed countries have also seen an increase in meat consumption (Sans & Combris, 2015). Overall, global red meat consumption is higher than what recommended by the EAT-Lancet Commission (Willett et al., 2019). Meanwhile, consumption of vegetables and fruits, legumes and whole grains is below recommendations (Springmann et
al., 2021). To summarise, current eating choices are unsustainable both for the environment and for the global population’s health.

Similarly, as explained in chapter 1.5, most of the food waste that we produce is edible (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2013) and avoidable (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2021), and a great proportion of it is created at the consumer stage (Stenmarck et al., 2016). Although new methods of food waste recycling, such as anaerobic digestion, have emerged and have shown to be effective, the consensus is that food waste prevention should be favoured over recycling (De Sadeleer et al., 2020). Reasons behind wastage of edible food include behaviours such as “not used in time” or “served too much” (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2013).

Because behaviours are a core part of the issue of unsustainable food consumption, this thesis will investigate how consumers evaluate food products in terms of sustainability, what can influence eating choices, and how individuals can be encouraged to waste less food. To do so, theories and methodologies from behavioural economics and, more generally, behavioural science, will be discussed.

Behavioural economics is a field of research that challenges classical economic theory and its assumptions regarding human behaviour, its institutional underpinnings, its poor prediction power, and its intrinsic non-falsifiability (Kao & Velupillai, 2013). Behavioural economics allows for a better understanding of decision-making processes and behaviours by integrating behavioural science with economic principles (Camerer, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 2004; Reed, Niileksela & Kaplan, 2013). Behavioural science encompasses multiple disciplines, such as psychology, neuroscience, and sociology, with the aim of investigating human behaviour of individuals and groups (Kappes, 2016). This thesis builds on previous research from behavioural science to better understand behaviours that lead to unsustainable food consumption patterns. Specifically, theories and previous studies from not only behavioural economics, but also other disciplines within behavioural science, are reviewed for a more holistic understanding of food consumption patterns, which are determined by a variety of
factors: individual beliefs and choices, but also social norms and habits (e.g. Lally et al., 2008; Nezlek & Forestell, 2020; Vassallo et al., 2016; as discussed in chapters 2 and 5).

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 illustrates theories and findings which try to explain eating behaviour, and previous interventions which tackled eating behaviour. Chapter 3 discusses an online behavioural experiment which tested whether consumers can evaluate food products in terms of their environmental impact, and how different labels on packaging can affect people’s perception of food sustainability. Chapter 4 discusses a study which investigated how nudges can influence diners’ eating choices in a real-world restaurant setting. Chapter 5 illustrates theories and findings which try to explain waste behaviour. Chapter 6 is focused on a behaviour change intervention which aimed at helping individuals reduce their household food waste through the creation of habitual pro-environmental behaviours. Chapter 7 provides a summary of my results and discusses what they mean both for policies and interventions aimed at tackling unsustainable food consumption, and for consumers.

Chapters 3, 4 and 6 discuss the three experimental studies which are the foundation of this work. The Three-Stage Model of Service Consumption describes three main stages which consumers go through when they make use of services: the pre-purchase stage, the service encounter stage, and the post-encounter stage (Tsiotsou & Wirtz, 2015). By adapting this model to describe food consumption behaviour, the following stages can be defined: forming opinions about a food product or a dish; purchasing or consuming a product or a dish; and discarding what is unwanted. The three main studies of this research are presented in this thesis following the order of these consumption stages, although they were not strictly conducted in this same order due to external circumstances. The first study investigates how consumers form sustainability judgments on food products, and whether the presence of labels or the number of available choices can influence these judgments. The second study investigates the role of
labels on a restaurant menu in determining food consumption choices. In particular, this study answers the questions of whether signposting a dish as vegetarian or plant-based affects its popularity, whether we can encourage the consumption of vegetarian and plant-based dishes through a low-emission label, and whether disclosing the purpose of a label will change its effect on consumer choices. Finally, the third study investigates whether positive behaviours aimed at food waste reduction can be encouraged and made habitual, and if so, whether these behaviours will actually lead to a reduction in households’ food waste.
Chapter 2
Decision-making

2.1 Individual decision-making

Why do consumers not eat sustainably? There may be two general reasons: They might not be interested in or concerned about eating sustainably; They might want to eat sustainably but may not be able to. Previous research suggests that both reasons apply.

When consumers are looking to make a choice between products, they seem to care mostly about taste, cost, variety, convenience, and health (see chapter 1.4). Whether the product is environmentally friendly or not seems not to be a primary concern. Awareness of the environmental impact of some products is still quite low, together with motivation to eat more sustainably: Even vegetarians often mention reasons other than the environment for not eating meat, such as disgust, being concerned about animals and health (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020).

Nevertheless, some consumers may be sincerely concerned about the planet. However, people’s actions do not always match their values, and this is referred to as the “value-action gap”. This value-action gap seems to be frequent across environmentally friendly attitudes and behaviours (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002, as cited in Behavioural Insights Team, 2020). A linked hypothesis, the “low-cost hypothesis”, argues that we are prone to act environmentally friendly only when it is not hard for us to do so (Diekmann & Preisendörfer, 2003, as cited in Behavioural Insights Team, 2020). However, there are many barriers to acting sustainably, often psychological, such as lack of willpower, and economic, such as costs, which make sustainable food less affordable for poorer households (De Haen & Réquillart, 2014). Knowledge barriers may also be a problem: Consuming more
vegetarian meals requires learning new recipes (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020).

A major barrier to acting sustainably is imperfect decision-making. Theories and experiments in the fields of behavioural economics and psychology try to explain and test for the reasons why people’s decision-making is often imperfect.

According to Goldstein and Hogarth (1997, as cited in Newell, Lagnado & Shanks, 2015), the research on decision-making can be divided into research on decisions and research on judgments. Research on decisions saw Neumann and Morgenstern’s theory of games and economic behaviour (1947) on maximising expected utility being challenged by Savage’s concept of subjectivity (1954), Simon’s concept of bounded rationality (1956), Edwards’ probabilistic judgments (1968), Kahneman and Tversky’s heuristics, biases, and prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Kahneman, 2011). An example of a bias that may affect food purchasing decisions is projection bias. People tend to believe that their preferences will not change over time (Loewenstein et al., 2003), when in fact variations in circumstances and needs are likely to affect their decisions. For example, Read and van Leeuwen (1998) showed workers were more likely to pick an unhealthy snack when hungry than when satisfied.

Research on judgments was inspired by the model of visual perception, Brunswik’s Lens Model (Hammond & Stewart, 2001, as cited in Newell, Lagnado & Shanks, 2015), by which an object in the environment produces multiple cues through the stimulation of the perceiver’s organs. These cues reveal the true state of the world only imperfectly and perception involves making inferences. The process with which judgments are created is similar and is characterised by the following steps: Discovering new information, acquiring and searching through information, combining information, and receiving feedback (Newell, Lagnado & Shanks, 2015). For the scope of this research, it is particularly interesting to consider the way we acquire information, especially how shoppers acquire information about products before deciding which one to purchase: How much information do they look
for and in what order, and when do they settle for something? (Newell, Lagnado & Shanks, 2015). This problem is often described as a trade-off between exploration and exploitation (Cohen, McClure & Yu, 2007, as cited in Newell, Lagnado & Shanks, 2015). Exploitation means staying with the usual option, like the customary product, whereas exploration means looking for something new. Simon (1956) suggested that people are “satisfiers”: Rather than looking for the optimal solution, they look for good enough solutions by searching through the alternatives in an unordered manner and settling for the first option which satisfies a set of characteristics.

In the context of purchasing food, this means that the order in which items are considered is important, as it can have an impact on the final consumption decision (Payne, Bettman & Luce, 1998). People’s decisions tend to be sensitive to contextual factors and to how choices are presented to them, that is to the choice architecture (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020). In particular, there are six factors relating to the choice architecture which research has suggested to be particularly impactful on decisions (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020):

- If an option is marked as the “default”, people rarely switch away from it.
- The way choices are displayed makes a difference: People tend to choose the first option available in canteens, and the top and bottom options listed on menus.
- More available products are more likely to be chosen.
- Products at eye-height, at checkout and at the end of the aisles in supermarkets tend to sell more.
- More eye-catching products tend to sell more.

Having too much choice can also be a problem: People perceive the choice as more difficult to make, their motivation to choose is lower, they have lower confidence in their final choice and are less satisfied with it (Fasolo et al., 2005; Iyengar & Lepper, 2000). Behavioural economics research suggests that having too much choice can create what are called “menu effects”. An example would be choice
avoidance, whereby too many alternatives to choose from discourage the buyer from choosing altogether (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000). Alternatively, consumers may choose to diversify too much. For example, in an experiment conducted by Simonson (1990), most of the students who were asked to choose snacks in advance for the subsequent meetings decided to pick different ones, whereas most students who picked their snacks one by one did not diversify their choices as much. Another way to go around the problem of too much choice is to stick with the familiar or the salient: Investors may prefer picking domestic equities (French & Poterba, 1991), or companies that have been in the news (Barber & Odean, 2008). Finally, choice overload can also cause confusion, which can lead mistakes in choices, such as voting for the wrong candidate (Shue & Luttmer, 2009).

2.2 Social decision-making

People who consume sustainable food are often classified into one specific segment of the population, and this is justified with the argument that similar actions should correspond to similar beliefs and attitudes (Oosterveer and Spaargaren, 2007). However, research has shown how people behave differently during studies and in real life (Richter, 2002, as cited in Oosterveer and Spaargaren, 2007) and how individuals do not stop to evaluate every single consumption decision that they make, but rather their choices depend on a mix of in-the-moment decisions and routines (Warde, 1997, as cited in Oosterveer and Spaargaren, 2007).

A similar idea is proposed by Evans et al. (2012) who argue that an environmentally damaging consumption behaviour is not only dependent on the individual's decisions, but also and most importantly on social practices. Social practices are routinized behaviours (Reckwitz, 2002, as cited in Evans et al., 2012), such as going to the supermarket. Theories of practice include insights from social and cultural theory and think about the individual as not an autonomous decision-maker, but rather as someone who acts in accordance to what is perceived as socially normal (Evans et al., 2012). Evans et al.
(2012) suggest that, according to the theories of practice, habits, routines, social relations, socio-technical systems and cultural conventions should be taken into account and/or tackled when aiming for behaviour change.

An example of a policy which aimed at changing behaviour through the modification of socio-technical systems is the Cool Biz initiative in Japan in 2005. Throughout this initiative, conditioners had to be set at a temperature not lower than 28° during the summer months in order to reduce energy consumption. To enable workers to better deal with the higher temperature in the offices, a new dress code with summer clothing was introduced. By changing the social convention behind the workplace dress code, offices were able to save energy and reduce CO₂ emissions by about 1.14 million ton (Evans et al., 2012).

As far as eating behaviour is concerned, Evans et al. (2012) suggest that policies should focus on practices such as food acquisition, food storage and cooking, and the ways in which discarded food is disposed of. These policies include the promotion of particular foods, product substitutions, and informational campaigns on how to reduce food waste.

There are also other social factors which can influence consumer choice, such as associations and stereotypes. For example, vegetarianism is often associated with being weak or feminine (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020). The food that we eat also reflects our culture and what we identify with, and meat is considered an important part of our meals in Northern Europe and America (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020). Eating meat therefore becomes the status quo or default option, and we are inherently biased towards consuming it.

2.3 Explaining eating behaviour through psychological theories

2.3.1 Subjective relevance

Food consumption can be seen as part of our human experience and consequently consumption behaviour may depend on our “subjective
relevance”, that is the symbolic and emotional value that food has for us (González Rey, 2017; Hicks & King, 2009; as cited in Castellini et al., 2020). Castellini et al. (2020) tested two hypotheses: 1. That organic food choice motivation positively influences our subjective relevance of food, and 2. That our subjective relevance of food has a positive impact on the frequency of organic food consumption. In other words, the researchers were interested in the effect of subjective relevance of food as a mediator between organic food choice motivation and frequency of organic food consumption (see Figure 1).

Both hypotheses were supported by the data, which suggested that subjective relevance of food both positively influenced frequency of organic food consumption ($B = 0.28$, $p < 0.001$) and was positively impacted by organic food choice motivation ($B = 0.64$, $p < 0.001$).

2.3.2 Value-attitude-behaviour hierarchy

The value-attitude-behaviour hierarchy (VABH) suggests that our values influence our attitude towards a particular behaviour, which in turn influences the behaviour itself (Homer & Kahle, 1988). This hierarchy has been often applied to describe and understand pro-environmental behaviours (Kim et al., 2020). For example, VABH can adequately describe sustainable clothing purchases by explaining 31.1% of the variance in behaviour (Jacobs et al., 2018). In the context of environmentally friendly eating, Kim et al. (2020) found a significant relationship between perceived value on sustainability and three attitude measures (attitude on waste reduction, personal norm on waste reduction, and social norm on waste reduction), which were in turn significantly related to behaviours for environmentally friendly eating. In this case, VABH could explain 56.7% of the variance in behaviour (Kim et al., 2020). Interestingly, being vegetarian moderated
the relationship within the hierarchy: the explained variances were higher for attitude on waste reduction and personal norm on waste reduction, but lower for social norms on waste reduction and environmentally friendly eating behaviours.

2.3.3 The theory of reasoned action and the theory of planned behaviour

The theory of reasoned action (TRA) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) argues that attitudes and subjective norms influence behaviour intention, which in turn influences behaviour. The theory of planned behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) is an extension of the TRA, whereby perceived behavioural control also influences behaviour intention. Attitudes refer to how someone feels towards that behaviour. Subjective norms refer to the expectations held by the people surrounding the individual and how the individual perceives these. Perceived behavioural control refers to whether the individual believes they can carry out a specific behaviour, and the opportunities they have.

2.3.4 The theory of planned behaviour – extended

Vassallo et al. (2016) investigated whether the theory of planned behaviour can be used to explain food consumption behaviour in Italy. Past behaviour was also added to the original model (see Figure 2). The study sampled 3025 Italians that were over the age of 18 and were solely, or jointly, responsible for their household’s food shopping. Amongst their sample, 31.2% of consumers “hardly ever” bought sustainable food products, whereas 69% did “sometimes” and more.

The data suggested that the theory of planned behaviour can explain consumption behaviour satisfactorily, with past behaviour being the strongest predictor for behaviour, followed by behavioural intention and perceived behavioural control, at the national level. At the regional level, past behaviour was also the strongest determinant, but the role of behavioural intention and perceived behavioural control was different depending on the macro-region. Behavioural intention was the second most important predictor in the northwest, northeast and centre of Italy, whereas perceived behavioural control was the second
most important predictor in the south and on the islands. Past experiences seemed to be the most important factor to be able to overcome perceived barriers.

The impact of social pressure was also heterogeneous (Vassallo et al., 2016). Pressure from “society” did not have an impact. Pressure from “friends” was not significant in the northeast and centre of Italy, but it was at the national level and in the northwest, south and on the islands. Pressure from “family” was the biggest predictor of behavioural intention towards buying at the national level and in every macro-region, except for the islands. The impact of “important people” was significant at the national level, in the south and on the islands.

Figure 15. Model of the extended theory of planned behaviour (Vassallo et al., 2016).

Chen et al. (2021) tested an extended version of the TPB by incorporating the hedonic-motivation system adoption model (HMSAM) (in particular: curiosity, joy of purchase, and perceived usefulness), and intrinsic constructs (social recognition and environmental ethics) into it (see Figure 3). They found that social recognition and environmental ethics are positively correlated with curiosity, joy of purchase, and perceived usefulness (HMSAM), and with subjective norm and perceived behavioural control (original TPB).
Therefore, a positive response from society to the individual's behaviour, and a commitment to environmental protection initiatives for ethical reasons, are related to higher curiosity in understanding green eating and its usefulness in ecological protection, and greater pleasure associated with eating green.

Figure 16. Model of the extended theory of planned behaviour (Chen et al., 2021).

2.3.5 Social identity

Individuals tend to “define themselves in terms of the groups to which they think or feel they belong” (Nezlek & Forestell, 2020, p. 45). We can have multiple identities, and these do not need to be formally recognised by a group. Each of our identities can be more or less salient over time and depending on the circumstances. Moreover, social identities “include normative expectations for attitudes and behaviours” (Nezlek & Forestell, 2020, p. 45).

Social identity theory (SIT) states that we categorise ourselves and others into groups, and we therefore think of people in terms of these groups which represent different social identities (Tajfel & Turner, 2001). This has two functions: It allows us to navigate our material and social worlds, and to understand core beliefs and practices which are fundamental for communication (Moscovici, 1973).

By choosing what we eat, we express our ideals and identities. For example, vegetarians share beliefs about eating animal-based
products, and behaviours like not eating meat. Moreover, eating is a social activity, and therefore these beliefs and behaviours are shared publicly. Non-vegetarians see vegetarians in a certain way, and vice versa. Vegetarianism can therefore be considered a social identity (Nezlek & Forestell, 2020).

Research also suggests that there is a spillover effect whereby what we eat influences our philosophical and political views (Chuck et al., 2016). Romo and Donovan-Kicken (2012) found that 70% of the vegetarians they interviewed thought that being vegetarian was a “core part of their identity and value system”, which also had an impact on other parts of their lives, like wanting to recycle or having service-oriented careers. Similarly, those who adopt a vegan lifestyle report to feel psychologically better, being able to protect both nature and others (Ghaffari et al., 2021).

It is important to note, however, that not everyone who eats a vegetarian diet identifies as a vegetarian. The number of people who identify as vegetarians has remained constant over the last 20 years in the UK and in the US (Šimčikas, 2018), but sales of plant-based meat substitutes have increased, and this could simply mean that some people have reduced the quantity of meat they consume, following a “flexitarian” diet (Nezlek & Forestell, 2020).

### 2.4 Interventions

Given the negative impact that eating meat and animal-derived products can have on the environment, it is important to understand how diets may be changed. Various behaviour change interventions, defined as “coordinated sets of activities designed to change specific behaviour patterns” (Michie et al., 2011, p. 1), may be considered for this purpose.

The introduction of taxes and subsidies to tackle unsustainable food consumption could present both benefits and drawbacks. If a single country was to impose a tax on emissions on the production side, it may put local producers at a competitive disadvantage, with production increasing in exporting countries, thus obtaining the
opposite result: an increase in greenhouse gas emissions (Abadie et al., 2016). Introducing a tax on the consumption side of €60 per ton of CO₂e, for example, could reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 7% in the EU27 (Wirsenius et al., 2011). A target of a 10% reduction in emissions could be achieved through a set of taxes and subsidies in Norway, such as 40% tax on ruminants and a 40% subsidy on fish (Abadie et al., 2016).

On the other hand, there is a chance that a tax on red meat may lead to a suboptimal use of land resources and a foregone opportunity to occupy non-fertile soils and produce essential nutrients (Lee et al., 2021), therefore affecting food security (Golub et al., 2013). In fact, the livestock industry provides livelihoods for 1.3 billion people (FAO, n.d.). However, some argue that the health benefits from reductions in obesity that would come from these taxes would outweigh the health losses from increased people being underweight (Springmann et al., 2017). A fine balance between optimal levels of nutrition, rural economy and climate change mitigation should be sought (Lee et al., 2021).

Alternatively, nudge interventions have often been successful at steering people’s choices towards the greener alternative. A nudge is “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 8). For an intervention to be considered a nudge, it “must be easy and cheap to avoid. Nudges are not mandates. Putting fruit at eye level counts as a nudge. Banning junk food does not” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 8).

Nudges have been used successfully in various contexts, such as to increase vaccination rates (Milkman et al., 2011). In the context of food consumption, healthier food choices were successfully encouraged by increasing their visibility and accessibility (Wansink & Hanks, 2013). In the context of sustainable food consumption, nudges may provide a useful tool to achieve a reduction in meat consumption, and lead to an increase in consumption of vegetarian and plant-based dishes.
As argued by Ammann et al. (2023), although market-based and regulatory interventions are more effective, they are also more intrusive instruments. On the other hand, information-based interventions and nudges are less intrusive, more widespread, more likely to be well-received by the public, and can be combined with each other. Mertens et al. (2022) found that choice architecture interventions, on average, promote behaviour change with a small to medium effect. Additionally, such interventions seem to be particularly effective on impacting food choices, delivering effects up to 2.5 times larger than in other contexts (Mertens et al., 2022).

Although most studies will deliver the desired outcomes, about 15% of nudging interventions are likely to backfire, meaning the desired behaviour is either reduced or reversed (Mertens et al., 2022). For example, text message reminders to encourage people to save actually discouraged those who set high saving goals (Andrieş & Walker, 2023).

2.5 The argument for transparent nudges

Despite their effectiveness, nudges are sometimes criticised for being unethical: Some see them as manipulative, threatening people’s freedom of choice, and paternalistic, pushing others to choose the option preferred by the nudger (Michaelsen et al., 2021).

Lemken (2021) defines six characteristics which can be used to make an ethical assessment of an intervention: the initial state of the choice architecture; the invasiveness of the nudge, the psychological mechanism it relies on; the visibility of the decision; whether it is the same for everyone or is individually customized; and the disclosure of the intent behind the intervention.

Some argue that nudges could be made more transparent through the disclosure of the intent, but there are two factors to consider. First, their covert nature may be what makes nudges effective (Bovens, 2009). Second, letting people know that they are being “nudged” may lead to psychological reactance (Bruns et al., 2018). Psychological reactance refers to a state of distress, anxiety and resistance that follows the loss
of or perceived threat of loss of behavioural freedom, whereby the individual will try to regain that freedom (Brehm, 1966). Psychological reactance may make the nudge ineffective, or even produce the opposite effect whereby people refuse to make the recommended choice even though they would have been happy to do that had there not been a behavioural intervention in place (Arad & Rubinstein, 2018).

However, no evidence has been found that making a nudge transparent has a negative impact on the effect of the nudge (Kroese et al., 2016; Loewenstein et al., 2015; Steffel et al., 2016, Bruns et al., 2018). For example, Bruns et al. (2018) found that neither disclosing the possible influence of a default nudge on decision-making nor its purpose negatively affected contributions to climate protection. Moreover, transparency was neither found to create psychological reactance (Bruns et al., 2018) or affect the experiences of autonomy and choice satisfaction (Wachner et al., 2020).

2.6 Previous interventions

2.6.1 Types of interventions

So far, real-world interventions aimed at tackling food purchasing behaviour have mostly focused on finding ways to increase the consumption of healthy items. Some of these interventions specifically targeted low-income population groups or families with special needs, such as with new-born children. Despite not always addressing food sustainability issues, these studies form a base to understand consumption behaviour and to create similar interventions to encourage the consumption of more sustainable products. Moreover, interventions which aimed at increasing consumption of certain items, like fruits and vegetables, could also be considered as having a sustainability-oriented goal, despite being originally advertised as health-oriented.

Interventions aimed at changing purchasing behaviour can be classified into four categories: economic interventions, changes to the microenvironment, swap interventions, labelling and/or educational interventions (Hartmann-Boyce et al., 2018). Economic interventions
usually include price increases or decreases, financial rewards and/or vouchers. Interventions that rely on changes to the microenvironment test whether changing the store environment and altering the choice architecture produce changes in consumer behaviour. Swap interventions rely on suggesting to the consumers to switch their product with an alternative one, generally with a healthier one. Labelling and/or educational interventions give consumers more information about the products: For example, an educational intervention aimed at increasing the consumption of fruit and vegetable will spread information about the importance of eating “five a day”.

**2.6.2 Economic interventions**

Economic interventions are often effective, with most studies conducted in physical stores reporting a statistically significant increase in purchasing behaviour of the targeted item(s) (Hartmann & Boyce, 2018). Especially interesting to consider are the studies conducted by Anderson et al. (1997) and Waterlander et al. (2013), who tested the usefulness of economic interventions, together with educational interventions, when aimed at increasing consumption of healthier products. Anderson et al. (1997)’s intervention, Nutrition for a Lifetime System (NLS), aimed at increasing the amount of fibre and fruit and vegetable, whilst reducing the amount of fat, purchased by shoppers through educational sessions and coupons. The study found that the NLS educational sessions and the coupons contributed to an increase in the intake of fibre, as well as fruits and vegetables, and to a reduction in fat amounts in the food purchased. The coupons contributed to a greater decrease in fats and a greater increase in fruit and vegetable consumption.

The study was conducted in Virginia, US, and through stratified randomization, investigating whether individuals with different ages, family size and socio-economic status would respond differently to the intervention. The interactions between age and the treatment, and family socio-economic status and the treatment, were not significant, but the interaction between family composition and treatment was.
Both families with and without children increased fibre consumption as a result of the study, but the treatment had the biggest impact on families without children (Anderson et al., 1997).

Waterlander et al. (2013), who conducted a similar study with a randomized controlled trial, found similar results. The authors tested the impact of education alone, discounts alone, and education and discounts together, on fruit and vegetable sales in a Dutch supermarket throughout a period of 9 months. Participants were randomly assigned to four different groups (control, education, discounts, education plus discounts), and their purchases were measured through supermarket receipts at different points in time: baseline, 1 month after the start of the intervention, 3 months after, 6 months after (which was also the end of the intervention), and 9 months after (that is, 3 months after the end). Price discounts (50% off), and discounts together with education, showed positive results after 6 months, as they increased fruit and vegetable purchases respectively by 3.9 kg and 5.6 kg per household per week. Additionally, the percentage of participants who consumed the recommended amount of fruit and vegetable increased from 42.5% (measured at baseline) to 61.3% (measured at the end of the intervention). However, education alone did not produce a statistically significant change in purchases, and no significant results were detected 3 months after the intervention ended (Waterlander et al., 2013). This may suggest that economic and education interventions tend to produce more results in the short-term. Long-term effects therefore seem to require further investigation.

2.6.3 Changes to the microenvironment

Thorndike et al. (2016) also searched for ways to increase the sales of fruit and vegetables in supermarkets. They relied on changes to the microenvironment, such as improving the visibility of fresh produce in supermarkets. Their study was conducted in the context of the Special Supplemental Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) in Massachusetts, US, which provides food assistance through vouchers and education for pregnant and postpartum women, and infants and
children under 5 years old, in order to promote healthy eating. Two thirds of participants in this program lived at or below the federal poverty level.

In this study, six small corner stores were randomly assigned to the intervention and control groups, and results were measured through voucher and non-voucher sales, and self-reported purchases at baseline and at the end of the intervention. During the baseline period, voucher sales of fruit and vegetable reportedly decreased in both control and intervention stores by about $16 a month. During the intervention period, voucher fruit and vegetable sales increased in treatment stores by $40 per month and decreased in control stores by $23 per month. On the other hand, non-fruit and vegetable vouchers sales were similar in control and intervention stores. It therefore seems like the tested changes in the microenvironment (placement of fruits and vegetables near the front of the store) produced an increase in the target items by customers using the program vouchers. The authors argue that this strategy seems to be particularly effective when combined with economic incentives for families with lower income and small kids (Thorndike et al., 2016).

Foster et al. (2014) tested the impact of in-store marketing strategies such as placement, signage, and product availability, on sales. The aim was to increase the purchase of healthy items belonging to these food types: milk, cereals, frozen meals and beverages. This study was conducted in Pennsylvania and Delaware, US, where eight urban supermarkets in low-income, high-minority neighbourhoods were selected. The authors conducted a cluster-randomized controlled trial, where stores were matched based on store size and sales from government food-assistance programs, and were randomly assigned to either control or intervention. A six-month marketing intervention was conducted in the intervention stores. Sales data showed mixed results, as sales of skimmed and 1% milk, water and healthier frozen meals increased compared to control, whereas there were no differences in the sale of cereals, whole or 2% milk, and diet beverages
(Foster et al., 2014). Hence, the intervention seemed to work for only certain types of food.

A similar but sustainability-oriented intervention found that moving vegetarian products to meat aisles in supermarkets can increase sales of those products, whilst not reducing sales of meat (Piernas et al., 2021). Vegetarian dishes are also chosen more when they compose most of the menu (75%) compared to when there are fewer vegetarian choices available (25%) (Parkin & Attwood, 2021).

Overall, interventions aimed at changing the microenvironment seem to yield mixed results (Hartmann-Boyce et al., 2018). In store marketing interventions appear promising, especially when combined with economic incentives and education (Thorndike et al., 2016), although not effective for all foods (Foster et al., 2014). Placement and availability can effectively increase consumption of vegetarian products (Parkin & Attwood, 2021; Piernas et al., 2021).

### 2.6.4 Swap interventions

Swap interventions seem to be effective in real shopping situations (Huang et al., 2006; Winett et al., 1991, as cited in Hartmann-Boyce et al., 2018), despite not being effected in simulated studies (Forwood et al., 2015, as cited in Hartmann-Boyce et al., 2018).

Huang et al. (2006), for example, conducted a study where they targeted consumers’ online purchases. The aim of the intervention was to promote the sales of products lower in saturated fats. A randomized controlled trial was implemented, where consumers were randomly assigned to a control or treatment group. The control group only received general advice on how to make their diet healthier by reducing saturated fats (education). The treatment group received specific advice on possible switches, i.e., they were recommended alternative products lower in saturated fats to switch their selected one with (swaps). The study was conducted in Sydney, Australia, and the outcomes were measured through amounts of saturated fats in shopping baskets. The intervention (swaps) reduced the amount of saturated fats by 0.66% compared to the control (general education
only), and the effects seemed to continue over consecutive shops, suggesting a long-term effect (Huang et al., 2006). Because there are not many studies which have investigated swap interventions, these require further attention.

### 2.6.5 Educational interventions and labelling

Different labels and graphics have been tested in the context of influencing pro-environmental eating behaviour. For example, traffic light labelling was instrumental in changing students’ eating decisions at a university restaurant: Sales of green labelled meat dishes (indicating low greenhouse gas emissions) increased by 11.5%, whereas sales of red labelled meat dishes decreased by 4.8% (Brunner et al., 2018). In a workplace lunch restaurant in Finland, nudging reduced meat consumption of those people who were already looking to switch to more plant-based and fish-based eating. Moreover, customers appreciated vegetarian dishes which were familiar to the Finnish culinary culture, and the use of sustainably sourced fish. Meanwhile, the climate label was seen as a restriction to the menu by some (Kaljonen et al., 2020).

The use of the label “vegetarian”, or “v” for short, next to dish names in menus is a controversial issue. It could be argued that labelling dishes as “vegetarian”, or segregating vegetarian dishes from the rest, reinforces the idea that they are different (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020). In fact, vegetarians are a minority group, and their behaviour may be seen as “deviant” from the norm (Romo & Donovan-Kicken, 2012). In practice, previous research found that it either had a negative impact on sales of vegetarian dishes (Bacon & Krpan, 2018) or had no significant effect on consumer choice (Parkin & Attwood, 2022). Some argue that any alternative framing to “vegetarian” is better than “vegetarian” itself: Krpan and Houtsma (2020) found that a pro-environmental label (“Environmentally friendly main course for a happy planet”), a social label (“Refreshing main courses for relaxing conversations”), and a neutral frame (no distinction between vegetarian and non-vegetarian dishes) all led to the vegetarian choice being selected more compared to when it was described as vegetarian.
However, these last three studies were conducted online, with participants being asked to make hypothetical choices from a mock menu. One real-life study found that promoting vegetable-rich dishes as “dish of the day” can make them more popular compared to the neutral frame without affecting consumer satisfaction (Saulais et al., 2019). However, this research did not test the dishes’ popularity when signposted as vegetarian.

The way a dish is described or offered can also have an impact on consumers’ choices. When meat-related labels were used to describe vegetarian dishes (e.g., “cauliflower steak” instead of “cauliflower slice”) in an online study, consumers reported higher willingness to eat those dishes, and reported to perceive them as more filling and containing more protein (Marshall, 2022). In another study, the likelihood of picking a vegetarian dish increased when participants were given the option of adding meat to the dish (De Vaan et al., 2019). This could be seen as an example of a default nudge being successful.

A real-world restaurant study investigated what could influence customers to pick either the richest or the lightest version of the same dessert. It was found that a dessert would get chosen more frequently when it was presented as the default option, irrespectively of whether it was the richest or lightest version (Bergeron et al., 2019). This result suggests a strong status quo bias, and the efficacy of default framing as a nudge.

Other visual nudges such as signs and posters have also been shown to be effective. Signs placed in grocery carts successfully increased the sales of fruits and vegetables in supermarkets in New Mexico, US, and Denmark (Payne et al., 2015; Bauer et al., 2022). These studies relied on the concepts of salience, social norms, and simplification. The posters were attention-grabbing and strategically placed so that they would be easily visible; they informed customers of other clients’ consumption of fruits and vegetables; and they simplified customers’ decision-making by suggesting recipes to make with fruits and vegetables. Similarly, letting customers know that asking for a doggy bag to take their leftovers home is common, and therefore socially
acceptable, led to a significant increase in the number of diners who did so (Giaccherini et al., 2021).

As discussed previously, educational interventions may also be useful when paired up with other interventions, especially with economic interventions, changes to the microenvironment and swap interventions. The results discussed by Anderson et al. (1997) and Waterlander et al. (2013) suggest that providing vouchers together with educational sessions can encourage the consumption of healthy items, such as fruits and vegetables. Similarly, in Thorndike et al. (2016), vouchers, education, and changes to the microenvironment increased purchase of fruits and vegetables. Finally, the study by Huang et al. (2006) suggests that educating on healthy diets alone is not as effective as sharing advice on possible product swaps.

2.7 The impact of labels on consumers’ judgments and willingness-to-pay

Labels reduce the asymmetry of information between the consumers and the producers by providing additional information about the product (Golan et al., 2001). They can do more than simply nudging consumers towards buying certain foods: They can also shape the way products are perceived and increase willingness-to-pay (WTP), as shown, for example, by organic labels.

Massey et al. (2018) conducted a meta-analysis of 150 studies and 124,353 consumers, and found that health, safety, quality, respect for the environment and for animals are the main features attributed by buyers to organic food products.

Parker et al. (2020) suggest that organic labelling may have a different impact on preferability of products depending on whether they are vice or virtue foods\(^3\). The researchers found that organic labels benefit virtue foods, but not vice foods. The way the information is conveyed in the label also determines how consumers evaluate vice foods:

\[^3\] “Vice foods are those that provide immediate pleasure (e.g., tastiness) but have long-term negative consequences (e.g., weight gain), whereas virtue foods are less immediately pleasurable but have greater long-term benefits” (Parker et al., 2020, p. 420).
Product-level organic labels (such as “organic burrito”) leads to a lower evaluation of the product, whereas ingredient-level organic labels (“burrito with all organic ingredients”) do not. However, this distinction does not seem to apply to virtue foods. The authors explain the negative impact of product-level labels on vice foods with two hypotheses: feature-based categorical typicality (Hampton, 2007) and fluency (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009). First, organic vice foods are thought of as atypical. Second, because they are considered atypical, the concept of organic vice foods is more difficult to understand. The researchers found that this led to the likelihood of consumers ordering a burger being higher in the ingredient-level condition (where an ingredient-level label was placed), compared to the product-level condition.

Ellison et al. (2016) also argued that labelling effects should be evaluated while keeping into account product type, but the context in which the purchase takes place as well, i.e., in which kind of store. First, it was found that the organic label creates an “halo” effect, as organic products were rated better in terms of nutrition, safety, brand attitude, and brand trust, than their corresponding standard products. However, this effect did not apply to expected taste and likelihood of purchase. Second, as Parker et al. (2020) also argued, they found that the organic label has a different effect on organic vice and virtue products: Higher expected nutrition and better expected taste were respectively associated with the products. Third, Ellison et al. (2016) argued that Target, which is associated with style and aspiration, may be better suited for selling organic vice products, whereas Walmart, known as a more utilitarian kind of shop, may be better suited for selling organic virtue products.

Previous research also finds that consumers are willing to pay more for organic products than for their standard corresponding products. For example, Tranter et al. (2009) found that consumers in Europe had a willingness to pay (WTP) for organic products that ranged from 110% to 150%. Liu (2013) found that consumers in the Henan province in China would be willing to pay a premium of 150-180% for organic grain.
Zanoli et al. (2012) also found that consumers value organic meat more and are willing to pay a premium of 26.25 Euros/kg for organic beef compared to conventional beef.

Chen et al. (2015) compared how much Chinese consumers would be willing to pay for products that had either the Chinese organic label (COT), or the European organic label (EOT), or both (CEOT), and found that the price premium for COT, EOT and CEOT were 132%, 174% and 180% respectively. A significant difference was found between the WTP for COT and EOT, and between COT and CEOT, but not between EOT and CEOT. What this suggests is that consumers may also respond differently to organic labelling depending on what organic certification the product presents. The authors argued that, in this case, the phenomenon could be traced back to food safety incidents in China which may have negatively affected consumers’ confidence in food with Chinese certifications. It was also found that demographics affect people’s WTP: Females had higher WTP; consumers under 40 years old had significantly higher WTP for EOT than COT, whereas the older age group preferred the Chinese organic certification; people with higher education tended to prefer the Chinese organic label; and having minor children also led to preferring CEOT, followed by EOT, and then by COT. Being environmentally aware led to higher WTP for organic products, but did not produce different WTP depending on the labelling – possibly indicating that consumers believed the three types of organic foods had similar environmental impact. Organic knowledge also had a positive effect on WTP for organic food, and led to consumers preferring EOT to COT, but no difference was found between EOT and CEOT (Chen et al., 2015).

Other research seems to find an interaction effect between organic labelling and origin, whereby consumers value domestic organic products more than imported organic products (Xie et al., 2016). The authors suggest this may be to the fact that Americans may believe that domestic products that qualify for the organic label may have had to meet stricter requirements than products labelled as organic coming from abroad, when in fact all organic products sold in the US need to
meet the same requirements set by the United States Department of Agriculture. This finding is different to what was found by Chen et al. (2015), who observed that EU labelling was preferred to Chinese organic labelling by Chinese consumers.

2.8 Constructing interventions to target unsustainable food consumption

This chapter discussed some relevant theories and interventions that may be used to tackle unsustainable food consumption behaviours. In particular, section 2.6 presented four types of interventions: economic interventions, changes to the microenvironment, swap interventions, and educational/labelling interventions. Section 2.7 then focused on the impact of labels on consumers’ judgments and willingness-to-pay. While some of the presented studies were indeed concerned with the issue of unsustainable food consumption, this area of research is still emerging, and the following gaps in the literature were identified.

Firstly, no study specifically investigated the impact that a green label may have on consumers’ sustainability judgments of food products. Previous research mainly focused on the effectiveness of organic labels on influencing consumers. In the context of addressing unsustainable food consumption, this raises the question as to whether a green symbol placed on product packaging could similarly impact consumers’ perceptions of food products by highlighting their low environmental impact. The first experimental study of this research, described in Chapter 3, addresses this question.

Secondly, no real-life intervention tested the impact of vegetarian and plant-based symbols, commonly found in restaurant menus, on consumers’ dining choices. The second experimental study of this research, presented in Chapter 4, investigates whether removing the symbols which sign-post vegetarian and plant-based options, and subsequently adding a label indicating sustainability (both as a hidden and transparent nudge), can increase the sales of those dishes.
Chapter 3
The impact of salient labels and choice overload on sustainability judgments

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview

Previous research suggests that contextual factors can affect the perception of food products (2.7), however, we still know little about how consumers evaluate these items in terms of sustainability. This chapter (Buratto & Lotti, 2023) investigates how well shoppers can rate food items in the matter of their environmental impact, whether they are overconfident in their knowledge of food sustainability, and whether labels on packaging and great availability of choice can affect their judgment. Through an online behavioural experiment, I tested the impact of salient truthful and untruthful green labels, and of choice overload on people’s perceptions of the environmental quality of food products. I found that choice overload is detrimental to consumers’ judgment, but that truthful labels can help shoppers correctly identify sustainable items. However, untruthful labels can negatively impact consumers’ judgments with choice overload, even if shoppers have greater prior knowledge of sustainability. These findings suggest that truthful and untruthful salient labels and choice overload can have an impact on shoppers’ perceptions of food products. Moreover, overconfidence in one’s sustainability judgment is negatively correlated to judgment accuracy. Hence, great care should be taken in presenting food products to consumers to make the most environmentally friendly items stand out.

3.1.2 Research theme, questions and hypotheses

The following study explores how well consumers can rate food products in terms of sustainability, defined with the criteria of greenhouse gas emissions, freshwater and scarcity-weighted water
usage, and land usage (see 3.2.2). I use the term “judgment accuracy” thereafter to indicate how well respondents can answer the experiment questions. The aim of this experiment is to test what can influence participants’ judgment accuracy, answering the following research questions.

**Salience of labels**

Do labels affect people’s judgment accuracy? And can consumers recognise when labels accurately describe a product as sustainable and when they do not? I investigate the impact of salience of labels on judgment accuracy. Salience, defined as novel, relevant and attention-drawing information, can affect our thinking and actions (Kahneman & Thaler, 2006; Dolan et al., 2012). For example, brand name may be used as a proxy for quality when motivation to form an accurate judgment is low (Maheswaran et al., 1992), and calorie posting on menus can reduce the average calories per transaction (Bollinger et al., 2011). In this case, I am testing whether adding a green label on the product affects people’s perception of it in terms of sustainability. I am differentiating between those labels that accurately indicate the most sustainable item out of the available ones and those that do not. I refer to the former case as “salience” and to the latter case as “distractor” when describing the treatments. I predict that respondents will rely on the label in both cases, hence:

H1. Salience will lead to greater judgment accuracy.

H2. Distractor will lead to lower judgment accuracy.

**Choice overload**

Does the number of available products affect consumers' judgment accuracy? This question tests the impact of choice overload, defined as a wider range of available options, on judgment accuracy. Because previous research suggests that accuracy does not necessarily change with more information (Castellan, 1977), and it may in fact decrease (Arkes, 1981), I predict that:

H3. Choice overload will lead to lower judgment accuracy.
*Interactions between treatments*

The treatments of salience and choice overload will produce opposite effects on judgment accuracy. No prediction is made on which effect will prevail, leaving this as an exploratory question. On the other hand, the treatment of distractor and choice overload are both predicted to have a negative effect on judgment accuracy, hence:

H4. The treatments of distractor and choice overload together will diminish judgment accuracy.

*Overconfidence*

Are consumers overconfident in their knowledge of product sustainability? Is there a relationship between their overconfidence and their judgment accuracy? Is there a link between their overconfidence and the impact of external factors such as salience, distractor, and choice overload? Griffin and Varey (1996) define being overconfident as either overestimating the likelihood that one’s preferred outcome will occur or overestimating the validity of one’s judgment. In this research, I use the second definition for overconfidence. Being overconfident may limit information search (Cooper et al., 1995; Harvey, 1994; Mahajan, 1992), and may reduce decision accuracy (Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001). I therefore predict that:

H5. Overconfidence in one’s food sustainability knowledge will be correlated to lower judgment accuracy.

H6. Overconfidence in one’s performance when determining food sustainability in the experiment will be correlated to lower judgment accuracy.

*Interactions between treatments and overconfidence*

As the amount of relevant information increases, confidence tends to increase as well (Oskamp, 1982), but not as much as judgment accuracy (Tsai et al., 2008). Therefore:
H7. Overconfidence will be higher when the treatments of salience and distractor are activated.

The effects of overconfidence and salience will compete against each other, with overconfidence being associated with lower judgment accuracy and salience with higher judgment accuracy. The effect of overconfidence will be greater, hence:

H8. Judgment accuracy will be lower when both salience and overconfidence are present.

The effects of overconfidence and distractor will both be negative on judgment accuracy, hence:

H9. The treatment of distractor and the presence of overconfidence together will be related to a lower judgment accuracy.

Because choice overload may result in lower motivation to choose and lower satisfaction with the chosen option (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000), or in the consumer avoiding choosing altogether (Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988), I expect that:

H10. Overconfidence will be lower when the treatment of choice overload is activated.

H11. The treatment of choice overload and the presence of overconfidence together will be related to a lower judgment accuracy.

Demographics and other background information

It is predicted that being vegetarian (H12), vegan (H13), the primary shopper in one’s household (H14), and buying organic food (H15) will be associated with higher judgment accuracy. Information on respondents’ age, gender, education, income, employment status, household size, country of residence (Italy or UK) and preferred place for grocery shopping is also collected to explore their relationship with judgment accuracy.
3.2 Method

3.2.1 Study design

The current experiment had a within-subject design with 6 experimental sections: control; salience; distractor; choice overload; salience plus choice overload; and distractor plus choice overload. In the control section participants were asked to select the most sustainable item out of 4 shown products. In the treatment of choice overload participants had to judge between 8 products (see Figure 4). The treatment of salience consisted in adding a green symbol on the most sustainable item amongst the shown products (see Figure 5). The treatment of distractor similarly consisted in adding a green symbol but on a product that was not the most sustainable one in the group (see Figure 6).

Figure 17. Choice overload treatment.

Figure 18. Salience treatment.
3.2.2 Materials

The experiment was conducted in the form of a quiz. The quiz was made up of 5 parts: self-assessment; experiment; symbol; consumers’ preferences; and demographics. The self-assessment part contained two questions to determine participants' overconfidence about their general knowledge of food sustainability. The experiment comprised of 6 sections: Each of these contained 4 questions about food products and their sustainability characteristics, plus 2 questions that asked participants to estimate how well they answered each section. Every respondent completed all 6 experimental sections:

- Section 1: control
- Section 2: choice overload
- Section 3: salience
- Section 4: salience and choice overload
- Section 5: distractor
- Section 6: distractor and choice overload

The sustainability questions of the experiment and their relative correct answers were defined using data from Ritchie et al. (2022). As the environmental sustainability of a product can be described in different ways depending on what is being assessed, such as greenhouse gas emissions or water usage during production, the questions specified...
the criteria the respondent should use when selecting the most sustainable product. Different questions made use of different criteria including the following: greenhouse gas emissions across the supply chain; greenhouse gas emissions per 100g of protein or per 1000 kilocalories; freshwater or scarcity-weighted water usage per kg of product or 1000 kilocalories; land usage per kg or 1000 kilocalories. To allow respondents to focus on the food products only, information on type of product packaging and country of origin is defined as irrelevant in the survey.

The symbol used in the salience and distractor treatments depicted a hand holding a plant with two leaves (see Figure 7). This symbol can be found in Microsoft Office packages, and was used in the following colour schemes so that it could be visible on different coloured packaging. Participants were not given an explanation regarding the meaning of this label.

Figure 20. Green symbols used in the salience and distractor treatments.

Because the respondents were either from Italy or the UK, it was decided to use a neutral symbol that is not found on packaging in either country but could be recognised by both as related to sustainability. The symbol part of the quiz included a manipulation check question that asked participants to indicate whether they could see the green symbol on some of the products in the experimental sections.

The part on consumers’ preferences contained 5 questions investigating the following: whether participants are vegetarian, or vegan; if they oversee grocery shopping for their household; where they generally go grocery shopping; what percentage of their groceries is organic. Finally, the last section of the experiment, demographics, contained questions about the participants’ age, gender, education, income, employment status, household size, and country of residence (Italy/UK).
3.2.3 Measures

Judgment accuracy

Each experimental section of the quiz was either worth 16 or 32 points, depending on whether the treatment of choice overload was present: If participants had to choose between 4 products (no choice overload), getting the correct answer would give them 4 points; If they had to choose between 8 products (with choice overload), getting the correct answer would give them 8 points. If the respondents picked the second-best alternative, they would score either 3 (no choice overload) or 7 points (with choice overload), and suchlike. Following this logic, sections 1, 3, and 5 were worth 16 points in total, and sections 2, 4, and 6 were worth 32 points in total. The maximum score a participant could get in the quiz was 144 points. I computed the dependent variable, judgment accuracy, as the ratio of correct answers in points per each section.

Overconfidence

I differentiated between two forms of overconfidence: overconfidence in one’s sustainability knowledge and overconfidence in one’s performance. Thereafter I will refer to overconfidence in one’s sustainability knowledge as self-assessment, and to overconfidence in one’s performance as overprecision.

Self-assessment

Self-assessment was measured through two questions in the quiz, the answers to which were coded as the variables selfassessment1 and selfassessment2. Both variables are continuous and were recorded through a slider ranging from 0 to 100. Selfassessment1 represents how much participants think they know about sustainability, where 0 corresponds to “I don’t know anything about sustainability”, 50 to “I know about half of what there is to know”, and 100 to “I know everything about sustainability”. Selfassessment2 represents how much participants believe to know about sustainability in comparison to other people in their country, where 0 means “I know nothing
compared to other people”, 50 means “I know more or less the same as other people”, and 100 means “I know everything compared to other people. A correlation between these two measures is suspected and will be checked during data analysis; if that is the case, a combined measure of the two, selfassessment, will be used thereafter.

Overprecision

Overprecision was measured in two ways, overprecision1 and overprecision2, as described below. The computations that follow are my own adaptation of the Reported Error Method described in Ahrens et al. (2021).

Overprecision1 was calculated as the difference between a participant’s actual error and their estimated error, which is derived from the participants’ estimations of their own scores for each section of the experiment.

Overprecision2 was calculated as the difference between a participant’s actual error and their predicted error. Participants’ answers to the question “How many questions do you think you got wrong in this section?” were recorded and then converted into participants’ predicted errors calculated in points.

A high correlation between overprecision1 and overprecision2 is expected and will be checked during data analysis.

An individual will be described as overconfident if their overprecision measures are greater than 0; the further away from 0, the more overconfident. On the other hand, if their overprecision is smaller than 0, then the individual is underconfident.

3.2.4 Model of judgment accuracy

The following model of judgment accuracy is tested:
accuracy ratios

\[
    = b_0 + b_1 \times \text{selfassessment}_i + b_2 \times \text{organic}_i + b_3 \\
    \times \text{age}_i + b_4 \times \text{vegetarian}_i + b_5 \times \text{vegan}_i + b_6 \\
    \times \text{primary shopper}_i + b_7 \times \text{country}_i + b_8 \times \text{education}_i \\
    + b_9 \times \text{earnings}_i + b_{10} \times \text{household size}_i + b_{11} \\
    \times \text{overconfidence in sections}_i + b_{12} \times \text{salience}_i + b_{13} \\
    \times \text{choice overload}_i + b_{14} \times \text{distractor}_i + b_{15} \times \text{salience}_i \\
    \times \text{choice overload}_i + b_{16} \times \text{distractor}_i \times \text{choice overload}_i \\
    + b_{17} \times \text{salience}_i \times \text{overconfidence in sections}_i + b_{18} \\
    \times \text{choice overload}_i \times \text{overconfidence in sections}_i + b_{19} \\
    \times \text{distractor}_i \times \text{overconfidence in sections}_i + C \times X_i + D \\
    \times Y_i + E \times Z_i
\]

Where salience, choice overload, and distractor are dummy variables indicating the experimental treatments. Overconfidence in sections is a measure of overconfidence derived from overprecision (see 3.3.3). \(X_i, Y_i,\) and \(Z_i\) are vectors: \(X_i\) represents the individual’s preferences for food stores or markets; \(Y_i\) is their gender; \(Z_i\) represents their employment status. The variables vegetarian, vegan, primary shopper, and country are dummies; education, earnings and household size are ordinal.

### 3.2.5 Participants

Participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were asked to read an information sheet and then to tick a box to give their consent before taking part in the study. Anyone registered on the platform and located in either Italy or the UK could take part in this study. Participants had a maximum of 1 hour to submit their answers and were compensated with $0.50 for their time spent on the experiment. They were given a code during the study which they had to provide on Amazon M. Turk after submitting their answers to validate their participation; 5 participants were excluded from recruitment for not providing the code.

336 participants completed the study, with 166 people from the UK (49.4%) and 165 from Italy (49.1%), and the remaining preferring not
to say or not answering. Participants were, on average, 32 years old \((M = 32.88, \ SD = 11.244)\), with the minimum reported age being 18 and the maximum being 76. 60.1% were male and 37.2% were female. 1 person preferred to self-describe as non-binary, and 1 as gender-fluid. 5 people preferred not to disclose their gender.

3.2.6 Ethics

This research was registered with the UCL Data Protection Office (Z6364106) and received ethical approval from The Bartlett School of Environment, Energy and Resources Ethics Committee.

3.2.7 Data analysis

The following data analysis, planned before data collection, is performed. Descriptive statistics are calculated first. A model-testing analysis follows, with a focus on answering the research questions described in 3.1.2. First, a linear regression is computed. Second, a Tobit regression is performed to check if the same results hold. Third, a quantile regression is performed to assess whether our variables have a different impact on judgment accuracy depending on how low or high participants’ scores are. Adjustments to the variables used in our model are made where appropriate to avoid issues such as that of multicollinearity.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Consumers’ preferences and household size

Participants reported, on average, that less than half of their food shopping is organic (organic: \(M = 42.8, \ SD = 23.3\)). 14.9% \((N = 50)\) of the participants said to be vegetarian, and 5.7% \((N = 19)\) to be vegan. 81% \((N = 272)\) of the participants reported to be the primary food shopper in their household. When asked to indicate where they do their grocery shopping, the majority \((46.1\%, \ N = 155)\) reported to go to their local supermarket, followed by a big chain store \((38.1\%, \ N = 128)\). Only 11.1% of the participants \((N = 37)\) said they shop at their local market, and 3.3% \((N = 11)\) at specialty food stores.
25.6% \((N = 86)\) of the participants had a household of 4, and 25.0% \((N = 84)\) a household of 3. 24.1% had a household of 2, and 12.2% of 1. 7.1% had a household of 5, 2.4% of 6, 1.2% of 7, and 0.3% of 8.

### 3.3.2 Participants’ information

38.7% of the participants \((N = 130)\) had a Bachelor’s degree or an Italian Laurea Triennale. 22.6% completed up to the final exam of secondary school in Italy, and 19.3% had a Master’s degree or the equivalent Specializzazione in Italy. 10.1% completed A-levels in the UK, and 2.7% completed GCSE. 1.2% achieved a PhD or the equivalent Dottorato. 1.2% completed middle school in Italy, and 0.3% only primary school in Italy. Both the Italian and British sub-samples reported higher levels of education compared to their respective country’s populations (see Table 2).

43% of the participants \((N = 147)\) reported to be employed full-time and 18.5% \((N = 62)\) to be employed part-time. 7.1% were unemployed but looking for work, and 1.5% unemployed and not looking for work. 3% reported to be unemployed and not looking for work for personal reasons, and 19.9% were students. 2.1% were retired.

12.5% of the participants reported to be earning £37,000 or more (€42,977 or more), 17.6% to be earning £24,000 to £36,999 (€27,877 – 42,976), 13.7% to be earning £17,000 to £23,999 (€19,746 – 27,876), 11.3% to be earning £12,000 to £16,999 (€13,938 – 19,745), 8.9% to be earning £8,000 to £11,999 (€9,292 – 13,937), 5.7% £4000 to £7,999 (€4,646 – 9,291), and 9.8% £1-3,999 (€1 to 4,645). 3.9% reported not to be earning.

Table 2. Employment status and education level of the sample compared to national averages. Population data from Istat (2021, 2023) and ONS (2022, 2023).
### 3.3.3 Overconfidence

**Self-assessment**

Participants reported, on average, that they know more than half of what there is to know about sustainability (selfassessment1: $M = 56.5$, $SD = 19.7$), and that they know more than others (selfassessment2: $M = 60.9$, $SD = 17.6$). The two measures were found to be statistically correlated ($r(334) = 0.67$, $p < .001$), but a paired samples t-test suggested their means to be statistically different ($t(335) = -5.25$, $p < .001$). Hence, a new combined measure (selfassessment) was created by computing their average and is used thereafter for model testing.

**Overprecision**

It was found that participants were, on average, underconfident: The average scores of overprecision were negative in each experimental section (see Figure 8). Therefore, participants estimated on average to have performed worse than they did across the experiment.

Overprecision1 was the lowest, on average, in section 4 ($M = -6.7$, $SD = 10.2$), and the highest in section 3 ($M = -1.3$, $SD = 4.6$). The highest measure of overprecision1 was found in section 4 (with a value of 26), and the lowest in sections 4 and 6 (with a value of -30). Similar results were found for overprecision2, being the lowest in section 4 ($M = -6.7$, $SD = 10.1$), and the highest in section 3 ($M = -2.2$, $SD = 4.8$). These findings show that, despite participants being underconfident on
average, there was great variation in overconfidence levels, with some participants being very overconfident and others very underconfident.

The two measures of overprecision were found to be statistically correlated in each section. Moreover, the two measures had non-statistically different means in sections 4, 5, and 6 of the experiment. Therefore, only overprecision1 is used thereafter for the purpose of model testing to avoid the issue of multicollinearity, and is recoded as overconfidence in sections.

Figure 21. Mean overconfidence in sections by treatment. Error bars: +/- 2 SE. Tested with 336 participants, 32 years old on average.

3.3.4 Judgment accuracy

Participants’ judgment accuracy was, on average, at least 64%, with the highest average accuracy rate being 76.97% in section 5 (distractor), and the lowest average accuracy rate being 64.76% in section 6 (distractor, choice overload) (see Figure 9).
3.3.5 Symbol and manipulation check

When answering the question “Could you easily see or spot the symbols below on the packaging in some of the photos?”, most participants ($N = 51$) selected “Sometimes could be seen, sometimes could not be seen”, which corresponded to a value of 50 on the slider ranging from 0 (“Could not be seen at all”) to 100 (“Could very easily be seen”). The average response was symbol ($M = 46.3$, $SD = 29.8$), which suggests great variation amongst participants. It may have been harder for some to spot the symbols on the packaging than for others, and this is considered in the discussion.

3.3.6 Model testing

The model can explain 30.1% ($R^2 = .30$) of the variance in accuracy ratios ($F(32, 1491) = 20.10$, $p < .001$). The variables of self-assessment, age, vegan, primary shopper, local market in $X$, overconfidence in sections, choice overload, distractor, and the interactions of salience and choice overload, distractor and choice overload, and choice overload and overconfidence in sections, were found to be significantly related to accuracy ratios (see Table 3).
Table 3. The effects of treatments and overconfidence on judgment accuracy. Significance: *** for P ≤ 0.001. Coefficients are unstandardized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salience</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Overload</td>
<td>-.060***</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor</td>
<td>.035***</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience X Choice Overload</td>
<td>.064***</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor X Choice Overload</td>
<td>-.053***</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overconfidence-In-Sections</td>
<td>-.013***</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience X Overconfidence-In-Sec.</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Overload X Overconfidence-In-Sec.</td>
<td>.006***</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor X Overconfidence-In-Sec.</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A post-hoc power analysis was conducted using the software G-Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2007). Considering a sample size of 336 and 28 predictors, α set at 0.05, and a large effect size ($f^2 = 0.43$) (two tails), a Power equal to 1 was obtained.

3.3.7 Hypotheses testing

The treatment of salience (H1) did not have a significant impact on judgment accuracy ($t(1491) = -0.69$, $p = .489$). The treatment of distractor had a significant impact on judgment accuracy, with accuracy increasing by 0.035, contrary to expectations, when the distractor was present ($t(1491) = 3.18$, $p = .001$) (H2).

As predicted, the treatment of choice overload (H3) had a significant impact on accuracy, as when a high amount of information was present, the accuracy declined by 0.060 ($t(1491) = -5.27$, $p < .001$). Moreover, the interaction of distractor and choice overload was also significant: When both treatments were present this led to a decline in accuracy of -0.053 ($t(1491) = -3.46$, $p = .001$), as hypothesised (H4).
The variable self-assessment was positively linked to accuracy ratios ($b1 = 0.001$, $t(1491) = 5.74$, $p < .001$), contrary to what was hypothesised (H5). On the other hand, overconfidence in sections was negatively linked to accuracy as hypothesised ($b11 = -0.013$, $t(1491) = -10.65$, $p < .001$) (H6).

Using paired-samples t-tests, I checked whether participants' overprecision1 in sections 3 (salience) and 5 (distractor) were significantly different than their overprecision1 in section 1 (control) of the experiment. It was found that, on average, respondents' overprecision1 in the salience treatment ($M = -1.3$, $SD = 4.6$) was statistically different than the control measure ($M = -2.9$, $SD = 4.1$); $t(335) = -6.70$, $p < .001$. On the other hand, the measures of overprecision1 relative to section 1 and 5 ($M = -3.3$, $SD = 4.8$) were not found to be, on average, statistically different ($t(335) = 1.84$, $p = .065$). Hence, H(7) was only partially supported.

The interaction between salience and overconfidence in sections (H8) was not significant ($t(1491) = -0.59$, $p = .554$), and neither was the interaction between distractor and overconfidence in sections (H9) ($t(1491) = 0.46$, $p = .641$).

By comparing participants' overprecision1 in the control section ($M = -2.9$, $SD = 4.1$) and in the choice overload treatment section ($M = -5.3$, $SD = 9.4$) with a paired-samples t-test, it was found that the two are statistically different ($t(335) = 5.53$, $p < .001$). Hence, H(10) was supported.

Unexpectedly, the interaction between choice overload and overconfidence (H11) was found significant and positively related to accuracy ($b18 = 0.006$, $t(1491) = 5.25$, $p < .001$).

Being vegetarian was not significantly related to judgment accuracy (H12) ($t(1491) = -0.53$, $p = .593$), however, being vegan was linked to a decrease in judgment accuracy of -0.033 ($t(1491) = -2.16$, $p = .031$), in opposition to the hypothesis that being vegan would lead to greater knowledge of sustainability characteristics of products which would in turn mean higher judgment accuracy (H13).
Being the primary shopper of a household was related with an increase in judgment accuracy of 0.026 (\(t(1491) = 2.76, p = .006\)), which is consistent with hypothesis (H14).

No significant relationship was found between buying organic food and judgment accuracy (H15) (\(t(1491) = -1.24, p = .214\)).

**3.3.8 Exploratory analysis**

The interaction of salience and choice overload was significant: When both treatments were present this led to an increase in accuracy of 0.064 compared to when neither treatment was present (\(t(1491) = 4.10, p < .001\)).

The variable age was also positively linked with accuracy ratios (\(t(1491) = 2.34, p = .019\)) suggesting that an increase in age of 1 years old was linked to an increase of 0.001 in accuracy.

The variable for local market (in \(X\)) was also significant (\(t(1491)=1.97, p = .048\)), with shopping at the local market being linked with a 0.022 increase in accuracy.

Overconfidence was not significantly different between countries (\(t(1953) = -.930, p = .352\)).

No significant relationship was found between gender, education, income, employment status, household size, and country of residence, and judgment accuracy.

**3.3.9 Further analysis**

*Tobit regression*

A Tobit regression was performed to check if considering the scores as having a minimum and a maximum value would change the results of the hypotheses testing analysis. No changes in the overall significance or signs of the coefficients of the treatment variables and overconfidence variable were found (see Table 4).
Table 4. The effects of treatments and overconfidence on judgment accuracy (tobit regression). Significance: *** for P ≤ 0.001. Coefficients are unstandardized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salience</td>
<td>-.007</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Overload</td>
<td>-.060***</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor</td>
<td>.037***</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience X Choice Overload</td>
<td>.064***</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor X Choice Overload</td>
<td>-.055***</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overconfidence-In-Sections</td>
<td>-.013***</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience X Overconfidence-In-Sec.</td>
<td>-.000</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Overload X Overconfidence-In-Sec.</td>
<td>.006***</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor X Overconfidence-In-Sec.</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantile regression

Finally, a quantile regression was performed to test whether the impact of our treatments, of the interactions between treatment variables, and of the interactions between treatment variables and overconfidence, on accuracy was different depending on participants’ scores. These were divided using the quantile points 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. It was found that this model best predicts lower scores (q = 0.25, $R^2 = 0.181$) compared to higher scores (q = 0.5 and q = 0.75, $R^2 = 0.179$).

Overconfidence in sections had an impact of - 0.012, - 0.014, and - 0.015 respectively on judgment accuracy, with higher scores being affected the most. Choice overload and overconfidence in sections had an impact of 0.004, 0.007 and 0.007 respectively, again affecting the highest scores the most. Choice overload was the most detrimental on the lower scores, with an impact of - 0.086 on lower scores, and of - 0.048 and of - 0.040 on middle and higher scores. Distractor had an impact of 0.014 on lower scores, and of 0.046 and 0.048 on higher scores. The interaction of distractor and choice...
overload only affected the middle and high scores. The interaction of salience and choice overload had an impact of 0.074 and 0.073 on low and middle scores, and of 0.080 on high scores. The interaction of distractor and choice overload had an impact of -0.032 on low scores, and of -0.065 and -0.074 on middle and high scores.

Age was not a significant factor in affecting the lower scores but was significantly related to the middle and higher scores of judgment accuracy. Vegan was only a determining factor for the lower scores. Being the primary shopper, and employment status, were determining factors for the lowest and highest scores. Education was a factor in all quartiles, but at different levels: The highest level of education that was found to be significantly correlated with low accuracy scores was completion of high school; whereas for middle and high scores it was completion of a bachelor’s degree. Country only significantly affected high scores, however, there was not a significant difference between the countries’ mean scores ($t(1984) = -0.250, p = .803$). The directions and possible interpretations of these correlations are considered in the discussion section.

### 3.4 Discussion

#### 3.4.1 Labels

The analysis suggests that salience did not have an impact on consumers’ judgment accuracy. However, when the label was used as a distractor, it had an unexpected positive relationship with participants’ scores (in middle and high-score groups). This is a surprising finding as previous research suggests that greater knowledge is correlated with higher involvement with labels (Karakaya & Saracli, 2018). However, the context of that finding is different: Karakaya and Saracli (2018) were investigating how consumers interact with nutrition labels, and found that when consumers were aware of the negative impact of certain nutrients, they would pay more attention to labels. On the other hand, I found that consumers with greater sustainability knowledge may ignore those labels which are untruthful. This finding could be interpreted in multiple ways. It is possible that participants rely on their
own knowledge more than on labels, thereby ignoring additional information placed on packaging. Alternatively, participants who scored well in the quiz may know enough about food sustainability to be able to identify a misleading label on packaging.

3.4.2 Choice overload

As expected, choice overload decreased sustainability judgment accuracy. This means that when presented with multiple options, consumers may find it harder to pick the sustainable one (even if they want to). This effect was greater on lower scores, suggesting that the judgment accuracy of those who do not know much about product sustainability is affected the most.

The interaction between choice overload and distractor also had a negative effect on accuracy, suggesting that assessing many options whilst evaluating label information into the judgment can be challenging for consumers. Importantly, the effect of the interaction was found to affect middle and high scores, but not low scores. This means that, independently of someone’s knowledge of sustainability, the combination of choice overload and a label acting as a distractor is detrimental for judgment formation.

Salience did not have a significant effect on judgment accuracy on its own, however the interaction between salience and choice overload positively affected judgment accuracy. The effect of this was greater on higher scores. Overall, this finding suggests that consumers may rely more on labels when more options are available, therefore improving their judgment when labels are truthful.

Choice overload was detrimental for sustainability judgment accuracy, and brought consumers to take into account both truthful and untruthful labels more. The negative impact of choice overload on consumers’ choice was already suggested by Iyengar and Lepper (2000), who found that customers would choose to buy a jam more frequently when they only had to choose between six rather than twenty-four alternatives. The authors suggested that too much choice
can decrease motivation to make a choice. Similarly, my finding suggests that too much choice can be bad for consumer judgment.

### 3.4.3 Overconfidence

Respondents believed to know more than half of what there is to know about sustainability, and to know more than others. However, higher self-assessment ratings were positively correlated to judgment accuracy, possibly suggesting that a greater level of knowledge corresponded to a higher level of confidence.

When overconfidence was measured as overprecision, participants were, on average, underconfident: They believed they had scored worse than they did. However, this measure showed great variation, with some participants being overconfident and some underconfident. When analysing the relationship between their overconfidence-in-sections and judgment accuracy, a negative relationship was found. This is in line with previous literature that suggests that being overconfident about one’s knowledge or ability relates to a lower performance (Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001). Moreover, the effect of overconfidence-in-sections was found to be negative and bigger in absolute terms as judgment accuracy increases.

When comparing overconfidence-in-sections measures across treatments, it was found that participants’ overprecision was higher in the salience treatment than in control, despite both measures showing underconfidence on average. This may suggest that labels increase participants’ confidence, however, no significant relationship was found between salience and scores. On the other hand, participants’ overprecision in the distractor treatment was not found to be statistically different to the control measure.

No significant interaction was found between salience and overconfidence-in-sections or distractor and overconfidence-in-sections. This suggests that there is no combined effect of overconfidence and interpreting new information such as labels on accuracy. This is different to the previous finding that being
overconfident would lead people to consider less information and therefore be less accurate (Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001).

Participants’ overconfidence-in-sections with choice overload was statistically lower than the control measure, despite both being on average smaller than 0 (indicating underconfidence). This finding shows that a high amount of information reduces consumers’ confidence in their product sustainability knowledge. However, the interaction between overconfidence-in-sections and choice overload was found to have a positive and statistically significant impact on judgment accuracy, possibly suggesting that higher overconfidence can help in the decision-making process when it is hindered by many options. The effect of this interaction was found to be bigger on middle and high scores.

3.4.4 Demographics and consumers’ preferences

Age was positively linked to accuracy (mostly with higher scores), indicating that more experience with grocery shopping leads to greater knowledge of food product sustainability.

Employment status seemed not to have an effect when the general model was tested. However, the quantile regression analysis showed it affected low and high scores. Looking for work was negatively related to low scores but positively related to high scores. Education was not significantly correlated to scores in the general model but was surprisingly a negative factor in the quantile analysis at different levels across quantile groups. Completion of high school was the highest level of education significantly related to low scores, whilst completion of a bachelor’s degree was the highest level related to middle and high scores. Therefore, the overrepresentation of highly educated people in my sample compared to the general population has likely not led the judgment accuracy scores of the sample to be higher than those of the population.

Being vegetarian did not seem to be related to judgment accuracy. However, being vegan was negatively related to participants’ accuracy. This finding is contrary to my prediction that being vegan would lead
to greater knowledge of food sustainability and therefore higher scores. This suggests that consumers may choose to be vegan for other reasons (ethical, rather than environmental). Alternatively, vegan consumers may not be informed about the environmental impact of food products such as meat and fish simply because they do not consume them. Because this negative effect was only present in the lower scores group, the first explanation seems more plausible. Participants may be vegan for reasons other than being environmentally friendly, and may not be interested in sustainability. However, being vegan per-se does not imply a lack of food sustainability knowledge. Similarly, no relationship was found between buying organic food and judgment accuracy, suggesting that consumers may buy organic products for reasons other than the environment, such as beliefs about their health benefits.

Being responsible for the household’s food shopping was positively related to judgment accuracy. Further analysis suggests that this effect applies to low and high scores, but not middle scores. Those who shop more often may have a greater knowledge of food products. Shopping at the local market was positively linked to accuracy, which may be an indicator of caring for the environment and looking for more environmentally conscious produce.

Participants were recruited from the UK and Italy. These two countries were chosen for having similarly developed economies but different food cultures. By testing our general model, we found no correlation between country of residence and participants’ judgment accuracy scores. The quantile regression found country to only be significantly related to high scores, with UK scores being 0.018 higher than Italian scores. Overall, no significant difference in scores was found between the two countries, suggesting that consumers’ decision-making varies little across these two cultures.

**3.4.5 Implications for retailers and policymakers**

The findings from this study suggest that labels do have an impact on consumers’ perception of food products, especially when there are
many goods to choose from. If labels truthfully describe a sustainable product as such, the consumers will then be able to identify the most environmentally friendly items, and buy them, if they wish. However, if labels are untruthful, shoppers will be misled. It is therefore important for retailers and policymakers to recognise the value of salient labels to help consumers eat more sustainably. Retailers should take great care in making sure that sustainable food products stand out.

As research shows that mandatory calorie posting can be effective in reducing the average calorie consumption per purchase (Bollinger et al., 2011), the introduction of a mandatory environmental label on food products may be considered. However, the issue of “greenwashing”, i.e. misleading consumers with false information regarding a product’s environmental performance or benefits (Markham, Khare & Beckman, 2014), should also be considered. Companies have three main reasons to be ecologically responsible: competitiveness, legitimacy and responsibility (Bansal & Roth, 2000; Markham, Khare & Beckman, 2014). Greenwashing may lead consumers to become sceptical, reducing demand for environmentally friendly products and therefore also discouraging responsible investment practices (Markham, Khare & Beckman, 2014). Policymakers should therefore make certain that quality checks are performed to ensure that companies do not mislead their customers by placing their own green label on a product that is not actually environmentally friendly. This might prove challenging. For example, the Competition Bureau of Canada has made an effort to address the issue of greenwashing by issuing the “Environmental Claims: A Guide for Industry and Advertisers” (Competition Bureau of Canada, 2008), however, there is little evidence that the institution has confronted firms engaged in greenwashing (Markham, Khare & Beckman, 2014).

3.4.6 Limitations

Participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk. There is a debate as to whether responses collected through this platform are reliable enough (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Rouse, 2015), which could represent a limitation of the current sample. However, a code was used
as a method for screening candidates (see 3.2.5). Moreover, Amazon Mechanical Turk allowed for recruitment of participants from two different countries at the same time, which would have not been possible had the study been conducted in a laboratory setting, therefore positively contributing to the diversity of the sample.

Participants were paid $0.50 to take part in this piece of research. This can be considered a low compensation given the length of the questionnaire, and may have also been evaluated as unethical by participants. Therefore, it may have not provided a good incentive for participants to put in effort when completing the study.

The study was advertised as a questionnaire on food consumption and sustainability. Those who decided to participate and completed the study may not be representative of the general population as they may have an interest in the topic, and hence their average accuracy score may be higher.

The green symbol that was used in the salience and distractor treatments may not have been identified by all participants (see 3.3.5). However, as not all the experimental sections had products with a symbol on their packaging, it is not clear whether participants could not identify the symbol because it was not present or because they could not see it when it was present. Further research could test the impact and recognisability of different symbols on product packaging to identify which logos are more easily seen and associated with environmental sustainability.

Other symbols and logos were present on the packaging of the products shown in the experiment (e.g. country of origin, brand names, “fairtrade” labels, etc.). Although participants were asked to ignore the country of origin and the type of packaging (recyclable vs. non-recyclable) when assessing the products, the extra information in the pictures may have influenced their answers. Therefore, future research may investigate the impact of different pieces of information, both singularly and collectively, on consumers’ sustainability judgments.
Participants were explicitly asked to identify the most sustainable item amongst the ones presented to them. Therefore, this experiment gives insights into how well consumers can distinguish between the most and least environmentally friendly food products when they wish to do so. However, being able to identify sustainable food products does not necessarily translate into willingness to purchase them. Therefore, the results from this experiment should be used in conjunction with findings from behavioural studies aimed at encouraging consumption of sustainable products to inform retailers.

This experiment had a within-subjects design. As is common with within-subjects designs, treatments may have become progressively less effective as participants got used to them. However, participants never saw the same combinations of products. Because sustainability, in this piece of research, was evaluated in comparative terms, not in absolute terms, each question was therefore unique, despite certain items being shown to participants multiple times in the experiments. Therefore, participants had to answer each question individually, and could not rely on their previous answers.

As this study was conducted online, respondents could only see photos of the food products. This design may be more representative of online shopping than an in-person grocery shopping scenario. Moreover, participants were presented with images of different food products, such as meat and vegetables, next to each other. This is not generally the case when shopping online or in-person, as products tend to be grouped in categories. Further research may test possible differences between online and in-person shopping scenarios, and between different food products layouts.

Finally, only 8 products were shown to the participants in the choice overload treatment. However, in a real-life shopping scenario, there are generally many more alternatives consumers can choose from. Further research may investigate whether increasing the number of available products linearly worsens judgment, or whether the effect of choice overload eventually plateaux.
3.4.7 Alternative research methods for this question

The research question of this chapter could have been investigated with other strategies. Another experiment could have been performed before the present study to test how participants react to different symbols indicating sustainability. For example, would different sustainability symbols create different judgments of the same product? The results could have then informed this study and help determine what symbol to use as the “green symbol”. Alternatively, qualitative interviews could have been conducted, asking participants how they interpret labels on packaging, what symbols they would associate with environmental sustainability, and whether they rely on other information on packaging to make sustainability assessments.

3.5 Summary

This study shows the impact that salient labels and choice overload can have on consumers’ judgments of food products and sustainability. We learn that choice overload can negatively affect judgment accuracy. Truthful labels may counteract this effect by helping consumers pick the most environmentally friendly option available. However, labels, if untruthful, can also be misleading. For these reasons, great attention should be given to the way food is displayed and labelled in grocery stores and online shops to encourage consumption of environmentally friendly products.
Chapter 4

Encouraging sustainable food consumption through nudges

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Overview

Finding ways to steer consumers’ food choices towards vegetarian and plant-based meals is important to reduce our diets’ environmental impact. This chapter investigates how nudges in restaurants can be effectively used to increase sales of vegetarian and plant-based dishes. As the previous study suggests that labels can indeed change consumers’ judgments of food products, this next study investigates whether they can also determine purchase choices.

I partnered with two restaurants, which can host up to 130 guests in total and are located in the same building, and I tested the effect of three nudge-based interventions on the sales of vegetarian and plant-based dishes. First, I found that removing the symbols for vegetarian and plant-based dishes increased the sales of those starters by 10.2pp, and of those mains by 6.2pp. This result supports what had been found by previous online studies. Second, when a low emissions symbol was added to the menu to replace the symbols for vegetarian and plant-based dishes, it did not affect sales. However, when the same nudge was made transparent through a statement explaining its purpose on the menu, the sales of those starters increased by 14.1pp. This result suggests that nudges can be used ethically and still be effective. Overall, these findings support the use of nudges as low-cost interventions to tackle the issue of unsustainable food consumption in the hospitality sector.

4.1.2 Hypotheses

This study aims at testing whether making use of decision information nudges in the form of different labels on selected dishes in a restaurant
menu can have an impact on customers’ choices. This intervention examines:

1. Whether removing the symbols “v” and “pb”, respectively indicating a vegetarian and a plant-based dish, will make those dishes more or less popular;

2. Whether adding a low-emission label (“LE”) to make consumers aware that some dishes are responsible for creating less emissions than others will make those dishes more or less popular;

3. Whether being transparent about the intentions behind the low-emission nudge above described will make it more effective.

Based on past experimental findings, it is hypothesised that:

H1. Removing the symbols “v” and “pb” associated with those dishes will increase the sales of those products compared to control.

H2. Introducing the symbol “LE” (standing for Low Emissions) next to the vegetarian or plant-based options will increase their sales compared to control.

H3. Making the “LE” nudge transparent will increase the sales of those products compared to control.

It is left as an exploratory question to investigate which treatment would be the most effective.

**4.2 Method**

**4.2.1 Restaurants and diners**

The two partner restaurants will thereafter be called Restaurant A and Restaurant B. The nudges were implemented at Restaurant A, whereas Restaurant B acted as control for the experiment.

The restaurants are both part of a five-star hotel in central London, and are in the same building but on different floors. Both restaurants offer dishes from British and European cuisines. Restaurant A can host up to 70 guests, whereas Restaurant B up to 60 guests. Restaurant A’s prices range from £6 to £20 for starters, from £25 to £45 for mains,
and from £6.50 to £28 for desserts. Restaurant B’s prices range from £4.50 to £16 for starters, from £12 to £45 for mains, and from £6.50 to £22 for desserts. Although the restaurants are associated with a hotel, the majority of their clients are not hotel guests. The clients are mostly in the 30-50 age range, with around 65% of them being male and 35% being female. Clients are often couples, or bigger groups visiting the restaurants for a work meal.

Diners were not asked for their consent to participate in the study as no personal information was collected, and the sales data used for this experiment is normally recorded by the partner restaurants for their own profit and loss records.

4.2.2 Ethics

This research was registered with the UCL Data Protection Office (Z6364106) and received ethical approval from The Bartlett School of Environment, Energy and Resources Ethics Committee.

4.2.3 Materials

The menus from Restaurant A and Restaurant B were used. The former restaurant had an à la carte menu which did not differ between lunch and dinner. The latter restaurant had two menus, one for lunch and one for dinner. The vegetarian and plant-based dishes were those selected for treatment. This choice was made considering the literature supporting the claim that, the more plant-based a diet is, the more environmentally friendly it is (see section 1.3). The ratios of vegetarian and plant-based dishes in each category in each restaurant are reported in Table 5. Examples of the restaurants’ dishes from the study period and from a different period of the year can be found in Appendix A.
Table 5. Ratios of vegetarian (v) and plant-based (pb) dishes over total number of dishes in each category in each menu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Starters</th>
<th>Mains</th>
<th>Desserts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{v}{\text{total}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{pb}{\text{total}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{v}{\text{total}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant A</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{6}$</td>
<td>$\frac{0}{6}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant B lunch</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{6}$</td>
<td>$\frac{5}{6}$</td>
<td>$\frac{0}{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant B dinner</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{12}$</td>
<td>$\frac{6}{12}$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{17}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Study design

Variations of Restaurant A’s menu were presented to the restaurant’s clients during the period from June 21\textsuperscript{st} to September 20\textsuperscript{th}, 2022 (see Table 6). A control menu, with no variations, was used from the 21\textsuperscript{st} of June to the 7\textsuperscript{th} of July. During the baseline period, the symbols “v” and “pb” appeared as plain text and looked the same on both menus. The first treated menu, on which the symbols “v” and “pb” were not present, was used between the 8\textsuperscript{th} of July and the 8\textsuperscript{th} of August. The second treated menu, with the symbol “LE” written as plain text next to the vegetarian and plant-based dishes, was used between the 9\textsuperscript{th} of August and the 6\textsuperscript{th} of September. The third treated menu, where the intentions behind the symbol “LE” were explained to make the nudge transparent, was used between the 7\textsuperscript{th} and the 20\textsuperscript{th} of September.

The second and third treated menus differed in the following way. The second menu only explained the meaning of the symbol “LE” as “Low Emissions”. The third menu included the following statement: “A selection of dishes we would like you not only to taste for the amazing flavour but also for the environment”. It therefore disclosed the purpose of the nudge, making it transparent.
The label “LE” was chosen after discussing various possibilities with the restaurants’ head chef. This logo was considered more acceptable than alternatives such as “environmentally friendly” symbols by the partner, who wanted to make sure that no information added to the menu would give the impression that some dishes were superior to others. Additionally, it was agreed that the transparency statement should be framed positively to avoid the risk of triggering negative emotions. This statement was meant to encourage customers to try the vegetarian and plant-based dishes for good reasons: their flavour and the environment. It is important to note, however, that the use of the expression “we would like you to” might have created a mechanism of social pressure. This will be kept into consideration in the discussion (see section 4.4).

As previously illustrated, the vegetarian and plant-based dishes in the menu were chosen as the sustainable dishes to be treated during this study. However, because all dishes in the dessert category of Restaurant A’s menu were at least vegetarian, and plant-based can be often considered more environmentally-friend than vegetarian, only the plant-based desserts from that category were treated with the addition of the “LE” symbol.

Table 6. Treatments and timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Treatment 1</th>
<th>Treatment 2</th>
<th>Treatment 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original menu</td>
<td>Symbols</td>
<td>“LE” symbol</td>
<td>“LE” symbol</td>
<td>“LE” symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“v” “pb”</td>
<td>added</td>
<td>plus</td>
<td>plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removed</td>
<td>transparency</td>
<td>transparency</td>
<td>transparency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timeline

- June 21st – July 7th
- July 8th – August 8th
- August 9th – September 6th
- September 7th – September 20th
4.2.5 Measures

Both restaurants collected their sales data as per usual and shared them with me at the end of the study. The following pieces of information were also used for the purpose of this study: the location of sale (Restaurant A or Restaurant B); the category of the dish (starters, mains, desserts); the time of day (lunch or dinner); whether it was during the weekend (Saturday and Sunday) or not; and which menu was used (original, treatment 1, treatment 2, treatment 3).

Two dependent variables were used. The first dependent variable was “sustainable sales ratios”. SustainableSalesRatios \( (M = 0.18, SD = 0.18) \) was calculated as the ratio of sales of the sustainable items over total sales. This was computed separately for starters, mains, and desserts, and separately for lunch and dinner, each day for each restaurant. This was considered a more appropriate measure than the absolute number of sales because ratios illustrate how much of the customer’s choice is sustainable in comparative terms. Additionally, analysing ratios means that fluctuations in absolute number of sales have no impact on the trends of interest. It is important to note, however, that SustainableSalesRatios was obtained by transforming the original data, and is bounded between 0 and 1. The second dependent variable, binarySales, was calculated by recoding SustainableSalesRatios as a dummy variable with values 0 for any SustainableSalesRatios = 0, and 1 for any other value.

The other following variables were used in the model: restaurantA is a dummy variable which takes value of 1 if the restaurant is Restaurant A (treated), and 0 if the restaurant is Restaurant B (control); the variable days indicate which day the sale is from (days were numbered from 1, indicating June 21st, to 92, indicating September 20th); dinner is a dummy variable which indicated whether it was lunch (0) or dinner (1); weekend is a dummy variable which took the value 1 if the sale happened either on a Saturday or Sunday; mains is a dummy variable which took the value 1 if the dish was a main; the variables experimentalPeriod1, experimentalPeriod2, and experimentalPeriod3
were dummy variables indicating respectively which, if any, of the treatments was present at the time of sale.

4.2.6 Models

Three linear models with SustainableSalesRatios as dependent variable were created. Because the dataset provided information on each restaurant’s sales for both lunch and dinner for each day, and because I was interested in understanding how much of those sales came from vegetarian and plant-based dishes rather than other dishes depending on the treatment, the following models seemed fit to conduct the relevant analyses.

The first model, *Model 1*, concerns only Restaurant A:

\[
\text{SustainableSalesRatios} = b_0 + b_1 \times \text{dinner} + b_2 \times \text{weekend} + b_3 \\
\times \text{experimentalPeriod1} + b_4 \times \text{experimentalPeriod2} \\
+ b_5 \times \text{experimentalPeriod3}
\]

The second and third models, *Model 2* and *Model 3*, look at the comparison between the treated restaurant and the control restaurant. *Model 2* gives an overall picture by looking at all the experimental periods and categories of dishes together.

*Model 2*:

\[
\text{SustainableSalesRatios} = b_0 + b_1 \times \text{restaurantA} + b_2 \times \text{days} + b_3 \times \text{dinner} \\
+ b_4 \times \text{weekend} + b_5 \times \text{mains} + b_6 \\
\times \text{experimentalPeriod1} + b_7 \times \text{experimentalPeriod2} \\
+ b_8 \times \text{experimentalPeriod3} + b_9 \times \text{restaurantA} \\
\times \text{experimentalPeriod1} + b_{10} \times \text{restaurantA} \\
\times \text{experimentalPeriod2} + b_{11} \times \text{restaurantA} \\
\times \text{experimentalPeriod3}
\]

On the other hand, *Model 3* is used whilst isolating treatment periods and categories of dishes.
Model 3:

\[
\text{SustainableSalesRatios} = b_0 + b_1 * \text{days} + b_2 * \text{dinner} + b_3 * \text{weekend} + b_4 \\
+ b_5 * \text{restaurantA} + b_6 * \text{experimentalPeriod}
\]

In both models, the interactions between restaurant and experimental period represent the relevant treatment.

Finally, a robustness check analysis was performed by using binarySales as a dependent variable, and by conducting a logistic regression with the same predictors used in Model 2.

I decided to use both linear and logit models because both present their advantages and disadvantages. The linear models presented above allow for a more intuitive interpretation of the results, facilitating a discussion on their magnitudes and implications. However, the first dependent variable, SustainableSalesRatios, is bounded between 0 and 1, making the use of linear models debateable. On the other hand, using a logit model with binarySales as a dependent variable can be considered more statistically sound, and it therefore provides useful information to be able to support the results of the linear models. However, conducting an analysis with binarySales implies losing important information about the magnitude of sustainable sales over total sales. I therefore present the results from both approaches in section 4.3.2.

4.2.7 Data analysis

First, the sustainable sales at Restaurant A were analysed through Model 1. Second, a comparison between Restaurant A and Restaurant B is made, and the results from the analyses of Model 2 and Model 3 are reported. A robustness check was then performed by conducting a binary logistic regression with binarySales as dependent variable. Finally, graphs were created to show the sales of starters and mains for each treatment period in comparison to the baseline period.
The period between July 18th and July 26th was excluded from the analysis of comparison between Restaurant A and Restaurant B, as the latter restaurant was closed for refurbishment during that period of time. As Restaurant B did not offer any plant-based desserts, therefore not providing a counterfactual, this category of dishes was also excluded from the analysis which compared the two restaurants. Thus, the effects of the interventions on Restaurant A’s plant-based desserts were only evaluated in comparison to that restaurant’s sales during the baseline period (Model 1).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Restaurant A only

Model 1

When analysing the sales of Restaurant A through Model 1, it was found that the sales of starters were only influenced by the first treatment \(t(178) = 2.02, p = .045\), which was correlated to an 8pp increase in SustainableSalesRatios. On the other hand, no significant correlation was found between the treatments and the SustainableSalesRatios of mains and desserts.

4.3.2 Restaurant A vs. Restaurant B

Model 2

Model 2 can explain 31.6% of the variance in ratios of sales \((F(11, 652) = 27.38, p < .001)\). The variables restaurantA, dinner, mains, restaurant*experimentalPeriod1 were found to be significantly related to SustainableSalesRatios (see Table 7). In particular: Treatment 1 brought an increase of 8.2pp in SustainableSalesRatios at Restaurant A \((t(652) = 2.54, p = .011)\); vegetarian and plant-based options were more popular at dinner time by 3pp \((t(652) = 2.74, p = .006)\); vegetarian and plant-based mains were less popular compared to starters by 15.5pp \((t(652) = -14.04, p < .001)\).
Table 7. Model 2 results. Significance levels: ****p < .001, ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>.297****</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantA</td>
<td>.067***</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>days</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dinner</td>
<td>.030***</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekend</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mains</td>
<td>-.155****</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimentalPeriod1</td>
<td>-.020</td>
<td>.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimentalPeriod2</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimentalPeriod3</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Difference-in-Difference)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantAXexperimentalPeriod1</td>
<td>.082**</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantAXexperimentalPeriod2</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantAXexperimentalPeriod3</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model 3

Model 3 was then tested by analysing the sales of starters and mains separately, and by isolating treatment periods, comparing each of them to the baseline period (see Table 8). As far as starters are concerned, treatment 1 ($t(153) = 1.97, p = .050$) and treatment 3 ($t(117) = 2.41, p = .017$) were found to be effective; on the other hand, treatment 1 ($t(153) = 2.68, p = .008$) was the only treatment to significantly affect sales of mains at Restaurant A. Treatment 1 increased the ratio of sustainable sales by 10.2pp for starters and by 6.2pp for mains. Treatment 3 increased the ratio of sustainable sales by 14.1pp for starters.
Table 8. Model 3 results. Significance levels: ****p < .001, ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1. Other variables in the model: days, time, weekend, restaurant, treatment.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 3</strong></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>S.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starters</td>
<td>.102*</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains</td>
<td>.062**</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starters</td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starters</td>
<td>.141**</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains</td>
<td>-.048</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Robustness check**

A binary logistic regression was conducted by using binarySales as dependent variable (see Table 9). Treatments 1 and 3 were again found to be effective as they both increased the probability of vegetarian and plant-based dishes being picked. The odds of a vegetarian or plant-based dish being ordered were 45.735, 95% CI [2.007, 1042.048] when treatment 1 was in place, and 18.904, 95% CI [1.113, 321.183] when treatment 3 was in place. These results therefore support what we previously found through our linear models.
Table 9. Robustness check results. Significance levels: ****p < .001, ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robustness check</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>constant</strong></td>
<td>3.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantA</td>
<td>3.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>days</td>
<td>.958*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dinner</td>
<td>5.168****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekend</td>
<td>2.014*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mains</td>
<td>3.338***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periods</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimentalPeriod1</td>
<td>.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimentalPeriod2</td>
<td>2.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimentalPeriod3</td>
<td>1.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatments</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantAXexperimentalPeriod1</td>
<td>45.735**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantAXexperimentalPeriod2</td>
<td>2.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurantAXexperimentalPeriod3</td>
<td>18.904**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parallel trends**

Figure 10 illustrates 6 parallel trends, each showing a comparison between Restaurant A’s sales (maroon line) and Restaurant B’s sales (blue line), and between the baseline period and each treatment period (separated by a red vertical line). As shown in the trends, treatment 1, the removal of the symbols “v” and “pb” from the menu, had a positive impact on the sales of both sustainable starters and sustainable mains at Restaurant A. Treatment 2, the inclusion of the symbol “LE” next to the treated dishes on the menu, did not have an impact on the sales of those. Treatment 3, the inclusion of the symbol “LE” together with a message to make the nudge transparent, successfully increased sales of the starters at Restaurant A.
4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 The efficacy of labels

This study tested whether removing the “vegetarian” and “plant-based” labels from restaurant menus, and subsequently adding a decision information nudge in the form of a “low emissions label”, could increase the sales of those dishes. It was found that both removing the “v” and “pb” labels and adding a “LE” label plus a transparency disclaimer were successful strategies. When the vegetarian and plant-based labels were taken off the menu, the sales of sustainable starters increased by 10.2pp, and those of sustainable mains increased by 6.2pp. When the “LE” label was added next to the sustainable dishes on the menu, together with the statement “LE means Low Emissions. A selection of dishes we would like you not only to taste for the amazing flavour but also for the environment” at the bottom of the menu, the sales of sustainable starters increased by 14.1pp. Therefore, these interventions can be effective instruments to decrease the environmental impact of our diets.
Although there are currently not many published studies that have tested the impact of different labels on menus, the magnitudes of my results can be compared to previous research as follows. I found that removing the vegetarian and plant-based labels increased the sales of the sustainable dishes by 10.2pp for starters and by 6.2pp for mains; adding a transparent low-emissions label increased sales of sustainable starters by 14.1pp. In their online study, Krpan and Houtsma (2020) had found that a pro-environmental label increased the percentage of participants who selected the dish by 9.3pp compared to the vegetarian label, and that a social label was more effective than the vegetarian label by 5.9pp. Saulais et al. (2019) reported that, in their study set in a living laboratory, labelling the vegetarian dish as “dish of the day” increased the percentage of customers who chose it by 25.2pp when only one alternative dish was available, and by 30pp when two alternatives were available. In an online research, Marshall et al. (2022) found that labelling a cauliflower slice as “steak” increased participants’ willingness to consume by 5.4pp. Considering that the current study was conducted in a real-life setting and that most of the dishes on the treated menu were not vegetarian, the present results can be considered significant.

4.4.2 The contribution of this study

The first experimental treatment, removing the symbols indicating a vegetarian or plant-based option (“v” and “pb”), was conceptually built on what had been suggested by Bacon and Krpan (2018), and Krpan and Houtsma (2020), which is that signposting vegetarian and plant-based options as such is detrimental for sales, and a neutral frame is better. My results indeed show that removing the symbols indicating a vegetarian or plant-based option (“v” and “pb”) successfully increased the sales of both starters and main dishes at Restaurant A. The current study brings a significant novel contribution to this field of research as it is the first piece of research that finds this result in a real-world setting. Given how common it is for restaurants and cafes to include symbols such as “v” and “pb” on their menus, this study’s result gives an important insight: Those symbols may conveniently suggest suitable
dishes for those who identify as vegetarian but may not be helpful to encourage the majority to go for the vegetarian and plant-based option. Including a “Low Emissions” logo (“LE”) next to the sustainable alternatives on the menu was not successful at increasing sales of those items. Making the addition of the logo “LE” a transparent nudge was successful at increasing the sales of the starters, but not of the main dishes. These two results together give us important insights into how nudges can be used to create interventions that are both transparent and effective. Previous literature argued that transparent nudges may dissuade consumers to act in the desired way, which would have otherwise happened had the nudge been hidden (Arad & Rubinstein, 2018). However, I found the opposite: The hidden nudge was not effective, but its transparent alternative was. Including only the symbol “LE” may have not been enough to prompt behaviour change due to the value-action gap (Behavioural Insights Team, 2020): Consumers may be concerned about the planet but may still not act on this worry for economic reasons, such as cost, and psychological reasons, such as lack of willpower (De Haen & Réquillart, 2014). Making the nudge transparent may have prompted behaviour change possibly by creating social pressure, signalling that eating vegetarian or plant-based was the socially desirable or normal thing to do (Evans et al, 2012). Moreover, as people tend to prefer “conscious decisional enhancements” (Felsen et al., 2013), customers may have appreciated the nudge’s purpose being transparent, and may have therefore felt more willing to pick the suggested dishes.

As for how the current study was run at a practical level, this is also the first piece of research to test the impact of such nudges whilst also providing a control: Restaurant B provided a useful counterfactual for my analysis. The two restaurants are quite similar as they are situated in the same building and are part of the same hotel, whilst being also highly frequented by visitors other than the hotel guests. This meant that I was able to compare sales data from the two, isolating the impact of our treatments on the choice of sustainable dishes whilst accounting for possible external shocks to their business.
4.4.3 Future research and implications for businesses

The low emissions label that was used in this research was simply added to the menu as “LE” written in plain text. Previous research had trialled different graphics for similar interventions, such as a traffic light coloured label (Brunner et al., 2018), and colourful posters (Bauer et al., 2022). Although the simple labels from this study and these colourful nudges (Brunner et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2022) were all found to be effective, it is reasonable to assume that choosing the right type of nudge and the right type of graphics for the specific place of interest is essential. For example, it sounds sensible to assume that a small label written in plain text would be more difficult to spot if it was placed somewhere in a supermarket aisle compared to a restaurant menu. On the other hand, very colourful and/or big labels may not be considered appropriate for a restaurant menu for being too invasive. Different wording and graphics may be tested by businesses and future research to find out how to best market vegetarian and plant-based products depending on the context.

This experiment made use of labels to induce a change in diners’ choices. Other studies which aimed at changing consumption choices within bars, restaurants and cafeterias, and adopted different behaviour change strategies, may be considered for comparison. For example, a trial conducted in partnership with five bars and restaurants in England was aimed at estimating the effect of wine glass size on the volume of wine sold in these establishments (Pilling et al., 2020). It was found that more wine might be sold when 370-ml glasses are used compared to when 300-ml glasses are used in restaurants (the volume was 7.3% higher), but not in bars (Pilling et al., 2020). Another experiment conducted in England showed promising results for increasing the proportion of healthier options available to reduce the amount of kcal in customers’ orders: An average of 6.9% reduction was found, although the impact varied across sites (Pechey et al., 2019). Future research may test various combinations of the above-mentioned behaviour change strategies to encourage sustainable dining. For example, a restaurant might choose to both increase the
proportion of vegetarian and plant-based dishes available, and add sustainability labels on the menu.

Adding or removing labels on a menu may or may not be seen as helpful strategies by restaurant managers. One of the concerns the research partners expressed during the preparation of this research was that changing the menu may result in the non-sustainable dishes being perceived as less appealing. Another possible concern is that the consumer may become overwhelmed while reading the labels and decide not to purchase at all. However, if a business was interested in reducing its emissions, removing the vegetarian and plant-based labels, and possibly adding simple symbols signalling that a product is low-emission, would be low-cost strategies to implement. These suggestions imply that businesses would need to be prepared to reduce their sales of meat-base dishes, which might or might be acceptable depending on the nature of the store/restaurant, and on how big the portion of profits coming from those sales is.

4.4.4 Limitations

Restaurant B was used as a control for this experiment. This study could not be solely conducted in partnership with Restaurant A, as it was not possible to split the one restaurant into different sections. Furthermore, the dataset did not provide enough information to differentiate between orders coming from different tables. This constitutes a limitation of this study because, although the two restaurants and their menus were similar, they were not identical. Characteristics which are inherent to the restaurants themselves may have influenced the results of this study. Future research may therefore replicate this trial by collaborating with a single restaurant and allocating different tables to different experimental groups.

Restaurant B did not offer any plant-based desserts; hence it was not possible to make a comparison between the two restaurants and test the effect of the treatments on the sales of Restaurant A's desserts using Restaurant B as a counterfactual.
This study did not test the impact of the low-emission symbol when added to the menu alongside the vegetarian and plant-based symbols due to the limited amount of time in which this experiment could be conducted. Given that restaurants might be reluctant to permanently remove the symbols “v” and “pb”, future research may investigate how keeping those whilst adding additional information regarding the sustainability of their dishes could affect diners’ choices.

I could not collect detailed information on the socio-demographic characteristics of the restaurants’ clientele. Therefore, it was not possible to keep this into account in the models and analysis. Nonetheless, considering the nature of the partner restaurants and the attached five-star hotel, it could be argued that their average guest might be affluent and not representative of the general population. Therefore, future research might replicate this study in various cafes and restaurants to test whether these findings hold in different types of dining settings and with different types of clienteles.

This study was conducted in London, and it is therefore likely that those who participated in this research (i.e., the restaurants’ clients) had various cultural backgrounds and attitudes towards eating vegetarian and plant-based dishes. Nevertheless, the UK is a country where the average daily consumption of meat is still too high and needs to decrease both for health and environmental sustainability reasons (Stewart et al., 2021). Further research may replicate this study in different locations, whilst accounting for the customers’ socio-economic status and attitudes towards eating meat-based dishes. Similar nudges may be tested in other countries, either with higher or lower average meat consumption, and in different cities, either bigger or smaller than London, and with different cultural backgrounds.

Party sizes could also not be collected. Because of the impact that social pressure can have on eating behaviours, it is possible that diners could influence each other whilst choosing what to order. It would therefore be interesting to run a similar study and collect this piece of information to test whether the number of people sitting
together moderates the effect of the nudges on sales of the recommended dishes.

It was not feasible to check whether the same guests went to both restaurants or dined there multiple times during the trial. In particular, if a guest had eaten at Restaurant A first, and subsequently at Restaurant B, a spillover effect may have been created: The nudges in the first restaurant may have had an impact on the selection of dishes at the second restaurant. However, this would have made the difference between the sales of Restaurant A and Restaurant B smaller, therefore reducing the chances of finding significant effects through a difference-in-difference analysis. Similarly, if the same guests dined at Restaurant A multiple times, the labels might have influenced their choices the first time round, but not subsequently. This would have also reduced the chances of finding significant effects. Because significant effects were found nevertheless, it is likely that spillover or learning effects either did not present themselves or were small enough not to cancel out the differences in sales between the two restaurants.

This study was conducted mostly during the summer period, and this determined what dishes were available on the menu (see Appendix A). Dishes can be considered inherently more or less appealing depending on one’s personal taste and preferences. For example, it could be that the non-vegetarian and non-plant-based dishes in the mains category were seen as more appealing by the customers, hence treatment 3 only worked for the starters. Additionally, one’s dining choices may vary depending on the season. Had the winter menu been used during the study (see Appendix A), customers’ preferences may have changed. Therefore, future research may replicate this study in different seasons to keep into account the impact of seasonality and diners’ preferences on final consumption choices.

Finally, vegetarian and plant-based dishes were the minority in our treated restaurant’s menu. To provide further support to this study’s results, future research may replicate this study with different menus containing more or less sustainable dishes.
4.5 Summary

This study was innovative in its application of behavioural interventions, including a transparent nudge, in a real-world dining setting with the use of a counterfactual. My aim was to find ways to encourage the consumption of more sustainable dishes, which would in turn reduce the carbon footprint of our diets. I found that two strategies may be effective in encouraging the consumption of vegetarian and plant-based dishes: removing any symbols or labels that define a dish as “vegetarian” or “plant-based”; and including a symbol such as “LE” (Low Emission) to signpost which dishes are most sustainable on the menu, whilst being transparent about the reasons behind the intervention. These results contribute to the so far limited but emerging literature on interventions designed to reduce the environmental impact of our diets through nudges. I showed how adding labels to menus is an easy yet low-cost strategy to encourage individuals to eat vegetarian and plant-based meals. Meat consumption needs to decrease both for health and environmental sustainability reasons. For this to happen, restaurants and food shops may need to be prepared to rely less on sales coming from foods such as beef. Nudges like the ones used in this research can be useful tools to tackle unsustainable food consumption in the hospitality sector whilst leaving the consumer free to make the final choice.
Chapter 5

Food waste

5.1 Introduction

As illustrated in Chapter 1, making unsustainable food choices is only half of the problem of unsustainable food consumption: The creation of excessive food waste is the other half of this problem that needs to be tackled. This chapter illustrates some theories which might explain food waste behaviour, and summarizes the methods and findings of previous research that focused on this issue. A discussion of behaviour change theories and models which might be helpful in tackling this issue then follows. Chapter 6 illustrates a study which learns from what described in this chapter, and aims at helping individuals reduce their food waste at home.

5.2 Theories of food waste

Situational variables and psychological factors can explain waste behaviour and attitudes towards food waste (Barr, 2007). Situational variables refer to the behavioural context, such as the level of recycling service provision: People with better access to recycling and greater knowledge of the environment tend to recycle more, waste less and be more prone to reduce their waste (Ball & Lawson, 1990; Schahn & Holzer, 1990). As for psychological factors, extrinsic motivation is less likely than intrinsic motivation to lead to a long-term increase in recycling behaviour (De Young, 1986). Hopper and Nielsen (1991) suggest that altruistic feelings, intrinsic motivation to act, and the degree to which wasting is perceived as a threat to well-being, all have a positive impact on waste behaviour (De Young, 1986; Baldassare & Katz, 1992). Similarly, perceived behavioural control is positively related to waste management (Ajzen, 1991; Hopper & Nielsen, 1991; Chan, 1998). Finally, social norms are very important in encouraging people to reduce their food waste (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Chan, 1998), and to reuse materials: Those who are members of community,
political and environmental groups reuse more than those who are not (Barr, 2007).

More recent research has focused on showing the importance of psychological factors as predictors of waste behaviour (Visschers et al., 2016). Russell et al. (2017) tested how well the theory of planned behaviour by Ajzen (1991) (see Chapter 2) and the model of the environmental behaviour by Klöckner (2013) can be applied to explain people’s food waste behaviour. Klöckner (2013) argues that many studies on pro-environmental behaviours, such as on water conservation, support the theory of planned behaviour (Tonglet et al., 2004).

However, the theory of planned behaviour has been criticized for not considering non-cognitive factors like habits and emotions (Bamberg & Moser, 2007; Klöckner, 2013; Steg & Vleg, 2009). Russell et al. (2017) argue that food waste behaviour highly depends on habits. Emotions are both a feeling and a cognitive component, and they can signal how important something is to us, and can therefore ignite a reaction (Forgas, 1994; Lazarus, 1991). For example, guilt is important in determining transport behaviour (Bamberg et al., 2007), and positive emotions have an impact on willingness to engage in energy saving behaviour (Webb et al., 2013).

Barr (2007) suggests there may be another problem with the theory of planned behaviour: The value-action gap (Burgess, Harrison & Filius, 1998). Our actions may not always match our values, and our intentions may not necessarily translate into actions.

5.3 Measurement methods

Three main methods have been used to assess the amount of food waste produced by individual households (Visschers et al., 2016). The first one is collecting all the waste that is produced by each household and measuring its amount (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2013a). This is probably the most valid assessment of all three but, being quite costly, it is rarely performed (Visschers et al., 2016). The second one is asking households to collect and separate their food
waste in specific containers and report its amount. The third one is using surveys which ask households to estimate their food waste amounts.

5.4 Previous findings

Russell et al. (2017) conducted an online questionnaire through the supermarket Asda. They found that the higher the intention to reduce food waste, the lower the food waste. Subjective norms, perceived behavioural control and negative emotions were positively related to intentions to reduce food waste. Attitudes were, contrary to predictions, not related to intentions. Past behaviour was found to be a positive predictor of behaviour. Negative emotions were associated with higher intentions to reduce food waste, but also with higher actual waste.

Visschers et al. (2016) suggest that bakery products, fruits and vegetables seem to be wasted more often compared to ready-to-eat products. Respondents seemed to have high intentions to avoid food waste, to have negative emotions towards food waste, and their subjective norms were also against food waste. Stronger personal norms and perceived behavioural control were related to higher intention to avoid food waste. The authors argue that intention may be the mediator between attitudes and behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), but that subjective norms and knowledge did not appear to be related to consumers’ intention to reduce food waste, contrary to what was found by Russell et al. (2017). Household planning habits were not related to self-reported food waste, but only to consumers’ intentions. So, the theory of planned behaviour may not explain waste behaviour completely.

Zhang et al. (2018) used a questionnaire in Shenzhen City, China. The proportion of avoidable food waste was around 56% of total food waste, and that this avoidable food waste was comprised mostly of cereal products, fruits, vegetables, animal-derived wastes, and packaging. Income level was positively correlated with food waste and avoidable food waste, as well as the number of people in each household. Possible motivations behind household food waste were thought to be
cultural attitudes, which put pressure on people to over-cater when they have guests, rising incomes, the abundance of fruits and vegetables available and preference for meat-based meals, and consumer behaviour, such as not planning for shopping.

5.5 Tackling food waste through behaviour change

To address the issue of excessive food waste, opportunities for behaviour change need to be created (van Trijp, 2014). The next few sections illustrate some relevant theories and models which have been applied to issues of healthy and sustainable consumption, addressing both eating behaviours and waste behaviours. These include the theory of self-determination, the COM-B model, and the concept of habitual behaviours. These are then used to inform the study presented in Chapter 6.

5.5.1 Self-determination theory

Yardley et al. (2015) argue that the self-determination theory (SDT) should be considered when thinking about how people will respond to interventions. SDT suggests that there are three basic psychological needs that are necessary for psychological growth, integrity, and well-being: autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2000). The theory predicts that if people feel autonomous in directing their own behaviour, if they feel competent enough to control the outcome of their actions and be successful, and if they feel related to others in such a way that they feel supported and connected to others, then their self-motivation and well-being will increase. Yardley et al. (2015) argue that if these three psychological needs are satisfied, then positive health behaviour change is more likely to occur. For this reason, they suggest that interventions should do the following: promote individuals’ autonomy in how they engage with the trial; cause minimal disruption to their lifestyle and promote habits; and promote a positive experience by using language that invites rather than instructs them to do something a certain way. Heiskanen et al. (2010) suggest that a greater focus should be placed on individuals as community members
and their role of citizens, rather than their role of consumers, when trying to change their energy consumption behaviour.

5.5.2 COM-B

Michie et al. (2014) created the behaviour change framework COM-B, where C stands for capability, O for opportunity, M for motivation, and B for behaviour. This framework identifies the main determinants of behaviour and can be used as a tool to address behaviour change. The term capability refers to whether someone is psychologically and physically able to perform the behaviour. The term opportunity refers to everything outside the individual that can make the behaviour possible or not. Physical opportunity refers to the environment (time, resources, location, cues); social opportunity refers to interpersonal relationships, culture, and social cues. Motivation refers to both the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation that the individual may have to perform the behaviour or not. Following this behaviour change approach, it is necessary to identify the wished outcomes and the behavioural determinants of behaviour(s) of interest, understand current behaviour through COM-B, design and deliver an intervention which targets at least one of the three behavioural determinants, and evaluate its impact.

5.5.3 Motivation

Motivation is what energizes us to do something, stems from both conscious and unconscious processes, and can be extrinsic and/or intrinsic (West & West, 2019). Extrinsic motivation stems from rewards and punishments that are not related to the behaviour in question. Intrinsic motivation stems from wants and needs related to the behaviour in question.

Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation can both be useful to elicit when addressing behaviour change, however, introducing an external reward to motivate people to do something can sometimes crowd out the individual’s internal motivation. External rewards, such as money, change the relationship between the person and the activity (West & West, 2019). When a financial incentive was introduced to increase
the number of general practitioners (GPs) recommending their patients to stop smoking in the UK, it was found that despite GPs reporting to have done it, there was no significant change in their behaviour, and they did no longer feel that it was an important part of their job (West & West, 2019). The same negative consequence can happen with incentives that act as punishments. Gneezy and Rustichini (2000) found that introducing a fine for late collection of children at day-care centres actually increased the number of late arrivals.

5.5.4 SDT and COM-B applied to issues of healthy and sustainable consumption

Previous research has investigated healthy and sustainable consumption behaviours through the lens of SDT. Schösler and colleagues (2014) argued that SDT can provide useful insights to explain motivations that might lead consumers to either make more sustainable food choices or not. Maillet and Grouzet (2021) conducted a review of articles which investigated changes in eating behaviour when new students transitioned to university, and made use of SDT to interpret relevant findings. In particular, they found that moving into a university residence or off-campus housing often meant that students ate less food, less healthy and less regularly (Maillet & Grouzet, 2021). Changes in habits, self-regulation and motivation were observed (Maillet & Grouzet, 2021). Lin and colleagues (2023) investigated the determinants of local food consumption, including cultural competence, eudaimonia (welfare), and behavioural intention. Khan and colleagues (2023) researched organic food consumption, especially studying motivational factors behind this behaviour. They found that extrinsic motivational factors have a significant positive impact on consumers' attitude (Khan et al., 2023).

Multiple studies have also used COM-B to identify both barriers and enablers to reduce meat consumption and switch to a more plant-based diet. Graça and colleagues (2019), for example, mapped them as follows. Barriers in the capability domain included difficulty to get reliable information and acquire new skills, and sensitivity to bitter
tastes. Enablers included building knowledge and skills. Barriers in the opportunity domain included the social belief of meat as main protein, social prejudice towards following a plant-based diet, reactions of family members and friends, and lack of support. Enablers were support from friends and family, increased prices of meat, changes of social norms, and changes in availability of meat dishes in places such as canteens. Barriers in the motivation domain included eating meat frequently and holding positive beliefs about meat consumption, perceived convenience, familiarity, and positive taste experience. Enablers included creating positive beliefs regarding plant-based meals or a feeling of reward (Graça et al., 2019). Similarly, van den Berg and colleagues (2022) found taste, perceived high prices of meat alternatives, and habits to be relevant barriers; on the other hand, care for the environment and animal welfare, enjoyment of smaller portions of meat, and saving money were identified as enablers.

Furthermore, COM-B has been applied to better understand behaviours concerning packaging, such as biodegradable and compostable plastic packaging purchase and disposal. Allison and colleagues (2021) identified the following barriers and enablers related to purchase behaviour. Capability barriers included not understanding terminology used on labels, not paying attention to packaging, and preferring other types of packaging. Motivation barriers included negative beliefs about this kind of plastic's environmental impact and being sceptical regarding its decomposition claims. Opportunity barriers included not having access to appropriate waste management. Motivation enablers included creating positive beliefs about its environmental impact. Opportunity enablers included creating access to waste management. When disposal behaviour was assessed, the following were identified: attention and knowledge (capability), beliefs around the environmental impact of compostable plastic (motivation), and access to waste management (opportunity) (Allison et al., 2022). Following the recognition of these barriers and enablers, the researchers recommended interventions based on education and environmental restructuring. Recommended behaviour change
techniques comprised of instructions on how to perform the desired behaviour, and cues in the environment (Allison et al., 2022).

### 5.5.5 Habits

Gardner (2012) defines habits as automatic responses to everyday contexts learnt through repeated performance. Because habitual behaviours are triggered by the environmental and situational context, they can and tend to override deliberative intensions (Gardner et al., 2011). Therefore, only boosting motivation may not be enough to break the cue-response link that is at the heart of habitual behaviours. Once this cue-response link has been created, habitual behaviours may persist even when they are not performed frequently, hence the concept of habit as automaticity and not frequency (Gardner, 2012). Because habits happen on an impulsive pathway, habits could be used in intervention in a way that if good habitual behaviours are formed this may lead to long-term behaviour change (Rothman et al., 2009).

It is also important to distinguish between past behaviour and habitual behaviour. Despite it was found that frequency of past behaviour may predict future behaviour (Ouellette & Wood, 1998), it was also argued that the statistical relationship between frequency of past and future behaviour is not meaningful because frequency of past behaviour is a construct that has no explanatory value (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). Repeated behaviour can become habitual. However, a habit is not only a frequent behaviour, but is instead a psychological construct by which we respond automatically to a certain cue with a certain learnt behaviour. Therefore, measuring a habitual behaviour just as past behaviour frequency is inappropriate (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). The Self-Report Index of Habit Strength (SRHI) was therefore developed (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003), and is based on the following features of habitual behaviours: the history of repetition of behaviour; the difficulty of controlling behaviour; the lack of awareness; efficiency; and the identity element.

A successful intervention which used the concept of habitual behaviours is that by Lally, Chipperfield and Wardle (2008). This
weight loss intervention aimed at helping people lose weight through tips that were based on everyday eating behaviours and activities that were associated with weight loss. The authors made use of the SRHI to assess perceived automaticity of these suggested behaviours at the baseline, 12 weeks in, and 32 weeks in for the intervention groups. The authors found that people in the control group lost 0.4 kg, whereas the two intervention groups lost respectively on average 2.4 kg (monthly weighing) and 1.6 kg (weekly weighing). The difference between treatment groups and control was statistically significant, but the difference between the two treatment groups was not, suggesting that difference in frequency of weighing was not a determining factor. It was also found that weight loss continued after the intervention. The participants’ mean automaticity scores increased, and the average change in automaticity score across behaviours was significantly correlated with participants’ weight loss. Participants felt it took them on average three months for the suggested behaviours to become habitual. The significant correlation between weight loss and automaticity scores suggests that habit-formation was instrumental in helping people lose weight.
Chapter 6

Managing food waste through a behaviour change intervention

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Overview

In the UK, a large amount of avoidable food waste is produced every year, and this has a negative impact both on the environment and on the economy. This present research trialled a communication-based intervention aimed at tackling this problem by helping households reduce their avoidable food waste. All participants were asked to weigh their waste weekly for four months. The first intervention group received tips on reducing waste, and the second intervention group received the same tips together with a letter which highlighted the importance of wasting less. All groups saw an overall decline in their avoidable food waste. The behaviours recommended through the tips remained more habitual than they were at baseline even after the end of the intervention for the second intervention group. This suggests that sending the tips and the letter together was the most effective way to create long-term behaviour change. Interventions based on communication like these are low-cost, and could be implemented by policymakers and local authorities to help households manage their food waste.

This study addresses the issue of excessive avoidable food waste, which concerns the last stage of the food consumption cycle described in section 1.6. Although the three experiments discussed in this thesis are linked conceptually through said cycle, the method used in this study was developed separately from the methods of the other two.

6.1.2 Objectives and background

The objective of this intervention was to find out whether people can be encouraged to reduce their food waste at home through regular
measurement, the provision of tips on how to reduce it, and a letter informing them on why food waste should be reduced.

This research innovatively brings together COM-B and SDT to target food waste behaviour. Despite the former being often used as a framework of reference for behavioural interventions, and the latter being recognized as helpful in understanding how people may react to interventions, they have not been used to address the issue of food waste before. Additionally, the role of habits is considered as potentially instrumental in reducing food waste.

By using the COM-B framework when evaluating the problem of excessive food waste, the behaviour of interest can be defined as follows: Households throw away food that could have been eaten. The goal is a reduction in the amount of edible food that gets thrown away by households in the UK. Some assumptions then need to be made about the determinants of the behaviour in question. Whilst designing the current intervention it was assumed that households have the physical capability to reduce their home food waste, but they may lack the psychological capability to do so: They may not know how to reduce their food waste and/or they may not know why it is important to cut down on food waste. It was also assumed that households may lack the opportunity to reduce their food waste: They may not have a lot of time to think about their food waste; they may lack support from others in engaging with the behaviour; and they may not have triggers around them that remind them to think about the behaviour. Finally, it was assumed that households may lack the motivation to reduce their food waste and they may not have positive habitual behaviours in place.

Participants were asked to fill in the survey on a regular basis, and this acted as a trigger to make them think about their food waste, thus challenging their opportunity to engage with the problem. Some participants (20/69) were given a leaflet with 10 tips on how to reduce their food waste. This leaflet addressed the following: the lack of psychological capability by educating participants on how to reduce their food waste; the lack of opportunity by working as a cue; and the
lack of motivation by encouraging the creation of healthy habits. Participants had autonomy, as these tips were given to them as a resource, not with the instruction to necessarily use them. The leaflet was also meant to increase participants’ competence and relatedness. Finally, some participants (23/69) received a letter which informed them of why cutting down food waste would be beneficial to them and the environment. This letter addressed the lack of psychological capability by providing additional information, it provided a social cue, and it encouraged participants to reflect on why changing their behaviour was important, boosting motivation. As the letter contained information about how residents in London view food waste recycling and encouraged participants to find out how their local council disposes of their food waste, it also highlighted their role of and responsibilities as citizens.

Habits are also considered in this study. People think they make, on average, about 15 drinking and eating decisions in a day. However, we make about 219. Hence, most of these decisions are unconsciously made (Wansink & Sobal, 2006), and could be made from habit. The current study aims at conducting a similar trial to that by Lally, Chipperfield & Wardle (2008) to test whether, after suggesting 10 food management tips, these can become habitual and help participants reduce their food waste.

6.1.3 Hypotheses and exploratory questions

This study tests whether:

1. Intervention elements such as a leaflet and a letter can be instrumental in helping households reduce their food waste;

2. Certain behaviours (such as planning grocery shopping to avoid overbuying) can become habitual and, if so, whether this is linked with a reduction in food waste.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: Control, Intervention A, and Intervention B. Control did not receive any extra material during the study. Intervention A received the leaflet.
Intervention B received the leaflet together with the letter. It was hypothesized that:

H1. There will be a reduction in food waste across all groups.

H2. The treatment that will see the greatest reduction in food waste will be Intervention B, followed by Intervention A, followed by Control.

H3. After three months since the beginning of the intervention the suggested behaviours (tips) will have become more habitual for participants in the intervention groups.

H4. After one month since the end of the intervention habitual behaviours will have persisted.

H5. At the end of the intervention period, Intervention B’s change in automaticity scores will be higher than Intervention A’s, which will be higher than Control’s.

H6. At the end of the study (after one month since the end of the intervention), Intervention B’s change in automaticity scores will be higher than Intervention A’s, which will be higher than Control’s.

H7. There will be a correlation between the increase in automaticity of suggested behaviours and food waste reduction.

Information on which types of items were waste was also collected to explore whether certain food products are wasted more than others.

6.2 Method

6.2.1 Participants

This study was conducted both in partnership with Westminster City Council (WCC) and within the University College London (UCL) community. Participants were recruited from the WCC members of staff through the Council internal communication channels, such as their newsletter. Similarly, UCL participants were recruited through the university’s internal mailing lists and ads on the university’s social media accounts (LinkedIn, Twitter, and Instagram). All participants were asked to read an information sheet and give their consent when signing up to the study online.
69 participants took part in the study, 31 from WCC and 38 from UCL. 26 were assigned to Control, 20 to Intervention A, and 23 to Intervention B. Participants were randomly assigned to a group. Final group numbers are not homogenous due to subjects dropping out after registering for the study and before completing any weekly questionnaires.

Westminster City Council

During recruitment, some buckets were made available for participants to collect from the council and use during the study. After signing up, WCC participants had to choose an ID number to insert when filling in the following surveys, and were reminded to complete their surveys by two WCC officers who acted as the intermediary between the authors and the participants.

University College London

The methodology was the same when the study was conducted with UCL participants, the only differences being that participants were not provided with the option of collecting a bucket but were asked to use what they already owned, and that participants had to sign up with their email address. The latter change allowed for automatic reminders to be sent to participants when it was time for them to complete the next part of the study, and for the treatment groups to receive their leaflets and posters via email.

6.2.2 Ethics

This research was registered with the UCL Data Protection Office (Z6364106) and received ethical approval from The Bartlett School of Environment, Energy and Resources Ethics Committee.

6.2.3 Materials

A leaflet and a letter were developed as intervention materials for this experiment. The leaflet (see Appendix B) contained 10 tips for participants on how to reduce their food waste. Each of these tips was accompanied by a QR code linked to a page where participants could find out more about that specific recommendation. For example, the
first tip recommends planning your shopping, and the QR code takes you to a page where you can find more information on how to do so. The letter (see Appendix B) explained to participants how reducing food waste would benefit both them and the environment, and encouraged them to find out more about food waste disposal practices in their local area. Both the theory of self-determination (Deci & Ryan, 2000) and the COM-B model (Michie et al., 2014) informed the development of these materials. Table 10 below illustrates the links between the intervention materials, SDT and COM-B.

Table 10. Intervention materials, SDT and COM-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Link to SDT</th>
<th>Link to COM-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Leaflet** | • List of 10 tips to cut down on food waste.  
• Easy-to-retrieve additional information thanks to QR codes. | • Autonomy: the leaflet was given to participants who could then choose to make use of it or not.  
• Competence: the leaflet gives practical and easy-to-adopt tips. | • Capability: the leaflet increases capability through education.  
• Opportunity: the leaflet acts as a cue.  
• Motivation: the leaflet encourages the creation of plans (reflective processes). |
| **Letter** | • Information on food waste.  
• Explanation of the benefits of reducing food waste to the planet and people.  
• Prompt to find out more | • Relatedness: the leaflet increased relatedness by highlighting both participants’ role as citizens, and | • Capability: the letter provides insightful information.  
• Opportunity: the letter acts as a social cue. |
about the participants’ local council and its food waste recycling practices.

the positive impact that reducing food waste would have on people and the planet.

- Motivation: the letter encourages participants to reflect on why cutting down waste is important.

### 6.2.4 Experimental design

The experiment was conducted through the platform REDCap. When first opening the experiment link, participants were taken to the information sheet and consent page. After reading about the study and accepting its terms, the platform would take them to the baseline survey, which collected information about how participants generally dispose of their food waste, their household size, whether they oversee their household's food shopping, their age, gender, education, and income. After completing the sign-up process, they were asked to start weighting their food waste from a selected date. From this moment onwards, participants had to complete 16 weekly food waste questionnaires (see Appendix B). These weekly questionnaires asked them to report the following: how much food waste they have produced during the previous week in grams; which items went to waste during that week out of certain categories (meat, fish, fresh fruit and veg, cheese and milk, pre-packaged meals); how much food in grams went into the compost bin (optional). When completing a weekly questionnaire, participants were not allowed to go back and review their answers from the previous week. The survey instructions indicated to only report avoidable food waste, that is food that could have been eaten but was not, and to disregard non-edible parts such as bones, seeds, and skin. After completing the fourth questionnaire, participants in Intervention A were given the leaflet with tips (see Appendix B), and those in Intervention B were given the leaflet together with the letter (see Appendix B). After a month since the last
questionnaire was filled in, participants received a feedback survey with questions about their experience of participating in the study. During week 1 (starting from the baseline), week 16, and week 20, participants had to fill in an extra survey together with their weekly food waste questionnaire: The habit survey. The habit survey asked the participants to answer some questions about the ten behaviours that were also used as recommendations in the treatment groups. These behaviours were: planning food shopping; freezing food to make it last longer; using leftover recipes; storing food according to the Love Food Hate Waste guide (https://www.lovefoodhatewaste.com/); checking the use-by and best-before dates; planning meal portions; planning meal portions for kids; keeping track of what food has been wasted; making the most out of meat and fish, following the Love Food Hate Waste guide; and making the most out of the fridge, following the Love Food Hate Waste guide. The habit survey asked participants to rate whether these behaviours are something: they do frequently; they do automatically; they do without having to consciously remember; that makes them feel weird if they do not do it; they do without thinking; that would require effort not to do it; that belongs to their routine; that they start doing it before they realizing they are doing it; that they would find hard not to do; that they have no need to think about doing; that is typically “them”; that they have been doing for a long time. Participants had to state how much they agreed with the above statements on the following scale: strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree, strongly agree. These 12 statements are part of the SRHI (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). Because Lally, Chipperfield and Wardle (2008) estimated that it takes 66 days to form a new habit, it was possible to check whether those behaviours had become habitual by the end of the intervention, and whether this effect had continued to persist even after the end of the intervention.

The timeline of the study and a list of the items provided to the participants are summarized in Table 11 and Table 12.
Table 11. Timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Ordered Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Participants can sign up to the study by clicking on the provided link in the advertisement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Baseline survey; weekly questionnaires (x4); habit survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Participants from the intervention groups receive assigned resources (leaflet, letter); weekly questionnaires (x12); habit survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling-off</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>No surveys or questionnaires need to be completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap-up</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>Habit survey; feedback survey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Material provided to the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food waste recycling bucket (optional)</td>
<td>All groups (WCC only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaflet (10 tips)</td>
<td>Intervention A and B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>Intervention B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline survey</td>
<td>All groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly questionnaires to report food waste (x16)</td>
<td>All groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit surveys (x3)</td>
<td>All groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback survey</td>
<td>All groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.5 Data analysis

First, the average food waste amounts for the first month, second month, third month, and fourth month were computed and analysed. Whenever a participant was not able to fill in a weekly questionnaire, the average food waste of their group of that week was computed and inserted to replace that missing data point. This allowed for all
participants to always be included in the analysis without altering the monthly average food waste amounts of each group. Second, the monthly amounts were compared across time, independently of groups, to verify whether all groups saw a decline in their food waste over time or not. Third, the monthly amounts were compared between groups. Fourth, the monthly amounts were compared within groups across time.

Participants’ answers to the SRHI-based questionnaires were summed up to compute automaticity scores. Three automaticity scores were calculated, respectively representing the baseline automaticity score, the automaticity score at the end of the intervention, and the automaticity score measured one month after the end of the intervention. Whenever a participant did not fill in their habit survey, the average automaticity score of that experimental group at that point in time was used instead. Automaticity scores were first analysed over time. Second, a correlation between the change in automaticity over time and the respective change in average food waste was computed, both for all participants, and for individual groups. Third, the changes in automaticity over time were compared across experimental groups.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Demographics and other background information

Most participants were primary shoppers, between the age of 25 and 34, female, had a master's degree, and had an income of £37,000 or more in all groups. The sample was therefore mostly composed of younger and highly educated people, which is in line with expectations given that recruitment took place within WCC and UCL.

Group B had the highest percentage of primary shoppers (91.3%). Control had both the highest percentage of younger participants (23.1%) and older participants (11.5%). Most participants in Intervention A were female (80%), whereas Intervention B had a more balanced group (52.2% female and 43.5% male). Intervention A had the highest percentage of highly educated people (25%), compared to only 3.9% in Control. All groups were mostly comprised of high earners.
Most households in Control were made up of 2 people (57.7%); Intervention A was made up mostly of households of 2 people (35%) or 4 people (30%); Intervention B was made up mostly of households of 1 (21.7%) or 3 people (21.7%).

The general demographics of the sample are described in Table 13.

Table 13. Demographics of sample. (Note: Percentages may not add up as not all participants answered all questions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>All groups (%)</th>
<th>Control (%)</th>
<th>Group A (%)</th>
<th>Group B (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary shoppers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65 or older</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-binary</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor's</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master's</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other further education</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly income</td>
<td>£1-3,999</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£4,000-7,999</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£8,000-11,999</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£12,000-16,999</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£17,000-23,999</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£24,000-36,999</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£37,000 or more</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 people</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 people</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 people</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 people or more</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants also provided information on their usual methods of food waste disposal in the baseline survey. From Control: 46.2% make use of the food waste collection by their local council; 7% do food composting at home; 42.3% do not separate food waste by other waste. From Intervention A: 60% make use of the food waste collection by their local council; 6% do food composting; 5% do not separate food waste. From Intervention B: 56.5% make use of food waste collection; 21.7% do food waste composting; 43.5% do not separate food waste.

### 6.3.2 Food waste

#### Food waste over time

The average (weekly) food waste during the first month was 771.1 g; the average food waste during the second month was 534.8 g; the average food waste during the third month was 565.4 g; the average food waste during the fourth month was 519.1 g (see Table 14). Paired samples t-tests showed the means of the second, third and fourth month to be different from the mean of the first month ($t(68) = 6.12$, $p$
< 0.001; \( t(68) = 4.27, p < 0.001; t(68) = 5.16, p < 0.001 \). There was no significant difference between the average food waste of the second month and of the third month (\( t(68) = -1.21, p = 0.227 \)); but there was a significant difference between the average food waste of the third month and of the fourth month (\( t(68) = 2.60, p = 0.011 \)). This data therefore supports hypothesis 1 (H1).

Table 14. Average food waste over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (g)</th>
<th>SD (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average food waste (Month 1)</td>
<td>771.1</td>
<td>526.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average food waste (Month 2)</td>
<td>534.8</td>
<td>393.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average food waste (Month 3)</td>
<td>565.4</td>
<td>459.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average food waste (Month 4)</td>
<td>519.1</td>
<td>391.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparisons between groups

Differences between food waste amounts can be seen even during the first month of the trial, i.e. when the intervention period had not yet begun (see Table 15). Although it is not possible to know the exact reason behind these differences, it could be argued that they might be due to characteristics inherent to each group. For example, Control’s amount of average food waste was higher than the intervention groups. Out of the three groups, control also had the biggest share of younger people. Previous research suggested that age might be negatively correlated with food waste (Visschers et al., 2016).

When comparing Control and Intervention A, it was found that there was a significant difference in average food waste measured during the second month (\( t(44) = -2.98, p = 0.005 \), with Intervention A reporting higher food waste (\( M = 810.9, SD = 378.0 \)) than Control (\( M = 490.2, SD = 348.4 \)), but not at other time points (month 1: \( t(44) = 0.37, p = 0.713 \); month 3: \( t(44) = -0.76, p = 0.450 \); month 4: \( t(44) = 0.40, p = 0.692 \)).
When Control and Intervention B are compared, it is found that their respective average monthly food waste amounts are always different (month 1: $t(47) = 2.66, p = 0.011$; month 3: $t(47) = 2.51, p = 0.016$; month 4: $t(47) = 3.04, p = 0.004$), except for month 2 ($t(47) = 1.49, p = 0.142$).

When Intervention A and B are compared, it is found that their respective average monthly food waste amounts are always different (month 1: $t(41) = 2.05, p = 0.046$; month 2: $t(41) = 4.32, p < 0.001$; month 3: $t(41) = 3.90, p < 0.001$; month 4: $t(41) = 2.93, p = 0.003$).

A summary of each group’s average food waste amounts over time is presented in Table 15. Figure 11 illustrates a comparison between groups.

Table 15. Average food waste over time by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>$Mean \ (g)$</th>
<th>$SD \ (g)$</th>
<th>$Mean \ per \ capita \ (g)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>914.6</td>
<td>463.1</td>
<td>457.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>861.7</td>
<td>503.4</td>
<td>307.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>530.2</td>
<td>548.4</td>
<td>139.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>490.2</td>
<td>348.4</td>
<td>245.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>810.9</td>
<td>378.0</td>
<td>289.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>345.2</td>
<td>327.8</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>641.7</td>
<td>525.2</td>
<td>320.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>747.9</td>
<td>380.3</td>
<td>267.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>320.4</td>
<td>337.7</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>641.6</td>
<td>450.9</td>
<td>320.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>592.7</td>
<td>355.7</td>
<td>211.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>316.8</td>
<td>258.4</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 24. Average food waste over time by group. Error bars: +/- SD. Tested with 69 participants, with most of them being 25-34 years old.

Comparisons within groups

When looking at the monthly average food waste produced by Control, it was found that these amounts are statistically different each month (months 1 and 2: $t(25) = 7.54$, $p < 0.001$; months 1 and 3: $t(25) = 2.84$, $p = 0.009$; months 2 and 3: $t(25) = -2.86$, $p = 0.008$), except for months 3 and 4 which are not statistically different ($t(25) = 0.01$, $p = 0.994$).

When looking at the monthly average food waste produced by Intervention A, it was found that the averages of months 1 and 4 ($t(19) = 2.77$, $p = 0.012$), and of months 3 and 4 were different ($t(19) = 6.72$, $p < 0.001$), but not those of the other months (months 1 and 2: $t(19) = 0.69$, $p = 0.498$; months 1 and 3: $t(19) = 1.19$, $p = 0.247$; months 2 and 3: $t(19) = 2.03$, $p = 0.057$).

When looking at the monthly average food waste produced by Intervention B, it was found that the averages of months 2 ($t(22) = 3.80$, $p = 0.001$), 3 ($t(22) = 4.41$, $p < 0.001$) and 4 ($t(22) = 3.01$, $p = 0.006$) were different from that of month 1, but were not different between
each other (months 2 and 3: $t(22) = 1.47, p = 0.156$; months 3 and 4: $t(22) = 0.11, p = 0.910$).

*Change in average food waste*

Control saw a decline in the average food waste amount of 273.0 g between the baseline and the end of the intervention, that is a 29.85% reduction. Intervention A’s average food waste diminished by 268.98 g, which equals to a 31.22% reduction. Intervention B’s average food waste diminished by 213.4 g, which equals to a 40.25% reduction. The differences in average food waste between the beginning and the end of the intervention were not, however, statistically different between groups ($F(2, 66) = .15, p = 0.859$). Therefore hypothesis 2 (H2) was not supported. This might indicate that the act of weighing one’s food waste accounted for most of the observed changes in food waste amounts over the intervention period. This possibility will be considered in the discussion section (6.4).

*Wasted items*

When participants filled in their food waste weekly surveys, they were also asked to tick which types of food had gone to waste that week. The food categories of interest were meat, fish, fruit and vegetables, milk and cheese, and pre-packaged meals. Out of these categories, the most wasted items were fruit and vegetables, wasted 191 times during the study period. The second most wasted item was meat (53 times), followed closely by milk and cheese (48 times). The least waste items were pre-packaged meals (24 times) and fish (12 times).

**6.3.3 Automaticity**

*Automaticity scores over time*

Participants’ average automaticity scores increased between the baseline ($M = 389.9, SD = 44.9$) and the end of the intervention ($M = 410.8, SD = 40.9$), but reverted to lower scores when reassessed after a month since the end of the intervention ($M = 383.5, SD = 53.9$) (Table 16). Scores 1 and 2 were found to be statistically different ($t(68) = -4.27, p < 0.001$), and so were scores 2 and 3 ($t(68) = 6.99, p < 0.001$);
but scores 1 and 3 were not \((t(68) = 0.93, p = 0.353)\). Therefore, hypothesis 3 (H3) is supported, but hypothesis 4 (H4) is not.

Table 16. Automaticity scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automaticity score</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automaticity score 1</td>
<td>389.9</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automaticity score 2</td>
<td>410.8</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automaticity score 3</td>
<td>383.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Automaticity scores by group**

Control’s automaticity scores 1 and 2 were not statistically different \((t(25) = -1.31, p = 0.203)\), but scores 1 and 3 \((t(25) = 3.11, p = 0.005)\) and 2 and 3 \((t(25) = 9.51, p < 0.001)\) were.

Similarly, Intervention A’s automaticity scores 1 and 2 were not statistically different \((t(19) = -0.82, p = 0.424)\), but scores 1 and 3 \((t(19) = 4.28, p < 0.001)\) and 2 and 3 \((t(19) = 15.06, p < 0.001)\) were.

On the other hand, Intervention B’s automaticity scores 1 and 2 \((t(22) = -6.89, p < 0.001)\) and 1 and 3 \((t(22) = -4.32, p < 0.001)\) were different, but scores 2 and 3 were not \((t(22) = .21, p = 0.839)\).

Control and Intervention A have similar baseline automaticity scores (automaticity score 1: \(t(44) = -1.38, p = 0.175\)) and similar final automaticity scores (automaticity score 3: \(t(44) = -0.34, p = 0.734\)), but different automaticity scores at the end of the intervention (automaticity score 2) \((t(44) = -2.10, p = 0.042)\).

Control and Intervention B have different automaticity scores at all time points \((t(47) = -2.34, p = 0.023)\) \((t(47) = -8.22, p < 0.001)\) \((t(47) = -13.80, p < 0.001)\).

Intervention A and B have similar baseline automaticity scores \((t(41) = -0.96, p = 0.339)\), but different automaticity scores thereafter \((t(41) = -4.96, p < 0.001)\) \((t(41) = -10.13, p < 0.001)\).
A summary of each group’s average automaticity scores over time is presented in Table 17. Figure 12 illustrates a comparison between groups.

Table 17. Automaticity scores over time by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automaticity score 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>375.0</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>391.7</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>405.1</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automaticity score 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>383.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>450.6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automaticity score 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>349.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>352.3</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>448.9</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 25. Automaticity scores over time by group. Error bars: +/- SD. Tested with 69 participants, with most of them being 25-34 years old.
Are changes in automaticity over time different between experimental groups?

The changes in automaticity between the baseline and the end of the intervention, and the baseline and the end of the study, of Control and Intervention A were not significantly different ($t(44) = 0.04, p = 0.966; t(44) = 1.14, p = 0.261$).

However, the changes in automaticity between the Control and Intervention B were statistically different ($t(47) = -3.86, p < 0.001; t(47) = -5.37, p < 0.001$): Intervention B saw an increase in automaticity, both between the baseline and at the end of the intervention, and between the baseline and a month after the end of the intervention; On the other hand, Control saw a small increase in automaticity between time points one and two, but a decrease in automaticity between time points one and three.

Changes in automaticity were also statistically different between the Intervention A and Intervention B ($t(41) = -3.14, p = 0.003; t(41) = -6.01, p < 0.001$): Intervention A saw, similarly to Control, a small increase in automaticity between the baseline and the end of the intervention, but an overall decline between the baseline and at time point of a month after the end of the intervention.

Hypotheses 5 and 6 (H5, H6) were partially supported: Intervention B saw the biggest change in their automaticity scores, and this change was overall positive both between the baseline and the end of the intervention, and the baseline and the end of the study; Control’s and Intervention A’s changes in automaticity scores were non-statistically different, and even negative when calculated between the baseline and the end of the study (see Table 18).
Table 18. Changes in automaticity over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in automaticity (2-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in automaticity (3-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>-25.3</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention A</td>
<td>-39.3</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention B</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in automaticity and average food waste

Although a negative correlation between the change in average food waste between the baseline and the end of the intervention, and the change in automaticity during that period of time, was computed, it was not found to be significant ($r(67) = -0.10, p = 0.377$).

When groups were analysed individually, similarly no statistically significant correlations were found. However, it was found that the correlation between change in automaticity and food waste was negative for Control ($r(24) = -0.37, p = 0.064$) and Intervention A ($r(18) = -0.04, p = 0.860$), but positive for Intervention B ($r(21) = 0.02, p = 0.931$).

Hypothesis 7 was therefore not supported.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 The findings

Overall, the amount of food waste produced by all participants declined over time. This suggests that measuring your own food waste may act as an intervention. It is possible that participants, once more aware of the actual food waste amounts they produced, tried to reduce it, as also suggested by Wenlock et al. (1980). As expected, regular weighing may have created the opportunity for participants to engage
with the problem, one of the three key elements for behaviour change (Michie et al., 2014).

Differences in the fluctuations of food waste amounts can be seen between different groups. Control’s food waste declined between the first and the second month, then increased between the second and the third month, and was stable thereafter. Measuring food waste may act as an intervention but may not sustain motivation to reduce waste in the long run. On the other hand, Intervention A saw an overall decline in their food waste between month 1 and 4, mainly due to a decline between month 3 and 4. This suggests that the leaflet may have increased psychological capability and motivation, together with competence and autonomy (Michie et al., 2014; Deci & Ryan, 2000). Previous research had found a negative correlation between perceived behavioural control and avoidable food waste (Van der Werf et al., 2021), and the positive impact of the poster supports this result. Intervention B’s waste amounts saw a decline which was significant between the first and second month, and thereafter stable. The letter may have also been successful at increasing psychological capability and motivation, whilst highlighting the participants’ role as citizens and increasing their relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Heiskanen et al., 2010). This finding suggests that norms can affect not only intentions to manage food waste (Ariyani & Ririh, 2020), but also the behaviour itself.

Participants’ automaticity scores increased between the baseline and the end of the intervention, but then decreased between the end of the intervention and the check-in conducted a month after. Behaviours linked to food waste reduction can become more habitual over time, but this change may not last after the intervention finishes, possibly because the opportunity to engage with the problem goes away (Michie et al., 2014). However, the three groups’ automaticity scores changed in different ways. Control’s and Intervention A’s average automaticity scores overall decreased over time: Their final automaticity score was lower than at the baseline. On the other hand, Intervention B’s automaticity score saw an overall increase, despite
dropping slightly between the end of the intervention and the last check-in survey. This suggests that sending both a poster and a letter may have been effective in sustaining habit creation (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003; Lally et al., 2008).

A review of food waste reduction studies (Reynolds et al., 2019) found that information-based interventions tested with small samples of households were effective with a reduction of up to 28% in food waste (Devaney & Davies, 2017). Another study aimed at reducing households’ food waste through education delivered a 27.85% reduction in waste (Wharton et al., 2021). A prevention campaign conducted by the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP) and, similar to this study, targeting London households, delivered a 15% reduction in waste (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2013). An information-based intervention using the Theory of Planned Behaviour, sharing a similar theoretical background to the current study, reported a reduction in avoidable food waste of 30% (Azjen, 1991; van der Werf et al., 2021). As this study found that Intervention A helped residents reduce their waste by 31.22%, and Intervention B by 40.25%, it can be considered an advancement in this field of research. When comparing our intervention to other studies which targeted food waste but made use of different mechanisms, it can be argued that information-based interventions are not always the most effective. Other experiments have adopted technological solutions which make use of changes to objects, such as plates. For example, switching to smaller plate sizes can reduce waste by up to 57% (Reynolds et al., 2019; Wansink & van Ittersum, 2013). Policy or practice changes can also be effective: Changing school dietary guidelines produced a 28% waste reduction in vegetables (Cohen et al., 2014; Reynolds et al., 2019). Although this review suggests that technological solutions may be the most effective, conducting similar interventions in households is impractical. What can be done instead is educating residents about the effects of reduced plate and portion sizes.
Overall, our results indicate that the trial created food waste reduction. Local government authorities could design low-cost campaigns that make use of printed or digital materials to share waste management tips and emphasize both individual and social potential gains from waste reduction. Additionally, “decisional enhancement” interventions which preserve people’s autonomy, such as in the current study, are more likely to be received well by the public (Felsen et al., 2013).

6.4.2 Limitations of this study and recommendations for future research

Some considerations need to be made regarding the sample. First, participants were recruited through Westminster City Council and University College London, and were on average young and highly educated. For these reasons, the results of this study may not be generalized to the entire population. It is difficult to predict how these things would have been different had the sample been older and/or less educated. Because previous research found that people who left school earlier wasted less food (Secondi et al., 2015), and that age is negatively correlated to food waste (Visschers et al., 2016), the interventions may have worked even better with a less educated and/or older sample. Second, the average household size was higher for Intervention B. Hence, it was difficult to make comparisons between the groups and their relative food waste amounts, as it is assumed that household size is a determinant of food waste. Third, the sample size of this study was small compared to Lally, Chipperfield and Wardle’s sample (2008), possibly not allowing for a correlation between habit formation and behaviour change to be found. A post-hoc power analysis for this correlation, considering the effect size as small, gives a power of just 0.13 (Faul et al., 2007). Hence, an interaction between the formation of habitual behaviours and food waste reduction should not be ruled out but investigated further. Fourth, it is important to recognise that this sample might have suffered from self-selection, as those who took part might have been interested in environmental causes and in reducing their households’ food waste to begin with. For example, the average weekly food waste reported during the first
month was 771.1g. This would roughly add up to 3084.4g per month. As previously discussed (see 1.5), 6.4 million tonnes of edible food are thrown away in the UK each year (Waste and Resources Action Programme, 2021); this amount corresponds to 8kg of food waste per capita per month. Therefore, the food waste amounts reported in this study were lower than expected, which might be an indication of self-selection. Future research may replicate this intervention by recruiting a sample as big and diverse as possible, and by selecting participants based on their demographic information, creating three intervention groups that are as similar as possible.

Although Control, Intervention A and Intervention B respectively saw a decline of 29.85%, 31.22% and 40.25% in their average food waste amounts between the beginning and the end of the intervention, these differences were not found to be statistically significant. This raises the question of whether the intervention materials had a relevant impact on behaviours, or whether the simple act of weighing one’s food waste accounted for most of this decline in food waste. Additionally, this study did not measure participants’ capability, opportunity and motivation before and after the study. It is therefore not possible to claim with certainty that the intervention materials influenced them. Future research should further investigate the impact of intervention materials such as letters and posters on food waste management behaviours and on participants’ capability, opportunity, and motivation. Qualitative interviews and/or surveys may be conducted with participants before and after the intervention. For example, a survey containing questions on capability, opportunity and motivation relevant to the behaviour(s) of interest might be administered before and after the trial, and participants’ answers might be assessed on a Likert scale (Baumann et al., 2022). The presence of statistically significant differences between pre-intervention and post-intervention scores would support the hypothesis that the intervention materials have affected capability, opportunity and motivation.

Although the design of the leaflet and the letter was informed by the COM-B model, the Behaviour Change Wheel and the Behaviour
Change Technique Taxonomy, which this model is mapped to (Michie et al., 2014), were not directly used to create these intervention components. Additionally, this study made assumptions regarding the possible barriers and enablers that could affect food waste behaviour, rather than testing them before constructing the intervention. Future research may conduct surveys and qualitative interviews to better understand what might be causing excessive food waste amounts, and what households might find useful to reduce them, and use this information to build more effective intervention instruments. This strategy, together with the use of the Behaviour Change Wheel and the Behaviour Change Technique Taxonomy (Michie et al., 2014), would allow for a more systematic approach to creating further behaviour change trials in this field.

Both the food waste questionnaires and the SRHI surveys relied on self-reports. When answering self-reports, people may want to appear consistent with their answers or may answer according to what they think is expected or socially desirable (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). However, using an external source of food waste collection and measurement is costly, difficult to implement, and may disrupt participants’ lifestyles more; habits would be practically impossible to study without self-reports.

This trial was conducted between the months of January and May, with participants filling in their last weekly food waste questionnaire at the end of April. It is possible that participants’ food preferences changed with the change of seasons, and that lighter meals were preferred in Spring compared to Winter. This may have contributed to a drop in food waste over the trial period, which was observed in all groups (Control as well). This study may be replicated for a longer period to test whether seasonality does in fact have an impact on households’ food waste amounts.

Future research may also investigate additional means to help residents prevent food waste creation. For example, the provision of free compost bins and tips on how to use them may be considered: This could allow households to reuse their food scraps for gardening
purposes. Additionally, ways for residents to exchange unwanted food items before their expiry date may be promoted.

6.5 Summary

This study was successful at helping individuals reduce their food waste by increasing the following: their opportunity to engage with the issue through regular weighing; their psychological capability, motivation, competence, and autonomy through a leaflet with tips; and their psychological capability, motivation, relatedness, and awareness of their role as citizens through a letter. Between the baseline and the end of the intervention, all groups saw a reduction in their average monthly food waste amounts. The second intervention group also showed an increase in automaticity of the recommended behaviours which lasted past the end of the intervention. These results should encourage policymakers and local authorities to conduct similar interventions to help their residents improve their food waste management, thus reducing the negative environmental and economic impact of waste.
Chapter 7

Final discussion

7.1 The results of this thesis

The goal of this thesis was to enrich the research literature around sustainable food consumption by finding ways to encourage pro-environmental consumption behaviours.

The first study assessed what can influence consumers’ judgments on food products and sustainability. I found that choice overload, that is having more options to choose from, makes individuals rely on labels more, with the result of their judgments improving in accuracy thanks to salient truthful labels, and decreasing in accuracy due to salient untruthful labels (also called distractors). Moreover, being overconfident about one’s food sustainability knowledge was negatively linked to judgment accuracy. Being vegan was also negatively correlated with judgment accuracy.

The second study tested how making small changes to a restaurant menu can influence diners’ choices. I found that removing the commonly seen “v” (for “vegetarian”) and “pb” (for plant-based) symbols from the menu increased the sales of those dishes (both starters and mains). Replacing those symbols with “LE” (for “low emissions”) and keeping the nudge hidden did not affect sales. However, making the nudge transparent by disclosing its purpose successfully increased sales of those starters.

The third study aimed at helping individuals reduce their food waste through regular measuring, a leaflet, and a letter, with the goal of fostering good habitual behaviours which can help maintain positive results over time. I found that regular measuring was related to a reduction in food waste. The treatment group which received both the leaflet and the letter showed a long-lasting increase in automaticity of
those recommended behaviours, suggesting that habit creation was successfully achieved during the tested period.

### 7.2 The importance of simple and direct communication

The positive results achieved through the illustrated studies suggest the importance of communication in shifting consumers’ food choices towards more environmentally friendly ones. Previous findings suggest that providing general education may not be as effective at changing behaviours as delivering specific tips to the consumer: For example, suggesting product swaps to customers is more effective at reducing saturated fats in their diets compared to only educating consumers on what a healthy diet low in saturated fats looks like (Huang et al., 2006). Communication in the form of simple nudges which suggest to the consumers what food options to pick, such as a graphic green symbol or a low-emission label, are more likely to be effective than simply providing general education.

The EAST framework developed by the Behavioural Insights Team (Behavioural Insights Team, n.d.) suggests that when a behaviour wants to be encouraged, it should be made easy, attractive, social and timely. Examples of ways to make a behaviour easy are making it the default option, reducing the effort required to pursue it, and simplifying communication around it. It can be made attractive with images and colours, and by using rewards and sanctions correctly. The desired behaviour should be made seen as social by illustrating how most people perform it, by promoting collective action, and by encouraging individuals to make a commitment to each other. It can be made timely by prompting people when they are most likely to be receptive, considering the immediate costs and benefits, and helping people addressing the barriers preventing them from acting as desired. What simple nudges like labels do is they make the behaviour easy by making a certain food product or dish the default option through simple communication, therefore simplifying what it takes for the consumer to buy sustainably. Labels can be designed in a way that makes them attractive through images and colours. They prompt behaviour at the right time: Contrary to an educational session on environmentally
friendly diets which consumers may not remember of when they find themselves grocery shopping or dining in a restaurant, labels can inform or remind consumers then and there of how and why it is important to eat sustainably.

7.3 What do these results mean for policymakers and local authorities?

7.3.1 Labelling schemes

Front-of-pack (FOP) nutrition labels started being developed in 1980s as part of strategies to prevent obesity and other dietary diseases. In the EU, as of 2016, pre-packed food products are required to bear a nutrition declaration: This is generally found on the back of the item, and is formatted as a simple legible table. FOP labels may be added as well, but it is up to each Member State of the EU to develop their own nutritional schemes. FOP labels have become popular because they provide additional information to the consumer, helping them make healthier food choices, and they encourage food companies to reformulate products to get a better label. Two types of FOP labels exist: nutrient-specific labels and summary labels. Nutrient-specific labels generally give numerical information in the form of a table, and can be colour-coded. Summary labels are often either endorsement logos or graded indicators, and are mostly designed as symbols (include image examples). In the UK, a traffic light label (colour-coded nutrient-specific) can be found on many food products. This traffic light scheme was introduced in 2013, and it is meant to provide information on the content of fat, saturated fat, sugars and salt, and on the energy value per portion. The colours on the table indicate whether the food is low (green), medium (amber), or high (red) in the specific nutrient (European Commission, 2020).

FOP labels are meant to help consumers make healthier food choices, but whether they are effective in changing people’s purchasing behaviour depends on multiple factors (European Commission, 2020; Kanter et al., 2018). For labels to work they need to attract the consumer’s attention, be accepted (liked and trusted) by the buyer,
and be understood by the buyer (Grunert & Wills, 2007). According to the Joint Research Centre (2020), FOP labels can increase consumers’ willingness-to-pay for healthy products, and can improve the nutritional quality of people’s shopping baskets, but there are few real-life studies investigating their impact on actual purchasing behaviour. Some argue that FOP labels support health-conscious consumers (Finkelstein et al., 2018), and that different labels may work better with different types of consumers (Hamlin, 2015; Sanjari et al., 2017). The food category can also interact with the label’s effectiveness: Consumers may ignore labels on unhealthy foods on purpose because they want to indulge (Talati et al., 2016).

FOP labels can also act as incentive for food companies to reformulate their products to be able to sell them with a healthy or healthier logo on them. However, a reformulation may backfire for the company if the consumer no longer enjoys the product and demand for it therefore declines. Fees and certification procedures can also discourage businesses from applying FOP labels, which is why some schemes are free. Even though these labelling schemes are required by the Food Information to Consumers Regulation to not create obstacles to the free movement of these goods in the EU, some manufacturers still argue that schemes used in a certain Member State may negatively affect the sales of these products in a different Member State. In the case of the UK traffic light scheme, some sectors are opposed to it because they believe the way the information is provided to the consumer is too judgmental and negatively affects the sales of products which cannot be reformulated much or at all, such as meat products (European Commission, 2020).

Another commonly seen label on food products is an organic label. As of now (2023), packages of UK products may present an organic logo, such as the organic logo of the Soil Association, if they meet the requirements imposed by that particular UK organic control body. UK products may also present the EU organic logo, however, this is not compulsory, and not necessarily possible if the product does not meet the EU requirements (UK Government, 2023). As previously discussed
(see Chapter 2.6), organic labels can increase WTP and create a halo effect by which the product is evaluated better in terms of nutrition, safety, brand attitude, and brand trust, compared to its standard alternative. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, even if a product is organic, it cannot be considered strictly more environmentally friendly than its standard alternative.

A FOP sustainability-related scheme could be created to achieve similar results to FOP health labels and organic labels: increase the likability of sustainable products; inform consumers on which products are more environmentally friendly and encourage them to purchase them; incentivise producers to improve their products, creating more sustainable alternatives. Study 1 suggested how consumers may find it harder to distinguish between accurate and non-accurate information when faced with many options. Therefore, policymakers should consider creating a sustainability-related labelling scheme which is based on clearly defined and science-informed criteria to guarantee trustworthiness. Study 2 showed how a transparent nudge can not only be effective, but can even be more effective than its non-transparent alternative. Because previous research suggests that consumers prefer to be left autonomous in their decision-making, and nudges are often criticised for being paternalistic (see 2.5), policymakers may consider making a transparent sustainability-related label, whereby a small message may be added to the product packaging explaining either the possible influence of the label or its purpose (Bruns et al., 2018).

Nonetheless, it should be noted that a sustainability label will not exist in isolation but would be placed alongside other labels and texts on product packaging. More research should therefore be conducted on how consumers integrate different sets of information, and how this has an impact on their purchase decisions. Additionally, this calls for an integrated approach where health considerations and sustainability considerations should be made together. As previously discussed, reducing consumption of red meat, and increasing consumption of fruits, vegetables, and legumes, might be encouraged for both health
and sustainability reasons (Ritchie et al., 2022; Springmann et al., 2021; see 1.3). However, great care should be taken when placing both health and sustainability logos on packaging as to avoid confusing consumers with labels that might discourage consumption of a certain product for one reason, but encourage it for another.

7.3.2 Taxes and international agreements

The results from study 2 also show how the way businesses market their dishes and food products can have a big impact on consumers’ consumption choices. Marketing strategies like adding or removing labels are low-cost and effective. Businesses could therefore have a pivotal role in steering food consumption choices towards more sustainable ones. However, the question is whether they would be willing to change their offer and marketing strategy. Although demand for plant-based substitutes has increased (Šimčikas, 2018) (see 2.3.5), meat consumption has also increased (see 1.3). If a business’ profits rely mostly on meat-based and fish-based products, they may not be willing to prioritise sales of vegetarian and plant-based dishes.

Governments could consider taxing emissions on the production side but, if this was implemented only at a local level, it may backfire (see 2.4). It would therefore be necessary for international agreements to be made to regulate production of foods with high environmental impact. Taxing consumers, to reduce demand directly, could also be considered (see 2.4). Taxation of sugary foods and drinks, for example, has been shown to improve consumers’ health, and reduce healthcare costs associated with excess sugar consumption (Liu et al., 2022). Nevertheless, the introduction of a tax on consumers might only bring moderate benefits, and should be combined with other strategies such as labelling interventions (Fichera et al., 2021).

7.3.3 Waste initiatives

In the UK, various organisations and local authorities have been promoting waste initiatives. WRAP, for example, works with both the government and business to reduce the amount of food waste produced. The Courtauldl Commitment 2030 is WRAP’s initiative to
achieve a 50% per capita reduction in food waste by 2030 (Waste and Resources Action Programme, n.d.a), compared to the UK 2007 baseline; achieve a 50% absolute reduction in greenhouse gas emissions coming from food consumption compared to 2015 baseline; and source 50% of fresh food from areas where water is sustainably managed. In order to achieve the desired food waste reduction, WRAP encourages businesses to incorporate regular measuring into their practices, and to take action by collaborating with supply chain partners and supporting citizens to reduce food waste (WRAP, n.d.b).

Local councils which were previously not providing a food waste collection service have been trialling food waste recycling schemes. For example, Westminster City Council conducted a pilot study where they trialled their food waste recycling service with a few residents first. Focus-group sessions were also conducted to find out more about how residents felt in regard to this new recycling service. Some of the residents who were interviewed admitted the following: They were sceptical towards the council (for example, they were not sure the council would dispose of their food waste and recycling properly); they wanted to receive feedback on how their food waste and recycling can make a difference after being collected; and they maybe felt even less guilty about producing food waste after the food waste collection service was introduced. In addition to this, the report highlighted the following problem: Some residents had misconceptions about the food waste service that led them to dispose of their food waste in the wrong way (e.g., some people believed that food waste would be used to feed livestock, hence avoided putting any meat components in the food waste bin) (Westminster City Council, 2020).

Study 3 showed how simple and inexpensive interventions can make a big difference in people’s waste behaviour. The results from WCC’s trial show how clear communication is essential: The impact of food waste on the environment is a complex issue, and so are the disposal and recycling methods used. Helping residents understand why it is important to reduce food waste and how their local council disposes of food waste is key. Simple interventions such as the ones adopted in
study 3, like sharing food waste reduction tips and sending messages to residents, can make a difference. Local authorities can replicate study 3, and should consider the EAST framework, making food waste reduction and recycling behaviour: easy, for example by sharing tips; attractive, for example by highlighting not only the positive impact on the environment but the chance to save money; social, for example by highlighting individuals’ responsibility as citizens (as in study 3) and by encouraging residents to take part in collective initiatives; timely, for example by sending reminders around food recycling collection dates.

7.4 What do these results mean for consumers?

Consumers who are interested in eating more sustainably may create their own prompts and reminders to start incorporating positive behaviours in their daily routines. For example, measuring your own food waste on a regular basis for a period may make you more aware of how much you are buying and then throwing away. You may wish to take note of what items you are throwing away the most of, and adjust your grocery shopping accordingly, which would then allow you to both save money and waste less. Writing down some notes, such as ways to use leftovers, and making them visible in your kitchen may help you remember what to do at the right time.

The letter in the waste study also played a part in encouraging households to reduce their food waste. Because the letter encourages households to recognize their role as citizens in addressing the food waste problem, a way to act on this without the need for an intervention would be to sign up to a collective initiative or create one with friends, where everyone makes a commitment to try reduce their food waste, and individuals within the group can share tips with each other, and make each other accountable.

Although FOP sustainability labels are not currently used on food packaging, if an individual was interested in reducing the environmental footprint of their diet, a good rule of thumb would be to try and incorporate some vegetarian and vegan meals into their diets, and cut their beef consumption. Vegan products can be easily
identified thanks to the Vegan Trademark (see Figure 13) (Vegetarian Society, n.d.). Taking part in initiatives such as Veganuary may also be helpful for consumers to learn more about eating meat-free whilst feeling part of a community.

Figure 26. Vegan trademark (Vegetarian Society, n.d.).

7.5 General discussion

7.5.1 Strengths of behavioural science and this thesis

Behavioural science has, so far, shown promising results in various fields of research, including health, sustainability, education, and criminal justice (Cadario & Chandon, 2020; Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018; Ferrari et al., 2019; Fishbane et al., 2020; Hallsworth, 2023). Behavioural science can, in fact, not only be adopted as a tool, but also as a lens to better look at both public and private sector issues: It can be used to enhance policies; it can be used to create new interventions, but also help reassess existing efforts; and it can be integrated into an organization’s core activities (Hallsworth, 2023). Behavioural science has indeed caught the attention of governments and international organizations, which are now promoting its use. For example, in 2010, the UK government set up the Behavioural Insights Team, now an independent organization which has run more than 1000 projects so far (Behavioural Insights Team, n.d.). At a global level, the World Health Organization now supports and encourages the use of behavioural science to address various issues of public health, including prevention and management of alcohol and drug use, as well as tropical diseases and HIV (World Health Organization, 2022).

This thesis investigated how behavioural science can help us switch towards more sustainable food consumption choices. Three studies
were conducted, aiming to address the following: how consumers evaluate food products in terms of sustainability, and whether symbols on product packaging can affect their judgments; how different labels on a restaurant menu can influence diners’ choices; and how an intervention can help residents reduce their households’ avoidable food waste. This research provided support to the use of behavioural science interventions to encourage more environmentally friendly food consumption practices. The first study showed the relevance of symbols on product packaging, and how these can have a big impact on consumers’ perceptions of food products. These results hint to the potential role that a sustainability front-of-pack label, designed similarly to a nutrition declaration, could have in addressing the issue of unsustainable food consumption. This therefore suggests the role of governments in promoting the use of green labels, whilst regulating sustainability schemes and fighting greenwashing. The second study showed how simple changes to a menu can influence customers’ food choices. It was also the first real world trial that suggests that vegetarian and plant-based symbols on menus may have a negative impact on the popularity of those dishes. These results indicate the important role of businesses such as restaurants and cafes in influencing food consumption choices. Finally, the third study shows how simple behaviour change interventions can help households cut down on food waste. For example, the simple act of weighing one’s food waste might be enough to create behaviour change. This piece of research was conducted in partnership with Westminster City Council, and these results show how local government authorities could take simple actions to tackle excessive food waste in their areas.

7.5.2 Limitations of behavioural science and this thesis

According to Mangal and Mangal (2013), behavioural science research suffers from a few limitations. One of them relates to the nature of what it is investigating: human behaviour. Human behaviour is dynamic, unpredictable, and complex. Additionally, constructs such as personality, intelligence and emotions do not have material existence, and for this reason cannot be investigated with the same
rigor as physical scientists would research the properties and functions of materials such as copper. Two issues follow: the difficulty with which studies and research are replicated, and the difficulty to generalize results. Another limitation concerns the difficulty in selecting and creating appropriate techniques and tools to conduct the research. For example, relying on answers from a questionnaire creates doubts regarding the reliability of the research. Similarly, it is difficult for researchers in this field to keep their studies objective: From the design of the research to the analysis and interpretation of the data, behavioural science research is inherently objective. Finally, selecting participants for the research and seeking their cooperation is challenging. For example, it is difficult to be sure that your sample is representative of the general population (Mangal & Mangal, 2013).

Similar limitations can be found in the research presented in this thesis. It is difficult to say with certainty if all the results of this work can be replicated and generalised. For example, the positive impact of the labels applied to the restaurant menu on the sales of vegetarian and plant-based dishes (Chapter 4) might change if this study were to be conducted in a different setting (different type of restaurant, different type of clientele, different city, different country). The online experiment created for the first study of this thesis (Chapter 3), and the intervention materials created for the third study of this thesis (Chapter 6), were created in a way that was considered appropriate to investigate the research questions of interest. However, the content and design of these can be considered subjective; had other researchers conducted similar studies, they might have created different types of questionnaires and/or intervention materials. The second and third study (Chapter 4 and Chapter 6) especially suffered from the difficulty of either finding research partners or recruiting participants, and of seeking cooperation from them. Before establishing a partnership with the two restaurants which made the second study possible, multiple enquiries were sent to other shops and restaurants, which were either not interested in collaborating or could not cooperate. As far as the third study is concerned, not only it is possible that the recruited
sample suffered from self-section (as discussed in 6.4.2), but some participants also dropped out during the study. The experiment, in fact, required the participants to commit to this research for five months.

This thesis also focused on nudges as both a concept and effective tool in behavioural science. However, despite nudges having the potential to be both effective and low cost, as suggested by the results of this thesis, their use has been questioned mainly due to two reasons (Sunstein, 2017). Firstly, they are meant to “make people better off, as judged by themselves” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 5). How can you be sure that the outcome you are trying to achieve with a nudge would have been sought by the decision-maker to begin with? Secondly, do people really want to be nudged? These two criticisms have been answered by Sunstein (2017) as follows. Nudges generally aim to induce positive outcomes, such as healthy lifestyles, which people in numerous nations, including the UK, would endorse. There are also cases where choosers suffer from self-control problems and, despite them having had a different preference to begin with, they will be possibly grateful that their preference then changed thanks to a nudge (Sunstein, 2017). This thesis also explored the issue of whether a nudge can be considered ethically acceptable or not, and a transparent nudge was tested as an alternative to a hidden nudge in study 2. As discussed in Chapter 5, the hidden nudge, which disclosed the purpose of the new label “LE”, was found to be effective. However, literature on transparent nudges is still emerging, and more research will be needed to reach a conclusion as to whether transparent nudges are always successful in achieving the desired outcome.

7.5.3 Alternative research focus and methods

This thesis aimed to explore the question “How can we encourage more sustainable food consumption choices?” by conducting three studies, each focusing on a different stage of consumption (pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase) (Tsiotsou & Wirtz, 2015). An alternative method to explore this field of research could have been to select one of the three stages of consumption, and conduct three studies investigating behaviours relevant to that specific stage. For
example, had the first stage (pre-purchase) been selected, other research methods, such as qualitative interviews and/or surveys, could have been conducted to explore consumers’ opinions and reactions towards different kinds of sustainability labels. Had the second stage (purchase) been selected, multiple trials could have been conducted in different locations and settings, that is not only in restaurants, but also in shops, bars and canteens. However, it is important to recognise that conducting this kind of research in shops and restaurants proved difficult. Firstly, it was difficult to strike a collaboration with a business that would be willing to run a behavioural trial on their premises. Secondly, there might be specific reasons why shops cannot contribute to this kind of research. For example, the manager of a supermarket in London, which is part of a big chain of stores in the country, explained that it would be difficult for them to partner on this research as brands pay for their products to be displayed in a certain way in the shop. Hence, conducting a piece of research testing the impact of choice architecture on consumers’ choices would have not been possible. Additionally, a partnership with a smaller and independent shop was indeed formed, but the data provided by this store was not enough to conduct an in-depth and sound statistical analysis, and was therefore not discussed in this thesis. Finally, had the third stage (post-purchase) been selected, qualitative interviews and surveys could have been conducted to better understand what might be causing excessive food waste in people’s homes, and what could help households cut down on their food waste. However, recruiting big and diverse samples of people to participate in food waste trials is challenging, as shown by the limitations related to the sample of study 3. Therefore, this field of research could have been explored differently, however, alternative approaches might have suffered from other limitations as well.

7.5.4 Future research

Notwithstanding the challenges that conducting behavioural science research in the field of sustainable food consumption entails, future research could build on the results from this thesis and investigate the
question “How can we encourage more sustainable food consumption choices?” further. Firstly, more research should be conducted on the impact of labels on product packaging and on menus. Similar studies to the ones presented in this thesis should be run in a variety of different settings. This would allow for more generalizable conclusions to be drawn. More research should also be conducted on the challenges faced, not only by households, but by businesses as well, with regards to the production of excessive food waste. The results from these studies could then inform policies and strategies of governments and international organizations working towards making food consumption more sustainable. A front-of-pack sustainability label may be developed to help and encourage consumers to shop and eat more sustainably. Local government offices may directly either collaborate on food waste research projects or take the results of these studies to inform their climate emergency strategies.

Future research should also investigate the issue of unsustainable food production. Research on food sustainability should, in fact, not only be focused on what can be done on the consumer side, but what can also be done on the production side. Furthermore, this thesis focused on sustainability with an environmental lens. However, there are other issues concerning food sustainability that should be considered: naturalness, food safety, and animal welfare (Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2007). Additionally, we should also be working towards achieving a food system that can guarantee food security, defined as availability, access, utilization, and stability (FAO, 2006).

Finally, the issues of unsustainable food production and consumption are complex and multi-faceted, and should therefore be investigated with an interdisciplinary and varied approach. Different theories and methodologies, and approaches other than one grounded in behavioural science as this body of work, should be considered.

7.5.5 Conclusion

This research aimed to contribute to the emerging body of work on food consumption and sustainability. Theories and methodologies
from behavioural science were used to address the question “How can we encourage more sustainable food consumption choices?”. Three experiments were conducted in a variety of settings. The first one took place online, and investigated the impact of a green label on consumers’ sustainability judgments in Italy and the UK. The second one took place in two restaurants in London, and investigated the impact of different labels on diners’ food choices in a restaurant. The third one was conducted in partnership with Westminster City Council, and tested ways of helping households reduce their avoidable food waste. The results of this thesis highlight the role of communication in shaping consumers’ choices, and of behavioural science as a potential instrument to tackle unsustainable food consumption practices. Future research may conduct further studies in the fields of sustainability and food consumption, possibly targeting unsustainable food production practices as well.
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Appendix A

Chapter 4

Examples of dishes from the menus from the study period (summer)

Restaurant A's menu

Vegetarian starter: Truffle burrata, English heritage tomatoes, pane carasau.
Other starter: Beef tartare, whipped hen’s yolk, mustard, grissini.
Vegetarian main: Courgette tortelloni, shaved truffle, roast radicchio, horseradish.
Other main: Wild Cornish turbot on-the-bone, butter sauce, sesame asparagus.
Dessert: Strawberry, marshmallow, meringue.

Restaurant B’s menu

Plant-based starter: Beetroot and heritage tomatoes, tofu mayo, sourdough.
Other starter: Spicy chicken wings.
Plant-based main: Roast cauliflower and sweet potato, spinach pancake, walnuts, harissa aioli.
Other main: Salmon fillet, Puy lentils, spinach, salsa verde.
Dessert: Sticky toffee pudding, salted caramel ice cream.
Examples of dishes from the menus from a different period (winter)

Restaurant A’s menu

Vegetarian starter: Burrata, pumpkin relish, pumpkin seed granola.

Other starter: Pressed Barbary duck terrine, smoked duck breast, cranberry relish, sourdough crisps.

Plant-based main: Roast celeriac, wild mushrooms, cavolo nero, chestnut sauce.

Other main: Slow cooked Welsh lamb shoulder, creamed mashed potatoes, braised red cabbage, minted lamb jus.

Dessert: Chocolate & orange tart, vanilla ice cream.

Restaurant B’s menu

Vegetarian starter: Artisan goat’s cheese, pumpkin relish & crumb.

Other starter: Cured sea trout, pickled cucumber, wholegrain mustard dressing.

Plant-based main: Roast celeriac, wild mushrooms, cavolo nero, chestnut sauce.

Other main: Slow braised beef cheeks, creamed mashed potatoes, Savoy cabbage, red wine jus.

Dessert: Sticky toffee pudding, salted caramel sauce, Chantilly cream Cashel Blue, chutney, walnut & raisin toast.
Appendix B

Chapter 6

Food waste weekly questionnaire

This weekly questionnaire contains 3 questions about your food waste. Please note: The term "food waste" refers to avoidable food waste, that is food that could have been eaten but was not. The non-edible parts of food (such as bones, seeds, and skin) do not count as food waste.

How much food waste have you got this week? Please weigh your food waste bucket and insert the value in grams here.

Please also weigh your food waste bucket when it is empty. Insert its weight in grams. If you do not have a bucket and are using bags only instead, then please insert the weight of your bag.

Which items went to waste this week? Please tick as appropriate. (Options given: meat, fish, fresh fruit and vegetable, cheese and milk, pre-packaged meals, other).

If you use a compost bin, how much waste went into the bin? (If you do not use a compost bin, please insert 0.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10 TIPS TO REDUCE YOUR FOOD WASTE  (scan for more info)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Plan your shopping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Use your freezer to make your food last longer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Use leftover recipes to make the most of your food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Store your food correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Understand use by and best before dates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Plan your portions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Plan your kids’ portions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Keep track of what you have wasted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Make the most of your meat and fish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Take care of your fridge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear participant,

Thank you for taking the time to help us with our research.

In 2019, Westminster City Council used focus groups¹ to collect information about how its residents experience food waste recycling. It was found that:

- Very few residents knew exactly what their food waste would be used for.
- Misassumptions about food waste led participants to change their behaviours and sort their waste in the wrong way.
- Most participants reported that they have probably been producing more food waste after the food waste collection service was implemented because they feel less guilty about disposing of it.

We therefore encourage you to:

- Find out how your local council disposes of your food waste (if this service is available), and what your food waste is used for;²
- Remember that reducing your food waste can help both yourself and the environment³:

  7 million tonnes of food and drink went to waste in the UK in 2012.

  4.2 million tonnes of this waste were avoidable.

  “If we could cut this portion of waste down, we would reduce CO₂ emissions by 4.4 million tonnes, saving households £400 or more!”

---

² How? Search on Google the name of your local council and "food waste recycling collection", and you will find an official council page with all the information you need.
³ Household Food and Drink Waste in the United Kingdom 2012 (WRAP, 2013).